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ABSTRACT 
Transformative Discipleship: Effective Discipleship of Young Adults at Christ Is 




It feels as if they are reading from a script. Young adults describe their individual faith 
journeys in startlingly similar language. Most of their stories include significant 
disengagement from church—and sometimes from Christianity altogether. But it’s not 
just dropping out that they have in common. Many young people who grew up in church 
and have since dropped out do not hesitate to place blame. They point the finger, fairly or 
not, at the establishment: you lost me(Kinnaman and Hawkins, You Lost Me : Why Young 
Christians Are Leaving Church-- and Rethinking Faith 9)  
 
In response to this Christ Is The Answer Ministries’ (CITAM) sees the urgent 
need to effectively disciple young adults between nineteen and twenty-nine years old 
(Kaane 3) in order to stop them from dropping out of the church. David Kinnaman say 
that ages eighteen to twenty-nine are the “black hole of church attendance;” this age 
segment is “missing in action” from most congregations (Kinnaman 22). This need arose 
from the declining interest and participation of youth in urban churches in Africa, Kenya 
included (Rangoonwala, ii). “‘Seventy percent of young people in Kenya today never go 
near a church’, considering the fact that more than eighty percent of people in Kenya 
identify themselves as Christians” (Rangoonwala 1). According to Kinnaman and 
Hawkins,  “Their disdain for one-sided communication, disconnect from formulaic faith, 
and discomfort with apologetics that seem disconnected from the real world has driven 
 
young people out of the church”(Kinnaman and Hawkins, You Lost Me : Why Young 
Christians Are Leaving Church-- and Rethinking Faith 11)This has caused a great 
concern to the CITAM leadership that there is a call to rethink the way we do youth 
ministry. 
 Rangoonwala in his response to the declining interest and participation of youth in 
urban churches in Africa writes,  
Churches in Nairobi, as in other parts of Africa, have inherited ecclesial praxis 
that was shaped in the dualistic cultural context of the Western Enlightenment and 
the clerical paradigm of Christendom. This dualistic view of reality has 
dichotomized the understanding of the gospel by compartmentalizing it into a 
spiritual sphere while failing to address the social and cultural dimensions of 
human life(RANGOONWALA ii).  
In this project I sought to find out how Christ Is The Answer Ministries (CITAM) can 
disciple young adults in a transformative way. I assessed the areas in which the Safari 
model of discipleship currently used at all CITAM assemblies is lacking in transforming 
the lives of the young people so that they are unable to integrate their faith in all areas of 
their life. I will be seeking ways to complement the CITAM Safari model in order to 
make it more effective. 
This is a qualitative research. In order to find collect the data, I interviewed youth, 
youth pastors, and other pastors from CITAM. I needed to know whether or not the youth 
felt that the Safari Model of discipleship is meeting their needs and transforming their 
 
lives. Secondly, I sought to find out from the pastors of CITAM whether or not they think 
Safari is effectively transforming the lives of the young people. I also sought to find the 
pastors’ views on how to make the Safari more effective in discipling young people. 
Thirdly, I prepared a survey that was filled out by the youth to assess whether or not they 
feel that the Safari model was effectively discipling them. 
 As a result of this study I make recommendations on how CITAM can improve 
on the Safari model of discipleship in order to effectively disciple young people in a 
transformative way. Those recommendations include the following. First, Safari is 
obligated to meet the needs of young people, which include affection, a sense of 
belonging, and challenge. Safari must help the youth to feel loved and appreciated in the 
church. Second, Safari should be set in such a way that it enables the young people to 
feel that they belong to the church. Third, challenge is essential. Young people need to be 
challenged and have a sense of purpose. James Hampton writes,  
The teenagers I know are both cynical and harshly passionate. What they want is 
so big, it’s hard to get your eye around it at first. …Their struggle is with the 
world—will it let them lose their loneliness? And how? They want something 
bigger than themselves to live for, something steadier and stronger than one-on-
one love, something I long for and loathe, something eradicating—a ‘we’ in their 
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NATURE OF THE PROJECT 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
In this chapter, I focus on several issues pertinent to this project. Before 
embarking on the project itself, I give a brief history of how I developed an interest in 
this area of research. I then proceed to give a statement of the problem that motivated my 
research. Following this concern, I have developed research questions to guide me in my 
research. I then formulate a rationale for the project both from a Biblical perspective and 
from a societal perspective. For the sake of clarity of expression, I dedicate a section 
toward the definition of specific terms used in the Kenyan context and what they mean.  
After defining the terms I identify specific delimitations to delineate the scope of 
the project and provide reasons why the project focuses only on my immediate church 
context rather than the church in general or the country as a whole. In order to give the 
project a determinate legitimacy, I draw from a variety of authors to extract possible 
insights from their writings that might be relevant in helping me address the problem 
faced at CITAM. Finally, I outline the research methodology I employ in carrying out 
this research. 
 
Autobiographical Introduction  
Discipling young adults is a subject close and dear to my heart because I have 
experienced firsthand what it means to go through life as a young Christian with no one 
to disciple me. This is like leaving a newborn baby to fend for him/herself. After giving 
my life to Jesus in my first year of high school I was left to grope in the dark not knowing 
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what Christianity was all about until ten years later when I got to understand the basics of 
the Christian faith. Because I lacked discipleship I made many wrong choices in my life. 
After high school I backslid and lived a double life, which was very destructive. I still 
live with the painful consequences of that life and I wouldn’t like another young adult to 
go through it. I was unable to live a productive Christian life of worshipping God and 
sharing my faith with others. For a long time I was very legalistic and depended on works 
for my salvation. This made Christianity very hard and boring.  
The second reason that I have chosen to work on a project on discipling young 
adults  is because we are losing them(Kinnaman and Hawkins, You Lost Me : Why Young 
Christians Are Leaving Church-- and Rethinking Faith 22) I discovered, for example, 
that in spite of what we consider a robust discipleship program at CITAM, young people 
are still struggling with their faith and many have left altogether. This reality, therefore, 
helped to shape the purpose of the project, namely: to determine what can be done to 
improve the Safari Model of Discipleship at CITAM in order to effectively disciple the 
Youth in a way that will transform their lives. Barna Group writes that church youth are 
increasingly being secularized and an alarming number are abandoning their faith in their 
twenties (Barna Group, “Millenials”).  
 The third reason for choosing this project is our duty to pass on the gospel to the 
next generation. That is our legacy. Recently CITAM leadership invited all pastors to a 
two-day youth ministry training. The training addressed the need to for a paradigm shift 
in how we do youth ministry. What triggered the need for this training is the realization 
that we are quickly losing the younger generation due to the many holes in the church. 
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The aim of the training was to find ways to cover the holes, which the young people fall 
through in the church. This project is a follow up on that training. 
  The fourth reason is the reality facing us today that African is the next face of 
Christianity. Philip Jenkins writes passionately about Christianity in the global south. He 
emphatically states that Christianity is moving decisively to the Global South. He says 
that by 2025, the title for the “most Christian” continent—the continent with the largest 
number of Christians—will be in competition between Africa and Latin America but by 
about 2050, Africa will win. In terms of population distribution, Christianity will be 
chiefly a religion of Africa and the African Diaspora which will, in a sense, be the 
heartland of Christianity (Jenkins 113-115). If these statistics are anything to go by, then 
it is our duty as the church in Africa to decide what kind of a church we want to see thirty 
years from now. If we want to see a strong church we have no option but to effectively 
disciple our young people. How we deal with our youth will determine the future of the 
Christian faith not just in Africa but the rest of the world, since these young people will 
go out as missionaries to the western world. Jenkins points out that countries like Nigeria, 
the Philippines, and Mexico are exporting priests to countries that used to be the great 
heartlands of Catholic Christianity. One can go to Ireland and meet Nigerian priests 
because there are not enough Irish priests (Jenkins 114). 
The fifth reason I am embarking on this project is because of the state of things in 
Kenya and Africa in general. Though Kenya is said to be eighty percent Christian 
(Rangoonwala 1) it is one of the most corrupt countries in the world. If these statistics are 
true, then I can conclude that Christians are not living their faith and are not impacting 
the society. I feel part of the reason Christians are not making an impact in our country is 
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because they have not been discipled, and those who have gone through discipleship are 
not being transformed by it. I discovered, for example, that in my immediate context 
young adults are struggling with their faith. When asked their views on corruption in 
Kenya, many young at Christ Is the Answer Ministries (CITAM), Eldoret see corruption 
as an unavoidable evil. Also, many young adults and older teenagers (19-29 years 
old)(Kinnaman and Hawkins, You Lost Me : Why Young Christians Are Leaving Church-
- and Rethinking Faith 22) are dropping out of church at an alarming rate. I would like to 
see the young adults disciple, and disciple well, because they form the highest percentage 
in the population of our country. I believe the hope of our country lies in the proper 
Discipling of our young people. 
CITAM recognizes the need for discipleship and has established a discipleship 
program to be run in all of its assemblies. The Safari discipleship model is a discipleship 
program designed to present one’s Christian life as a journey of spiritual growth and 
transformation. Safari is the Swahili word for journey. The main component of Safari 
consists of five steps or stages : Enter, Encounter, Embrace, Enlist, and Engage. At the 
Enter Stage, the participants get introduced to the basics of the Christian faith. The 
second stage, Encounter, is designed to draw participants into an encounter with God in a 
way that will leave their lives totally transformed. The third stage, Embrace, aims at 
helping the people learn how to embrace one another with arms of love. The fourth stage, 
Enlist, is designed to help the participants identify the gifts and talents that God has 
invested in them. The fifth, Engage, is designed to prepare the participants to engage 
actively in serving the purposes of God in their lives. 
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Each stage is divided up into lessons, which are taught during plenary sessions on 
Sunday during the worship service in place of the sermon. Safari has three other 
components. The first component consists of personal daily reflections, which are daily 
activities to be done  five days in the week. The Second component consists of a Safari 
group study, which is designed for small groups meeting in the course of the week in 
different neighborhoods. The third component consists of the Safari Partners-a group of 
two or three partners of the same gender who meet regularly to offer mutual support and 
accountability to one another during the Safari journey. Safari has also been designed for 
the adult, teenage, and the children’s church in all three Churches of CITAM. 
 
Statement of the Problem  
Safari discipleship program was put together by CITAM, and it is a great tool for 
discipleship. It has great content on different aspects of the Christian faith. However, the 
Safari lacks what it takes to transform the lives of emerging adults at CITAM. 
Discipleship, for example, is more caught than taught. Introducing some new aspect to 
the Safari discipleship program could help make it a more effective tool for transforming 
the lives of young adults, ensuring their spiritual growth, and ending the mass exodus of 
young people from the church. Safari must meet the youth’s need for affection, a sense of 
belonging, and challenge. Young people require older people who will show them 
affection and appreciation. They need a place to belong, a challenge bigger than 
themselves to live for, and a purpose for life. Though the Safari has touched on some of 
these issues—for example, Embrace addresses the issue of affection. Safari has not been 
tailored to suit young people. Furthermore, despite having been designed in such a way 
that the participants are to interact in small groups, very few young people participate in 
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the Safari Groups. This makes the Safari less relational and the participants do not 
interact with the material as intended. Though the few that attend the Safari Groups have 
been paired up as accountability partners, most of them do not meet. The Safari lacks the 
mentoring/coaching aspect, which I believe is very crucial for effective spiritual 
formation and effective discipleship. The other weakness with the Safari is the lack of 
self-initiative by the participants. There are very few activities in the Safari that drives 
people to pursue personal growth. The Safari also lacks the application aspect. There are 
very few activities in the Safari that require the participants to apply what they are 
learning to their daily activities. Therefore, the participants of the Safari, which include 
the Youth, do not practice what they learn. 
 
Purpose of the Project 
 The purpose of this project was to discover ways in which the Safari model of 
discipleship can be improved to effectively transform the lives of youth at CITAM, in 
Kenya. From observing the rising levels of young people dropping out of church, young 
people struggling with their faith, and the level of corruption in our country as reported in 
the media it is safe to say that Christians are not being effectively discipled. If they are 
being discipled, their lives are not being transformed so that they live their faith. From 
my personal interaction with the Youth at CITAM, Eldoret I have come to learn that most 
of them are struggling with their faith and are not living it in their daily lives. I have 
noted that corruption is not an issues of concern to them. They have accepted these vices 
as part of being a Kenyan. They do not see it as part of their responsibility to fight 






Research Question #1 
Why are young adults in CITAM leaving the church?  
 
Research Question #2 
In what ways is the Safari curriculum lacking in reaching young adults 
effectively?  
 
Research Question #3 
What specific improvements can be introduced to Safari to make it a more 
effective discipleship program for young adults?  
 
Rationale for the Project  
 
Biblical Reasons 
The first reason this study matters is because Jesus commands us to disciple 
others. In Matthew 28:18-20 Jesus says, “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, 
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit and 
teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you 
always, to the very end of the age.” Therefore, discipling of the young people at our 
church is in obedience to Jesus’ command that we go out and disciple others. Jesus not 
only commanded his disciples to disciple others, he also set an example for them during 
his earthly ministry. Mark 3:14 says, “He appointed twelve that they might be with him 
and that he might send them out to preach.” Jesus took a small group of simple people 
including fishermen and tax collectors, and lived his life before them, mentoring them. In 
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discipling young people through mentoring and relational model of discipleship, we are 
following the example set before us by Jesus.  
Second, the apostles taught discipleship and discipled others. Paul in 2Timothy 
2:2 says, “And the things you have heard me say in the presence of many witnesses 
entrust to reliable people who will also be qualified to teach others.” Paul goes on in 
Ephesians 4:11-13 to say, “The gifts he gave were that some would be apostles, some 
prophets, some evangelists, some pastors and teachers, to equip the saints for the work of 
ministry, for building up the body of Christ, until all of us come to the unity of the faith 
and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to maturity, to the measure of the full stature of 
Christ.” Paul Martin drawing from his experience in youth ministry, refers to Ephesians 
2:10, he suggests that God sees young people as his created works of art, his unique 
workmanship. Martin's assumption that each young person is God's masterpiece, 
becomes intent on revealing the artistry of each student "for them and everyone else to 
see"(Martin 138-139). From these and many other scriptures Paul calls on us to do 
discipleship.  
Third, this study is important because discipleship is necessary for people to grow 
in their faith. When one comes to Christ they are like a new born baby. Unless one is  
nurtured one will not grow to maturity. In the Old Testament we see several examples of 
discipleship, in Deuteronomy 6:7 God commands Israel to teach their children His 
commandments. Deutronomy 31-34 shows that Moses mentored Joshua. In 1 Kings 
19:19-21 and 2 Kings 2 we see that Elijah mentored Elisha, and Ruth 1-4 portrays Naomi 
as Ruth’s Mentor. Throughout the Old Testament discipleship is portrayed in terms of the 





Another reason that I chose to work with youth in this project is because youth 
form thirty-five percent of the Kenyan population (Kaane 3). At present, young adults 
under the age of twenty-five comprise more than half of the population of Nairobi and 
other towns and cities in Kenya (Shorter 75). This is a major part of the population and 
we cannot afford to ignore them if we want to impact our society with the gospel of Jesus 
Christ. I believe the solution to many of the ills we experience in our society such as 
corruption, tribalism, and nepotism is found by helping Christians to live their faith. 
Tribalism and nepotism are rampant in every sector in the government and in the whole 
society at large. It is obvious that Christians, (if the eighty percent is something to go by) 
are not impacting our society. Intertribal war broke out in Kenya in 2007/2008 during 
which many people lost their lives and property was destroyed. Many non-Christians 
wondered where Christian were during the violence and why they did not intervene to 
save our country from the civil war. I suspect, however, that if Christian young people 
had lived out their faith during Kenya’s post-election violence, the results might have 
been different. We might not have plunged into the kind of war we encountered. Some of  
the youth at CITAM are CEOs in companies across our country and hold top leadership 
positions in the society, even in the political arena. Therefore, discipling young people in 
a transformative way will influence the society and the church since youth are the 





First, to ensure the future of the church there is need to make sure young people are 
reached and cared for as Rangoonwala puts it, “Therefore, the church needs to critically 
examine itself as to why most of the young people are turning away from it. If the church 
fails in its mission to reach them with the gospel now, it may soon face the reality of 
being marginalized hence losing its significance in society as is happening in many parts 
of Western Europe”(Rangoonwala1) If we do not care for the young adults Christianity is 
endangered since the growth of the church depends on them being the next generation.  
 
Definition of Key Terms 
Throughout this work, I will use the following terms and expressions quite 
regularly: CITAM, youth/young people, Safari, Safari Groups, Safari Partners, relational 
discipleship, transformative discipleship, incarnational living, Enter stage, Encounter 
Stage, Embrace Stage, Enlist Stage and Engage stage. They are defined as follows: 
1. CITAM is Christ Is the Answer Ministries, a church that was planted in Kenya 
by Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada missionaries that has assemblies 
(branches) all over Kenya. I am a member of an assembly situated in Kenya’s 
city of Eldoret.  
2. Safari is the comprehensive discipleship program in CITAM designed for 
personal growth and transformation.  
3. Safari Groups are small groups within the CITAM assembly originally formed 
for Bible study and social support purposes. The groups meet in different 
neighborhoods in the city, and they do so now in the context of the Safari for 
the purpose of further interaction with the materials facilitated by Safari 
model of discipleship.  
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4. Safari Partners are sub-groups of two or three people, always of the same 
gender, formed within the Safari group for the purpose of establishing 
accountability to and support for each other.  
5. Relational discipleship denotes the kind of discipleship established in the 
context of caring relationships. I will also use the term “mentoring” as a 
process of informal transmission of knowledge and the psychosocial support 
perceived by the recipient as relevant to work. In the context of Safari, 
mentoring normally occurs in a face-to-face format for a sustained period, 
(usually for three years) between a person perceived to have greater relevant 
knowledge, wisdom, or experience and a person perceived to have less of the 
same. The former, of course, is the mentor, and the latter is the protégé.  
6. Young adults or emerging adults, as used in this project, refers to anybody in 
the 19-29 age bracket.  
7. Incarnational living denotes our adoption of Christ’s model of living out the 
Gospel as we touch other lives with our lives.  
8. Transformative discipleship is the spiritual way of nurture that results in a 
change in a person’s life. 
As already noted, the Safari model of discipleship has five stages, listed as 
follows:  
1. The enter stage is the first stage wherein participants get introduced to the 
basics of the Christian faith.  
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2. The encounter stage is the second stage wherein participants get drawn into an 
encounter with God in a manner intended to leave them totally transformed in 
their lives.  
3. The embrace stage is the third stage aimed at helping the participants to learn 
how to embrace one another with arms of love.  
4. The enlist stage is the fourth stage designed to help the participants identify the 
gifts and talents God has invested in them.  
5. The engage stage is the fifth and final stage designed to prepare participants to 




In this study I am working with male and female young adults at various CITAM 
assemblies in Kenya, ages 19-29. Young adults or emerging adults represent the highest 
percentage and most influential age group in our church and society. Therefore, 
discipling this group will produce the greatest impact both at our church and the society 
in general. I also worked with youth pastors in some of the well-established CITAM 
assemblies in Kenya. I chose to work with youth pastors because they are involved 
directly in the discipleship of young adults. 
I am not focusing on other churches because such an exercise is beyond the scope 
of this project. This is a model that can be adapted by other denominations.  
 
Review of Relevant Literature  
In my study on relational/mentored approach to discipleship among young adults, 
I gleaned insights from biblical, theological, and sociological literature. The Bible will be 
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a major resource in this study. Other resources include David Setran and Chris Kiesling’s 
book, Spiritual Formation in Emerging Adulthood. Some of the topics Kiesling and 
Setran address in their book, which I find quite useful, are “faith,” “spiritual formation,” 
“identity,” “vocation” and “mentoring.” These topics are very useful in helping the young 
professionals grow in their faith. The topics are important components for the 
transformation of the lives of young people which will then affect their way of thinking 
and hence their work ethic.  
Randy Reese and Robert Loane’s book, Deep Mentoring, has themes I find 
useful. They include noticing God’s already-present action; learning from those who have 
come before us; and guiding the formation of others. Reese and Loane remind us that 
since God is already working in people’s lives we need to pay careful attention to join 
Him in what He is already doing. They also help us know better how to come alongside 
others as a guide and friend, to invest in their spiritual formation.  
Brian Williams’ book, The Potter’s Rib: Mentoring for Pastoral Formation is 
insightful. Some of the topics of interest in this book are mentoring for pastoral 
formation; mentoring against the stream; and pastor as mentor. Brian Williams provides a 
historical and theological foundation for mentoring. He invites the reader to step into this 
rich heritage of pastoral formation by offering vignettes of these relationships in the lives 
and ministries of such diverse pastors as Gregory of Nazianzus, St. Augustine, Catherine 
of Siena and many others.  
The book Connecting: The Mentoring Relationships You Need To Succeed In Life 
by Paul Stanley and Robert Clinton is very helpful in the area of equipping mentors. The 
topics I gleaned included understanding mentoring and intensive mentoring. In their book 
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Stanley and Clinton remind us the importance of tapping the wisdom, experience, vision, 
and direction of those who have gone before us. These two authors will be helpful in 
showing me how to find mentors.   
In Laurent Daloz’s book, Mentor: Guiding the Journey of Adult Learners I  
looked at the topics of mentors and the art of the mentor. Since Daloz wrote from his 
personal experience in mentoring, this book was handy in equipping me and my co-
workers with the skills we need in mentoring.  
In Erik Rees and Jeff Jernigan’s book, Tilt: Small Shifts In Leadership That Make 
A Big Difference, the following topics were helpful: Becoming an empowering leader; 
value-driven behaviors; influencing change; and leading from the tilt. Rees and Jernigan 
provided proven strategies for stretching who I am as a leader to more effectively 
empower the leaders around. This is very important for me as I work on this project as it 
equips me with tools on how to mentor.  
Earl G. Creps’ book, Reverse Mentoring: How Young Leaders Can Transform the 
Church and Why We Should Let Them, discusses ideas such as “seeing beyond 
ourselves,” “knowing beyond our information,” “befriending beyond peers,” and 
“developing R-mentoring relationships.” Reggie Mcneal brings in the unique dynamic of 
younglings  mentoring the elders into the way of the new world. This concept is very 
helpful for the older mentors working with the young adults. The mentors can learn from 
the younger adults the ways of the new world, which will in turn help to be better 
mentors.  
George M. Hillman’s book, Preparing for Ministry: A Practical Guide to 
Theological Field Education has relevant ideas for this project. He addresses important 
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topics such as determining the purpose of field education, and locating the players in field 
education. Hillman’s book was very helpful in my project because it addresses many of 
the questions raised by field education, contextual learning experiences, and internship 
programs.  
In Bobb Biehl’s book Mentoring: Confidence in Finding a Mentor and Becoming 
One, I focused on the ABC’s of mentoring; the primary benefits of having a mentor; 
mentoring: a protégé’s perspective; a mentor’s perspective; and big picture implications. 
These themes are crucial as Biehl explains clearly and completely what mentors do and 
don’t do, the nature of the mentor/protégé relationship, the most common roadblocks to 
effective mentoring, and much more to help us succeed in being mentors or finding one.  
Gary Collins book, Christian Coaching: Helping Others Turn Potential Into 
Reality, I focus on the following topics: The foundations of Christian coaching; the skills 
of Christian coaching; assessment in Christian coaching; vision in Christian coaching; 
strategy, action, and obstacles in Christian coaching; specialties in Christian coaching; 
and the practice of Christian coaching. This book was very helpful as Collins offers 
biblical principles, how-tos, and practical forms and tools to enhance one’s coaching, 
which I needed in this project.  
Walter Wright’s book, Mentoring: The Promise of Relational Leadership had 
useful insights for the entire project, especially in the area of character, leadership, 
encouragement, choice, relationship, growth, and promise. Wright is a firm believer in 
relational leadership. In this book he shares his experience as both mentor and protégé. 
This was helpful in developing relationships between mentors and protégés. In The Art 
and Practice of Leadership Coaching by Howard J. Morgan, Phil Harkins and Marshall 
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Goldsmith, I gained important insights from their discussion of the following topics: 
working with coaches; fifty top executive coaches; internal coaching; and the coaching 
almanac. This book equiped me with a variety of perspectives and best practices from 
today’s top executive coaches. Also, in the book entitled Untamed: Reactivating a 
Missional Form of Discipleship, Alan and Debra Hirsch had relevant ideas for this 
project. These dynamic missiologists give prophetic voice to what it means to become 
missional, outwardly, focused followers of Jesus. This was very handy in my project 
since our call is to help people become like Christ.  In The Mentored life: From 
Individualism to Personhood by James Houston the topics about modern mentoring and 
the Christian person were helpful. In this book Houston dismantles and exposes cracks in 
the philosophies used throughout the history of mentoring. He reveals that mentoring is 
not about making the protégé a better person. Instead, through Christian discipleship 
individuals must humbly seek Christ, who alone can lead us to whole personhood.  
Very informative topics found in Larry Kreider’s book, Authentic Spiritual 
Mentoring included the Jesus model; a spiritual mentor’s job description; decision 
making mentoring; and your call to spiritual parenthood. Kreider in this book offers 
proven biblical keys that open the door to thriving mentoring relationships, which I need 
in my project. In Costa Deir’s book, The Exemplary Leader, he discusses important 
topics such as the need for exemplary leaders, the characteristics and signs of an 
exemplary leader and the benefits of being an exemplary leader. My purpose was to find 
specific ingredients, in the book’s discussion of leadership, for my goals in this project, 
especially in the area of mentoring. In As Iron Sharpens Iron: Building Character In A 
Mentoring Relationship, Howard and William Hendricks write about how to identify the 
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kind of mentor you need; maximize your mentoring relationship; model your relationship 
after biblical examples and many more. This book provides specific steps to begin a 
mentoring relationship and make the most of it.  
In Ted Engstrom and Ron Jenson’s book The Making Of A Mentor: 9 Essential 
Characteristics Of Influential Leaders, has themes which have been written to stimulate 
those reading toward the same passionate desire that Jesus had to change people who will 
then change other people who will then change other people. I hope that through 
mentoring young professionals their lives will be changed, and they will go and change 
people in their sphere of influence. In Welcome to Theological Field Education by 
Matthew Floding addresses the art of supervision and formation. This was very 






Research Methodology  
 
Type of Research 
In this section  I discuss the methodology that I used for my research. I begin by 
describing the type of research. I then describe the research participants and discuss the 




In order to determine whether or not the Safari was influencing any 
transformation in the lives of the young people at CITAM, I conducted qualitative 
research .The methods that were most useful in gathering data for these projects were 
assessing CITAM’s  youth ministry by gathering primary data through observation and 
personal interviews with youths, youth pastors, and leaders. I interviewed thirty youths 
from different CITAM assemblies. In those interviews I found out how effective the 
Safari model of discipleship is and whether or not it is transforming their lives. Then I 
also interviewed youth pastors from different assemblies to see whether or not the Safari 
is effective in transforming the lives of young people in their assemblies. I then used pre- 
and post- semi-structured interviews to collect data from 12 young people in order to 
assess whether or not taking them through the improved Safari program makes any 
difference in transforming their lives.  
I used questionnaires to gather data from the pastors and mentors at different 
CITAM Assemblies. This helped me to know whether or not the improved Safari 
program is transforming the lives of young people.  
Lastly, I gathered data using pre- and post-surveys on parents of young people 
attending CITAM to see whether or not the Safari discipleship model currently in use at 





The first participants were emerging adults or young adults from CITAM 
assemblies in Kenya. Young adults make up the highest percentage of the congregation at 
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CITAM. The main reasons for focusing on emerging adults are first, because God has 
commanded us in his word to disciple young adults. Second, Jesus taught and 
exemplified discipleship. Third, statistics show that young adults aged between 19-29 
years are leaving the church at an alarming rate. Fourth, this is the formative age in the 
life of a human being where the young person wants to have a sense of identity and 
purpose in life. This is a very crucial time in the life of any human being. It is crucial that 
the young person understands who she or he is. This is possible only if they have a 
relationship with God and get to know who they are in relationship to their creator. This 
can only be achieved through an effective form of discipleship. 
The second participants I collected data youth pastors in CITAM assemblies 
across Kenya. This was important for my project because the youth pastors are the 
spiritual leaders of the young people in CITAM. Therefore, they know whether or not the 
Safari model of discipleship is transforming the lives of young people or not.  Some of 
them were involved in putting together the Safari program and will be instrumental in its 
improvement. The youth pastors and the mentors are important because they are the ones 
who will mentor the young people and will be instrumental in assessing their progress.  
 
Data Collection 
I collected data from two groups, youth pastors and young adults from five 
CITAM assemblies. I used a questionnaire to collect data from youth pastors and I 
conducted focus groups with young adults. My instruments related back to my three 
research questions and purpose statement. I used survey monkey to create the 
questionnaire for the youth pastors for efficiency and anonymity. I called nine pastors in 
five well established assemblies, and five agreed to participate. I sent the link to the 
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survey monkey to each pastor, they responded and sent it back to me. I asked the same 
pastors to get me at least ten young adults to participate in the focus groups, which they 
did. I had five focus groups from five CITAM assemblies. I personally conducted the 
focus groups and recorded the sessions. 
 
Data Analysis 
 The raw data from the focus groups was transcribed and compiled into logical 
and meaningful categories in order to examine it in a holistic way in an attempt to 
communicate the interpretation to others. I observed and evaluated words, gestures, and 
actions to give a fuller interpretation of the implied range of meaning. This was all done 
to see whether or not the Safari model of discipleship impacts the lives of young adults. 
In addition, I did a content analysis of the questionnaire’s open-ended questions was to 
search for themes and patterns as determined through the questionnaire results and 
literature review.  
 
Generalizability 
My project was aimed at studying how the Safari model of discipleship can be 
improved in order to be an effective tool in transforming the lives of young adults at 
CTIAM assemblies in Kenya. Though I designed this study exclusively for CITAM, 
Kenya and young adults and youth pastors were the main participants, there is a high 
likelihood that this research could be repeated in other African cities or regions similar to 
Eldoret and Nairobi and anticipate that the findings would be similar. I believe the issue 
of how to effectively disciple young people is a universal concern in the whole of 
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Christendom. This study can be adjusted and used by churches and Christian institutions 
in other places.    
   
Project Overview 
Chapter 2 reviews relevant literature and research on the areas of discipleship and 
Christian growth. The material considers the biblical and theological foundations on 
training Christians for continued growth. Subsequent research discusses key aspects that 
contribute to effective discipleship training. Lastly, the research examines the profile of 
the study population and seeks to understand the crisis as well as opportunities presented 
in the journey of their spiritual growth. Chapter 3 explains in detail the design of the 
study, its methodology, and data-collection process. Chapter 4 presents the analysis of the 
research. Chapter 5 discusses the major findings and the implications derived from the 





CHAPTER 2  
LITERATURE REVIEW FOR THE PROJECT 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
As discussed in Chapter One, emerging adult spiritual formation is a major issue 
facing the church today. In light of this struggle, modern emerging adults live within a 
life-stage that presents a number of transitional changes that may, or may not, contribute 
to their spiritual growth and church involvement. In this chapter, I survey the available 
literature dealing with both developmental and generational norms of emerging adults, 
including the life-stage of emerging adulthood. I will also address who current emerging 
adults are, what they believe, and what they are seeking, expecting, and hoping the 
church will offer. The literature concerning retention and attrition will then be surveyed 
alongside findings from those studies. I will also address effective ministry practices and 
implications that may prove helpful in understanding the retention issue concerning 




Throughout the scriptures the pattern of discipleship seen is of older generations 
investing in the new generations to transform lives is what God’s people are supposed to 
do. 
 
The Old Testament 
 Deuteronomy 6:4–9 calls Christian parents to the responsibility of discipling their 
children at home, and provides directions for fulfilling that calling (Snellings 20). The 
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text shows God’s intention for each generation of parents to uphold the responsibility of 
teaching the next generation to love and obey God, who in turn would shoulder the 
responsibility to replicate the same teaching to their children(Snellings 32). 
 
Deuteronomy 6:4-9 
Deuteronomy 6:4–9 is a foundational text that  exemplifies the importance of 
discipleship in the home as a central tenet of Godly parenting, and therefore authentic 
disciple making. The text shows God’s intention for each generation of parents to uphold 
the responsibility of teaching the next generation to love and obey God. The next 
generation in turn would shoulder the responsibility to replicate the same teaching to their 
children (Snellings 32). 
According to Deut. 6:20–25 showing obedience includes teaching subsequent 
generations. Miller  explains, “As a fitting conclusion to the whole section 4:44– 6:25, an 
educational programme was set in place, first mentioned at 5:1, then continued at 6:1,7 
and culminating at 6:20–25. This would be conducted as a formal catechetical instruction 
to successive generations of children, based on a question-and-answer approach” (Miller 
106). Deuteronomy 6 shows discipling children as a natural expression of Godly 
parenting, and explains the necessity of God’s people teaching the next generation 
(Snellings 36). 
In Judaism, the Shema holds historical significance. The title derives from the 
first word in Deuteronomy 6:4, the Hebrew word for “hear” (Lamm 13–18). The Shema 
has long held a preeminent place in Jewish tradition. As the name indicates, the Shema 
begins with the call for God’s people to listen, or hear. In restating the call to hear from 
verse 3, the text shows that adherence to the imperative commands of God must have 
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roots in comprehension of the Lord’s commands (Lamm 16). Verse 4 presents what 
Lamm calls “Judaism’s most precious doctrine, the unity of God” (Lamm 17). As the 
then preeminent monotheistic religion, Judaism’s and subsequently Christianity’s identity 
relies greatly on God as “one” (v. 4). Defining God as one in verse 4 leads to the 
appropriate response in verse 5. The identification of God as one reflects directly on the 
command to one love (Woods 134,137). As such, verse 4 does not primarily serve as a 
statement regarding the nature of God, but rather the exclusive demand upon God’s 
people elicited by God’s oneness (Dumbrell 67). “Love” in verse 5 relates back to “fear” 
in verse 2, with both words used interchangeably in reflecting two sides of a singular 
concept (Dumbrell 67). “Love” in verse 5 also relates back to chapter 5 and the 
Decalogue’s first command of exclusive allegiance (Block 187–88). Later in Mark 
12:28–34, Jesus referenced Deuteronomy 6:5 in answering a challenge regarding the 
greatest commandment, showing the distinct contribution of Deuteronomic theology to 
the formation of the gospel, and the link between fearful obedience and intimate love 
(Miller 101). 
Loving God in verse 5 involves all of one’s “heart,” “soul,” and “might.” Jesus 
later inserted “mind” (Mark 12:30) when he quoted Deuteronomy 6:5, as the heart in 
Scripture includes the center of thought, feeling, and volition (Akin et al. 348). 
Commonly used metaphorically, the Hebrew word for heart (leb) in verse 5 
comprehensively describes one’s inner being (Block 183). As the text proceeds, the heart 
imagery has further usage in developing the link between loving God and obedience to 
his commandments. The aforementioned phrase “these words” in verse 6 provides a link 
between loving God and keeping his commands. The reference suggests the prior words 
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of Moses, and forms a transitional call to the coming command (Woods 136–37). 
Furthermore, the phrase “upon your heart” implies the teaching should not remain only 
upon tablets of stone, but internalized within God’s people (Woods 137). Verses 7–9 
show that such internalization of God’s commands specifically relates to the parenting 
role. Verse 6 charges parents to “teach” their children about God and his commandments, 
lest subsequent generations degrade into spiritual neglect and generational disobedience 
(Entsminger R. Steven 91).  
The Shema emphasizes the parental responsibility of raising the next generation 
to love and fear God. Verses 7–9 describe how parents can teach their children about God 
and his commands. Verse 2, as a transitional introduction, asserts a generational emphasis 
by saying “you and your son and your son’s son,” reasserts the emphasis in verse 7 
saying “teach them diligently to your children” (Entsminger 92). Garnett Reid explained, 
“The primary concern of families in Old Testament times was nurturing covenant loyalty 
in the relationship with God among coming generations . . . [shifting] the covenant focus 
ahead so that it lasts through time” (Reid 18). Verses 7–9 contain a series of directions, 
providing a framework for parents teaching their children, what Walter Brueggemann 
called the Mosaic imperatives of “saturation education,” whereby “a child’s imaginative 
horizon is completely pervaded by signs and reminders” (Brueggemann 85). The Shema 
calls for parents to display diligence in the spiritual education of their children, and 
provides directions to parents for discipling the family’s next generation. The exhortation 
of verse 7 goes on to say, “Talk of them when you sit in your house, and when you walk 
along the way,” charging parents to teach their children about God both in and away from 
home. By emphasizing the in home and out of home training of children, the text 
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encourages parents to avoid compartmentalization of their faith, a reminder to bring the 
teaching of God into the home, and bring it with them when going out (Jones and 
Trentham 128). Verse 7 also commands parents to talk about their faith with their 
children both from morning to night, saying “Talk of them . . . when you lie down and 
when you rise.” The imperative calls for parents to not limit the generational 
communication of their faith to specific times and places, but to also employ spontaneous 
conversation (Block 184).  
The last two verses of the text provide further directions regarding transferring the 
knowledge of God: “You shall bind them as a sign on your hand, and they shall be as 
frontlets between your eyes. You shall write them on the doorposts of your house and on 
your gates.” Verses 8 and 9 led to the use of phylacteries and mezuzahs, whereby devout 
Jews displayed boxes containing copies of the Shema on their arms, foreheads, doorposts, 
and gates (Burge and Hill 156; Miller 105). Such displays serve to proclaim allegiance to 
the one God, and display commitment serving only Him (Block 186). Taken 
metaphorically, the text informs parents that their “love for God must encompass and 
saturate every aspect of (their) lives” God has not left his people to figure out how to 
transfer knowledge and faith in him to the next generation, but has given specific 
directions in the Shema (Jones and Trentham 128) The directions given to parents in 
verses 7–9 provide a biblical model for discipling their children. 
The theological implications and ministry application of Deuteronomy 6:4–9 are 
significant. The Shema commands God’s people to teach their children about God.  
Deuteronomy 6:4–9, when kept, “facilitates multigenerational covenantal obedience” 
(Brueggemann 82). As a source text on discipleship, no other book of the Bible manifests 
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such concern for the transmission of faith to the next generation (Miller viii). 
Unfortunately modern Christian parents have largely abdicated to the church the 
responsibility of discipling their children (Block 184; Rainey et al. 83). Since discipleship 
at childhood and teenage determines the faith of young adults, there is need to follow 
what God commands in Deuteronomy 6:4-9. 
As a foundational text for making disciples, Deuteronomy 6:4–9 explains why 
and how parents should disciple their children. The text provides a “framework for 
families and the church regarding familial spiritual formation, with primary responsibility 
resting on the parents”(Jones and Trentham 126). In developing a discipleship strategy, 
the text serves as a directive for the formation of intergenerational discipling relationships 
between parent and child, with the goal of helping both parents and children grow into 
reproducible disciples. Used in such a way, verses 4–6 address the need for discipleship 
in the home, while verses 7–9 describe the means of such disciple making. God expected 
Israel to teach his commands and statutes. Eugene Merrill states,  
An important demand of the covenant relationship was that it be perpetuated 
beyond the immediate generation of those with whom the Lord made it, for its 
promises and provisions were for generations yet unborn (Deut. 4:25, 40; 5:9–10, 
29). In practical terms this necessitated a regular routine of instruction. Father 
must educate son and son the grandson so that the fact and features of the 
covenant might never be forgotten (Merrill 166–67). 
The Old Testament Shema teaches that people should love God with all their 
heart, soul, and strength. They are also to love other people as they love themselves. It 
becomes a missional mandate and a command with promise. If one obeys, God will bless 
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them as well as disciple that individual as he or she grows and remains faithful in that 
relationship. If a person allows God’s desires and love to permeate his or her life, God 
will, in turn, allow that person to help produce other disciples who love (Frisbie 18). Alan 
and Debra Hirsch expound on a person’s love. In their book Untamed, they note that the 
Shema “calls us into a life of active love of and service to God and others. Love is the 
actual means of knowing God”(Hirsch and Hirsch 90). 
Isaiah Ola Abolarin states that there are numerous biblical examples 
demonstrating relationships that were characterized by close bonds and a teacher-disciple 
association which were important in developing spirituality. Prominent in the Hebrew 
Scriptures are Moses and Joshua (Exod. 33:11; Deut. 1:38; 34:10); Samuel and the band 
of prophets; Elisha and the sons of the prophets (1 Kings. 20:35; 2 Kings 2:3, 5, 7, 15; 
14:1, 38; 5:22; 6:1; 9:1); and Elijah and Elisha (2 Kings 4:38; 6:1-3) (Ola Abolarin and 
Ola 32). Through these relationships spirituality was developed (Schwanz 16,23; 
Collinson 48; E. Young). 
 
Jethro And Moses 
In Exodus 18:13-26, Jethro’s advice to Moses on how to efficiently teach the 
Israelites God’s word to resolve disputes and to apply to their daily lives will now be 
explored. The method Jethro advised Moses to use to resolve disputes and to teach God’s 
word to the Israelites has strong parallels and similarity to discipleship in the New 
Testament. Moses was to choose and train men of godly character to instruct the people 
on how to apply God’s word to various circumstances of their daily lives. This Old 
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Testament model of discipleship would become a perpetual process used for centuries by 
the Israelite nation (Gregory 29). 
In the context of Exodus 18:13-26, Moses was the monarchial leader of Israel and 
the single source of information for the people to obtain the will of God for various 
disputes and settlements in daily living. Brevard Childs points out Moses’ statement to 
Jethro in Exodus 18:16: “I make known the statutes of God and his instructions” was a 
statement to the people (Childs 330). The people needed to know what to do in order to 
settle their disputes according to God’s desires. They went to Moses “to seek God’s will” 
(v. 15). Peter Enns discerns that they had no clear way of knowing God’s will apart from 
Moses (Enns 377). This single access to God’s will through Moses soon become 
problematic. Looking below the surface of the story, the problem exposed here is not 
simply the overwhelming task placed upon Moses as the single source of God’s will, but 
the people’s lack of personal knowledge of God’s Word. People who are not solidly 
founded in their faith dependent on others (Childs 324). J. A. Motyer suggests that 
Deuteronomy 1:9-18 should be read as a parallel in terms of arrangements that were 
made for the Word of God to be made available down to those considered to be the least 
among Israelites so that daily life could be ordered according to what the Lord had 
revealed through Moses (Motyer 170–71). 
Jethro suggested a system that was a form of discipleship. Jethro’s advice to 
Moses started a system where judgment by God’s word would be administered to the 
people by choosing godly men committed to teaching the people to live and settle 
disputes according to the statutes of the Lord. The argument for discipleship in this 
passage is centered on Jethro’s advice to Moses to appoint other godly men to teach and 
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judge the people according to God’s word. It can be assumed that this system could 
continue in perpetuity. Jethro’s advice to Moses meant that other faithful men had to be 
appointed and discipled to properly do the work of judging. The same concern for justice 
under God emerges in Jethro’s advice on the choice of qualified men to share Moses’ 
responsibility. The judges were to be “God-fearers,” trustworthy, and men of integrity 
(Exod 18:21- 23) (Childs 331). Historically, Israelite men were appointed to leadership 
because of their age or birth order regardless of their spiritual maturity. These appointed 
judges were expected to have characteristics that were essentially the same as the 
disciples in the New Testament. Douglas Stuart exclaims they were to be trustworthy 
judges at the “inferior” level below Moses and be capable men who hated dishonest gain” 
(Stuart 417). He also points out that the Israelite judiciary was to be appointed on the 
basis of honesty and ability rather than by reason of being born into a hereditary role 
(Stuart 418). The fact that judges were chosen based on their spiritual status is evidence 
that men were chosen who had been taught and learned obedience to the Lord. The work 
of discipleship has to be done by men knowledgeable in the law of God and committed to 
propagating that knowledge to the people with integrity and honesty. Thus Moses became 
the court of last resort or supreme court of Israel. According to Douglas Stuart, he 
remained a judge but delegated what would have been most of his caseload to 
subordinates (Stuart 418). Childs observes that the judicial reorganization resulted in 
preserving Moses’ strength and in establishing peace among the people (Childs 331). 
Looking into later Israelite history, he also concluded that in the period after the 
settlement of the land, Israel accommodated her legal practice to the common procedure 
of having civil cases decided by arbitration before the elders at the gate (Childs 331). 
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Thus, the discipleship model of teaching men to teach other men about the Word of God 
in the Israelite nation became well established.  
 
Psalms 78:1-8 
Psalm 78:1-8 presents biblical support for the implementation of Deuteronomy 6 
parenting, and shows the positive effects of training and nurturing children for the glory 
of God. These verses provide a biblical example of what it looks like to love God with 
heart, mind, soul, and strength, and to pass this love down to children. It shows the 
willful and joyful obedience to the commands of God. The following verses from Psalm 
78:1-8 also include the warnings to remember past failures and to remain true to the 
commands of God (Mullennix 24). 
Give ear, O my people, to my teaching;  
 incline your ears to the words of my mouth.
  
I will open my mouth in a parable;  
 I will utter dark sayings from of old, 
things that we have heard and known,  
 that our ancestors have told us.  
We will not hide them from their children;  
 we will tell to the coming generation 
the glorious deeds of the LORD, and his might,  
 and the wonders that he has done.  
He established a decree in Jacob,  
 and appointed a law in Israel,  
which he commanded our ancestors  
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 to teach to their children;  
that the next generation might know them,  
 the children yet unborn  
and rise up and tell them to their children,  
 so that they should set their hope in God,  
and not forget the works of God,  
 but keep his commandments;  
and that they should not be like their ancestors,  
 a stubborn and rebellious generation,  
a generation whose heart was not steadfast,  
whose spirit was not faithful to God”(NRSV). 
Psalm 78:1-8 provides a powerful and straightforward plan on how to 
intentionally pass down the Christian faith from one generation to the next (Sherwood 
24). Psalm 78— a didactic psalm—takes the time to recall Israel’s history with every 
intention of reminding the future generations about Israel’s history (McMillion 220). 
Psalm 78:1-8 specifically addresses family discipleship and the responsibilities of parents 
to pass the baton of faith to the next generation (Cox 177). Derek Kidner explains the 
whole of Psalm 78 as follows, “Like the parting song of Moses (Deut. 32) it is meant to 
search the conscience: it is history that must not repeat itself. At the same time, it is 
meant to warm the heart, for it tells of great miracles, of a grace that persists through all 
the judgments, and of the promise that displays its tokens in the chosen city and chosen 
king” (Kidner 310–11). Kidner’s statement adds more depth and understanding to the 
necessity of passing down to the younger generations the goodness of God, His grace, 
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and the story that comforts the heart. The first eight verses provide an introduction that 
stresses the importance of handing down Israel’s history to the younger generations 
(Dahood and Andersen 238) Marvin Tate writes concerning Psalms 78:2-8:  
Israel has been able to know Yahweh in two ways. One way is through his words, 
the law that he has established for her. Even before the law, however, was the 
divine action: exodus preceded covenant. Both are necessary for an understanding 
of Yahweh and the way to live in relationship with him. In Deuteronomy 6, 
immediately after the giving of the Ten Commandments, Moses tells Israel: “And 
this is the commandment, the statutes and the ordinances which the Lord your 
God commanded me to teach you”. The people are told to “teach (these words) 
carefully to your children and speak of them when you sit in your house and when 
you walk along the way and in your lying down and in your rising up.” God’s 
instruction is to be the subject of discourse among God’s people(Tate 288–89). 
Verse one begins with a command to listen, or to “give an ear.” It begins in a 
similar style as the wisdom writings(Tate 239). In doing this, the writer places a 
statement of emphasis and purpose to get the people to listen and submit to God. Derek 
Kidner writes, “The author indeed speaks both as a prophet and as a teacher and begins 
by seeking to open up the audience to the sort of attentiveness and responsiveness it 
should give to either”(Kidner 311) .The psalmist continues in verse two by stating he is 
going to speak in a parable. The knowledge that he is getting ready to impart is ancient 
and has been passed down from the generations beforehand, and must be adhered to if in 
fact “Israel is to continue as the people of God” (Tate 288). By using a parable, the author 
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of this psalm presents truth that will be memorable and more than just mere human 
speech (Goldingay 484).  
Verse three’s emphasis becomes apparent immediately. The focus reveals the 
teachings that have been passed down from the fathers. Phillip McMillion sheds light on 
the focus of fathers, which appears three times in verses one through eight, and that two 
of these references specifically address the passing down of tradition to benefit the future 
generations (Mullennix 27). Verses three and four reveal Deuteronomy 6 parenting, and 
according to Brian Sherwood, verse four concretely “establishes the intentional passing 
of faith and truth to children” (Sherwood 40). The goal of the psalmist is to narrow down 
and not leave the children of future generations behind. He intends to be found faithful in 
passing the faith down to the generations to come (McMillion 222). A question arises: 
Why do this? The answer is so that the children will not be hidden from the strength and 
wondrous works of God.  
Verses five and six thrust forward, driving deeper into the subject of parental 
discipleship and obedience to Deuteronomy 6. Verse five shows that God commanded 
the forefathers to pass down the faith through the laws of God through teaching their 
children. God wants to see His people captivated in a reciprocating process of passing 
down the faith from generation to generation so they will never forget their relationship 
with Him (Marttila 81). Verse five, according to Nancy deClaisse-Walford et al. stress 
this story in Psalm 78—and passing down the faith—“should be told to each generation 
so they too would set their confidence in God” (DeClaissé-Walford et al. 622).This leads 
to verse six, which reveals that each generation must remember the oracles of God as a 
covenant relationship with Israel, which He established for them (VanGemeren 506).  
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Verses seven and eight recognize the importance of passing down the faith, the 
number one reason being “that they should put their confidence in God.” Moses 
instructed all Israelites regardless of their tribe to instruct their children at home about 
God, His law, and His ways lest they forget (VanGemeren 506). In verse eight, the 
psalmist exposes that their hearts were not right and they were not loyal, nor were their 
spirits faithful to God(VanGemeren 506). The writer persuasively reveals the way to 
combat this kind of heart and relationship with God comes only through remembering 
God and His ways of faithfulness, never to forget the works of God.   
Through the study of Psalm 78:1-8, the researcher identifies several times when 
the psalmist magnifies the importance of passing down the faith. According to Brian 
Sherwood, “The introductory section of Psalm 78:1-8 prepares the following generations 
to love God, worship Him, and make Him known to their generation and others to 
follow” (Sherwood 41). Also, the researcher finds it important to note Israel knew the 
importance and wisdom that came from passing down faith in God through the 
generations (Goldingay 485). It also served as a warning to the future generations to not 
do as their forefathers did. Mitchell Dahood and Frances Anderson discuss the use of 
these eight verses and how the psalmist utilizes them to elaborate the history of God’s 
dealings with His people (Dahood and Andersen 238). This motivates the listeners to be 
obedient and exercise the command for biblical parenting found in Deuteronomy 6. To be 
clearer, the important terms “fathers,” “children,” and “generation” all together in the 
introduction of this psalm reinforce “the suggestion that this is a teaching psalm, which 
would have been used to instruct the community of faith,” (Mcmillion 223). 
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Psalm 78:1-8 provides a very applicable and concrete model for parents, whether  
single or married, to follow in leading their families in the way of the Lord and 
Deuteronomy 6 parenting (Sherwood 43). It provides the biblical confidence and 
boldness needed today in raising kids, namely through telling them about the glorious 
deeds and works of God the Creator and Sustainer of the universe and their souls. The 
psalmist has in mind the victory that can only be found in God and obedience to Him and 
His Word. These first eight verses provide solid support for Deuteronomy 6:4-9. 
Combined they present the fact that there is no room for neutrality in parenting when it 
comes to passing one’s faith down to one’s children. Verses one through seven provide a 
great exhortation and verse eight shows what happens when the faith stops somewhere in 
the family line.  
Believing parents must become bold in sharing their faith with their children and 
grandchildren. If they cannot share the gospel with their children, how can they share the 
gospel with friends and co-workers? Believing parents must come to a place where they 
wage war over their children’s souls. There must be a wake-up call to many Christian 
parents that there are battles over their children in the culture and society today. Children 
are learning about sex, drugs, and self-destruction through influences of the adversary. 
Children are forgetting the faith of their fathers, grandfathers, and ancestors. It leads them 
to a path of destruction where they no longer place their confidence in God. As Christian 
parents, by passing on the faith boldly and through the leading of the Holy Spirit, there 
can be a reversal of the stubborn, rebellious, generation that has not prepared its heart and 
whose spirit is not faithful to God.  
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Brian Sherwood reveals the three-fold step to follow in Deuteronomy 6 parenting 
as revealed from Psalm 78. First, the psalm gives clear direction. Parents should share 
with their children the praises of God. Second, the Psalm exposes the reason. God has 
commanded it. Third, the psalmist provides the purpose: that all future generations will 
know (Sherwood 42). These are very important steps to follow as Christian parents 
engage in their children’s lives and most importantly remain obedient to the Lord and His 
commands.  
 
Elijah and Elisha 
Another notable relationship between a teacher and his disciple appears between 
the prophets Elijah and Elisha. Elijah happens to be the great prophet of God who 
defeated the four hundred and fifty prophets of Baal at Mt. Carmel according to 1 Kings 
18. Starting in 1 Kings 19, Elijah ran into the wilderness because Jezebel sent word to 
him that she would have him killed the very next day. Elijah, frightened, fled into the 
wilderness where he was overtaken by despair and self-pity. In this situation, God talked 
to Elijah and commanded him to anoint Elisha to take his place. The beginning of their 
relationship is recorded in 1 Kings 19:19-21:  
So he [Elijah] departed from there, and found Elisha the son of Shaphat, who was 
plowing with twelve yoke of oxen before him, and he was with the twelfth. Then 
Elijah passed by him and threw his mantle on him. And he left the oxen and ran 
after Elijah, and said, “Please let me kiss my father and my mother, and then I 
will follow you.” And he said to him, “Go back again, for what have I done to 
you?” So Elisha turned back from him, and took a yoke of oxen and slaughtered 
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them and boiled their flesh, using the oxen’s equipment, and gave it to the people, 
and they ate. Then he arose and followed Elijah, and became his servant.  
Elisha became Elijah’s assistant and apprentice. In his work on discipleship Leroy 
Eims observed that Elijah “did not beg Elisha to go with him, or use his prophetic office 
to force him against his will into the ministry. Every person must count the cost and enter 
into discipleship training willingly” (Eims 31). 
Elijah, the great prophet used by God in his generation, came to a place where he 
saw the need to disciple and pass down the responsibility of carrying out the prophetic 
function to the next generation. Elisha spent every day with Elijah and learned from him 
by observing his ministry. Elijah symbolized this transference of authority and 
responsibility when he threw his prophetic mantle or cloak on Elisha. Elisha learned from 
Elijah to the moment that Elijah ascended into heaven in a chariot of fire.  
In 2 Kings, Elisha was associated with the “sons of the prophets.” Several 
passages depict Elisha as a leader and teacher of these prophets (2 Kings 4:1-7, 38; 5:22; 
6:1-7; 9:1-10) (Arnold and Williamson 827). It is not known what Elisha taught the “sons 
of the prophets.” From reading 2 Kings he spent time with them and one would think he 
would have taught them lessons he learned from Elijah and his time serving the Lord.  
 
Jeremiah, Baruch and the Scribal Tradition 
Jeremiah was a prophet of God to the Southern Kingdom of Judah during the 
difficult period of the Babylonian crisis. In 722 B. C. Samaria, the capital of the Northern 
Kingdom of Israel, had recently fallen to the Assyrians. Against this backdrop Jeremiah 
charged Judah with turning away from God to false gods such as Baal, Moloch, and the 
Queen of Heaven, and he confronted the evil of Judah’s idolatry(Millikin 3) Jeremiah 
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preached an unpopular message and few of his contemporaries wanted to pass down 
God’s Word to successive generations.  
In the face of terrible opposition, God called Jeremiah to the ministry. Jeremiah 
served under only one king who had tried to point the people of Judah to the Lord, 
namely, Josiah. During these tough times Jeremiah had the assistance of his scribe, 
Baruch. Baruch had at least three roles in helping transmit the prophet’s message to 
future generations. First, Baruch wrote down whatever Jeremiah dictated to him in 
conversation (Jer. 36:4-8, 32; 45:1-3). In this respect he functioned as a scribe. Second, 
Baruch acted as a messenger in his effort to relay to the people of Judah what the Lord 
God of Israel had said to them (Jer. 32:12-14). Third, Baruch acted as a spokesperson for 
Jeremiah at times when the prophet could not speak (Jer. 43:3) (Skinner 28–29) 
Both Jeremiah and Baruch encountered opposition from authorities. Jeremiah 
36:26 records: “And the king commanded Jerahmeel the king’s son, Seraiah the son of 
Azriel, and Shelemiah the son of Abdeel, to seize Baruch the scribe and Jeremiah the 
prophet, but the Lord hid them.” The appearance of a close working relationship between 
Jeremiah and Baruch existed even though Baruch never seemed to lead out on his own 
(Kittel et al. 4:431,1964). Still, he learned profitable lessons over the years as he served 
Jeremiah in such close proximity.  
As for scribal tradition, one example of consideration needs to be Ezra. Ezra was 
a priestly scribe counted among the exiles from Babylon who returned to the land of 
Judah after the decree of Cyrus the Great. Ezra chapter seven reports that Ezra led a 
second group of exiles to Jerusalem. Though he found the temple rebuilt, he discovered, 
to his dismay, that the people were living according to the world’s standards and not 
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according to the precepts of the Word of God. In Ezra 7:10, Ezra revealed what could be 
called a “triple- threat” approach to transmitting God’s wisdom to the people. The 
passage records, “For Ezra had set his heart to study the Law of the LORD, and to do it 
and to teach his statutes and rules in Israel.”
 
 
Ezra focused on studying God’s Word and obeying it himself. Then he became 
engaged in teaching and training the people in Israel how to live by it as well. The word 
used for “teach” in the passage cited above is ָ  lā·mǎḏ”). “The sense of the word“) דמ ַ ל 
can also mean “to instruct” or “to train” (Ezra 7:10). The word also implies the 
impartation of information in a formal or informal setting. Here, one shared the 
information with the mindset and understanding that the one hearing it will also follow 
and obey it” (Swanson). 
In summary of the Old Testament’s teaching concerning discipleship, the word “disciple” 
is not explicitly used but the examples of it can be observed throughout the Hebrew 
Scriptures. Michael Wilkins stated that there was “compelling evidence for the  
 existence of a master-disciple relationship within the social structure of Israel” (Wilkins 
310–11). In each of the six examples provided above one can ascertain the priority of a 
close and personal relationship between the teacher and the learner. This suggests that 
today, as then, effective transmission of the truths of the faith to others happens to be 
greatest when the relationship between the teacher and learner maintains closeness.  
 
The New Testament 
 
This section presented several principles of discipleship that can be gleaned from select 
New Testament passages. These New Testament passages provide a foundation for 
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discipleship in the church age(Burggraff, A HISTORICAL STUDY OF THE 
CATECHUMENATE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR DISCIPLESHIP IN 21ST 
CENTURY CHURCHES A Dissertation 81). 
 
John the Baptist and his Disciples 
According to the New Testament John the Baptist engaged in disciple making 
before Jesus. Several places in the gospels refer to this fact. In Matthew 11:2, John 
requested two of his disciples to visit him in prison. The New Testament gives us no 
estimation of how many disciples John the Baptist had, but the evidence suggests that he 
had enough to cause Herod Antipas concern. Those who came out to the wilderness and 
followed John did so by being baptized for repentance of sins and by subsequently 
submitting themselves to following a lifestyle requiring fasting and of confessing their 
sins. The Baptist’s disciples thus formed a movement of people who greatly impacted 
others during this period.  
New Testament evidence of how John acquired his disciples is scanty. Yet, 
evidence in the New Testament does show that John taught his disciples to pray and fast. 
His disciples stayed close by even after the authorities had him thrown into prison. 
According to the Gospel of John, John the Baptist rejected attempts on the part of his 
disciples to view him in a messianic light and pointed them instead to Jesus the Messiah. 
The first of Jesus’ disciples had been among the disciples of John the Baptist. John the 
Baptist testified, for example, according to John 1:35-37: “Again, the next day, John 
stood with two of his disciples. And looking at Jesus as He walked, he said, ‘Behold the 
Lamb of God!’ The two disciples heard him speak, and they followed Jesus.” Although 
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John the Baptist had disciples whom he taught he ultimately pointed them to a greater 
authority than himself, the Lord Jesus Christ. 
 
Jesus and His Disciples 
Alan Hirsch and Debra Hirsch write, “discipleship must be based squarely on the 
founder of the Christian faith, Jesus the Messiah.” They go on to say that, “Jesus is the 
key not only because Christian discipleship is about becoming more like Jesus but also 
because it is only in and through Jesus that we can get the proper, truly Christ-ian 
understanding of God” (Hirsch and Hirsch 35). 
The four gospels record that Jesus, after having chosen his twelve disciples, spent 
the vast majority of his time teaching them. Jesus’ disciples accompanied him 
everywhere and joined with him in his ministry of serving humankind. Jesus taught them 
privately as well as publicly. In the New Testament four lists of Jesus’ disciples appear. 
These are found in Matthew 10:1-4; Mark. 3:14-19; Luke 6:12-16; and Acts 1:12-13. 
Jesus spent many hours and days with the twelve teaching and ministering to and with 
them.  
The majority of the time in the gospels the usage of “mathetes” referred to a small 
group of followers that could meet in a relative small space (Nepper-Christensen 2:372). 
Yet, a few times the usage spoke of a larger group. Examples occur in Mark 2:15; Luke 
19:37; and John 6:60, 66; 7:3; 8:31; 19:38. The context of each passage helps reveal the 
size of the group of disciples following Jesus.  
Bill Hull in his book The Disciple-Making Church, presents a model that Jesus the 
disciple-maker used. Hull focuses on four phrases Jesus used; they are “come and see,” 
“come and follow me,” “come and be with me” and “remain in me and go make 
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disciples” (Hull 29). These examples eliminate any doubt about Jesus calling men to be 
his disciples and urging them to follow him. The New Testament presents Jesus as a 
distinguished teacher whose teaching actually surpassed the teaching of the scribes and 
the rabbis (see Matthew 7:29—he taught as one having authority, and not as their 
scribes). Several times Jesus’ disciples referred him to as “Rabbi.”  
Whereas a man back in that day would make a decision to go to a certain Greek 
philosophical school or to a certain rabbinic school to follow a certain master or 
rabbi personally. Their aim involved following their teaching and eventually 
striving to be like their master or rabbi. Then they would go out and form a group 
to follow them as their teachers had done (C. Brown 1:488).  
On the other hand, Jesus took the initiative in calling people to be his disciples. 
Jesus’s disciples followed him for the rest of their lives and called others to be like them 
in following Christ. Unlike the disciples of so many teachers of that day Jesus’ disciples 
strove to learn from and follow Jesus their entire lives. 
During Jesus’ lifetime Caiaphas held the office of high priest, president of the 
Sanhedrin, and leader of the Sadducees. Hillel and Shammai, who served as the 
leaders of the rabbinical schools, probably lived during this time as well. Gamaliel 
had stepped into position to replace his grandfather Hillel. The ascetic Essenes 
lived in isolation on the western shore of the Dead Sea. In Alexandria, Egypt, 
Philo the philosopher combined the Jewish way of life with the wisdom of Greece 
(Charlesworth 111).  
Therefore, Jesus came onto a scene where several groups were trying to make 
their own disciples. Jesus’ call for people to follow him caused great controversy among 
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these groups because they did not view Jesus as the way, the truth, and the life. Each 
group saw their perspective as the proper way to live.  
In the Scriptures two groups of disciples presented themselves in opposition to 
Jesus. The first group, the disciples of Moses, mentioned in John 9:28, gave an account 
describing Jesus’ healing the man born blind. The Pharisees became perturbed with Jesus 
because he healed the man on the Sabbath. They insulted the man whom Jesus healed 
claiming that they stood as disciples of Moses. They claimed their allegiance, authority, 
and asserted their superiority because God had spoken to Moses and given him the Law. 
Jesus taught in Matthew 23:2: “The scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses’ seat” 
(Borchert, John 1-11 322). By associating with Moses they intended to elevate 
themselves above others as superior people. They did this to offend Jesus and the blind 
man who could now see.  
While there are a few similarities between Jesus and Jewish rabbis of his day 
(Jesus was called “teacher,” as were they), scholars tend to emphasize the differences 
between Jesus’ form of discipleship and that of his Jewish contemporaries (Donaldson 
68). According to Montefiore, “discipleship such as Jesus demanded and inspired (a 
following, not for study but for service—to help the Master in his mission, to carry out 
his instructions and so on) was apparently a new thing, at all events, something which did 
not fit in, or was not on all-fours, with usual Rabbinic customs or with customary 
Rabbinic phenomena”(Montefiore 218). Hengel agrees with Montefiore though he 
believes that the Religionsgeschichte (history of religion) with which Jesus’ form of 
discipleship seems to have the most similarities is “the apocalyptic prophets and popular 
Zealot leaders in Palestine and in the Cynic philosophers of the Hellenistic-Roman 
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World” (Hengel, The Charismatic Leader 2). In another instance, he surprisingly and 
strikingly believes there is but one “genuine analogy” of Jesus’ form of discipleship in 
the Old Testament. Hengel notes, “as to the call of the disciples, in the last analysis only 
the call of the Old Testament prophets by the God of Israel himself is a genuine analogy” 
(Hengel, The Charismatic Leader 87). It would seem then, for Hengel, that Jesus’ form of 
discipleship, while differing from the way His Jewish contemporaries made disciples, did 
in fact have a historical precedent, one that was in keeping with the God of Israel’s 
interactions with certain people of God in the Old Testament. 
 Although one may find an Old Testament analogy to Jesus’ form of discipleship, 
it is also widely recognized that there are differences between Jesus’ form of discipleship 
and that of first century Jewish rabbis. The following is a summary of the distinctive 
features of Jesus’ form of discipleship as found in the Gospels.  
First, unlike other Jewish rabbis, Jesus issues a call for his disciples to follow 
him(Schweizer 20). This was uncharacteristic of the teacher-disciple relationships of 
Jesus’ day. A would-be disciple would attach himself to a master, in order to learn from 
him the way of the Lord, by way of his instruction and lifestyle. However, Jesus initiated 
the teacher- disciple relationship by calling certain men to be his followers, to be in a 
relationship with him(Marriner 48). 
Second, as has been previously stated, Jesus’ form of discipleship was unique in 
that it was both broad and narrow. The scope of those called could be narrowly defined as 
“the Twelve” or other men who left everything in order to physically follow him. 




Third, Jesus broke significant social and religious barriers of his day with his call 
of discipleship to those who may be deemed unclean, social outcasts, or on the lower end 
of the social scale. Jesus called the poor and sinners not only to repentance, but also to be 
his disciples(Dunn 59) Jesus also gathered women to be his disciples, something that was 
unthinkable during his time(Wilkins 187).  
Fourth, while other disciples sought to supplant their master, or to become teachers 
leading their own band of disciples, Jesus’ discipleship forbade such a thing. Jesus’ 
disciples came to follow him and recognize him as the long awaited Messiah. Since he 
was understood as such, there was no aspiration on the part of his disciples to part with 
his instruction and gather their own disciples(Marriner 49). Those who became Jesus’ 
disciples were required to be so for life. He would always be their master, and they would 
always be in the position o f his disciples(Wilkins 188). 
 
 “God’s relationship with his people is based on the commitment to a relationship 
with his people. …God’s presence with his people was never more dramatic than when 
he entered human history as a baby” (MCCLENAHAN 43). John wrote, “The word 
became flesh and made his dwelling among us” (John 1:14). As Eugene Peterson 
Paraphrased it: Jesus “moved into the neighborhood”(Peterson, The Message : The Bible 
in Contemporary Language John 1:4). 
 
Matthew 28:18–20 
Matthew 28:18–20 has categorically stood apart as Jesus’ Great Commission for 
the church and has been named accordingly. Answering questions regarding goals, 
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gleaning direction regarding purpose, and comprehending the unique missional nature of 
the church involves understanding Jesus’ statement in Matthew 28:18–20 as constituting 
the mission of the church.1 As Kevin DeYoung and Greg Gilbert explained, “Mission is 
the task we are meant to fulfill. It’s what Jesus sends us into the world to do. And if we 
want to figure out what Jesus sends disciples into the world to do, we think the best place 
to look is the Great Commission”(DeYoung and Gilbert 43).The project director used 
Matthew 28:18–20 as a foundational text for establishing the need for a discipleship 
strategy in the church, and for identification of what constitutes discipleship for followers 
of Christ.  
In giving the Great Commission, Jesus commanded his first disciples, and every 
disciple that follows, to carry out his specific and fundamental directive. Early church 
growth derived from Jesus’ disciples explicitly following the command, which proved 
effective in the first century in making Christianity a world religion(Willard, The Great 
Omission : Reclaiming Jesus’s Essential Teachings on Discipleship 5). The text presents 
a central calling to make disciples, identifies disciple-making as a universal calling which 
extends to all nations, names baptism as the rite of initiation for a disciple, specifies 
teaching Jesus’ commands as the ongoing expression of discipleship, and promises 
empowerment for affecting the commission through the ongoing presence of 
Christ(Snellings 23,24). As such, Matthew 28:18–20 presents the mission of the church 
as a call to make disciples.  
The resurrection serves as the basis for the Great Commission. The other Gospel 
commissions (Mark 16:14–20; Luke 24:36–50; John 20:19–23) and Paul’s 
commissioning (1 Cor. 9:1; 15:1–11), were also based on the resurrection(Beale 293). 
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Christ’s resurrection serves as the backdrop for and basis of Jesus commanding his 
disciples to go forth and make disciples(Alexander 447). Suitably given as the final 
verses in Matthew’s Gospel, the Great Commission presents a missiological directive for 
Jesus’ disciples and the future church (6). The text’s contextual location supports the 
Great Commission’s suitability as a biblical mandate for the church. Ending Matthew’s 
Gospel with such a statement as that contained in Matthew 28:18–20 fits contextually 
with the rest of the apostle’s Gospel. More than any of the other Gospels, Matthew placed 
the strongest emphasis on discipleship(DeYoung and Gilbert 43). Based on the 
resurrection account of verses 1–10, and attempted cover-up by authorities in verses 11– 
15, Jesus engaged his disciples in verse 16 in a mountaintop meeting.  
In the biblical world, a mountaintop was a place for making great announcements, and in 
the book of Matthew, specifically a place of revelation(Burge and Hill 104–05). Meeting 
with his disciples on a mountaintop highlighted the importance of what Jesus said in that 
place and time.  
Mountaintop imagery held special meaning in Judaism. For the Israelites, meeting God 
on a mountaintop conveyed historical significance, in large part due to the 
commissioning of Moses and giving of the Law at Mount Sinai, engendering a new 
covenantal relationship between God and his people(Ryken and Hughes 491).As Philip 
Ryken explained in his commentary on Exodus, “A mountaintop is the most appropriate 
place to meet (God). Mountains testify to God’s transcendence, to his supreme 
majesty”(Ryken and Hughes 492) In his Gospel, Matthew had already displayed in 
chapters 5–7, 17, and 24–25 a proclivity for mountains as locations of revelation(Burge 
and Hill 104–05). On the basis of his resurrection, in a setting conducive to revelations 
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from God, Jesus commissioned his disciples. 
As the disciples appeared upon the mountain, verse 17 shows them divided: “And when 
they saw him they worshiped him, but some doubted.” The original Greek word 
proskyneo has the idea of kneeling in formal or ritual submission(Grayston 107). Clearly, 
at least some of the disciples responded in a submissive form of worship, but interpreters 
struggle to identify both the object and identity of the doubters. Clarifying the identity of 
the doubters depends on the interpretation of oi de in the Greek phrase oi de edistasan. 
Most Bible translations translate the phrase as saying that “some” of those present 






Paul’s Model of Discipleship 
 In his letters Paul taught new faith communities how to live as Christians. One 
examples are the relationship that Paul had with Timothy and Titus and in the letters he 
wrote to them.  
 
Paul and Timothy 
Outside of Jesus, nobody discipled more people in the New Testament than did 
Paul. Paul spent time investing his life and talents in churches throughout the ancient 
Greco-Roman world. Paul discipled a young man named Timothy, who was the son of a 
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Jewish mother, Eunice, and a Greek father. Paul met young Timothy at Lystra, as stated 
in Acts 16:1-3, and invited him to join his second missionary journey. This initiated a 
discipling relationship that would continue until Paul’s death. Paul trained him and 
subsequently sent him out to serve the churches he was involved in planting. Paul 
referred to him as “a true son in the faith” (1 Timothy 1:2). Later, Timothy became the 
pastor of the church in Ephesus.  
In Paul’s last epistle he imparted to Timothy a disciple-making model. 2 Timothy 
2:2 records, “And the things that you have heard from me among many witnesses, 
commit these to faithful men who will be able to teach others also.” Paul thus gave 
Timothy a model to use for discipling others. First, the key word of “commit” occurs in 
this verse. The English Standard Version and the New American Standard translated the 
word “entrust.” The Greek word used here is παρατίθημι (paratithēmi) and it means to 
place in another’s trust, to entrust, to deposit, or to commit something valuable to 
safekeeping (Rogers et al. 501). Paul wanted Timothy to commit all that he had taught 
him to “faithful men.” The Greek word for “faithful” is πιστός (pistos), a word which 
implied being reliable and trustworthy (Nida 1:376). Paul searched for men who would in 
turn prove trustworthy to carry out further efforts to disciple others. Paul challenged 
Timothy to find faithful, able and teachable men who will be willing to communicate the 
truths of God’s word to other people. If Timothy followed the model then the gospel 
would be transmitted from one generation to another. Following the model would lead to 
a disciple-making influence on at least four subsequent generations: Paul, Timothy, 
faithful men, and others. Paul instilled the model into Timothy who later became pastor 




Paul’s instructions in Titus 2:1–8 
The exegesis of Titus 2:1–8 shows the text contains a disciple-making process for 
the church. The process is given in the context of a letter emphasizing resistance against 
false teachers, in a chapter outlining ethical requirements of teaching sound doctrine, with 
the goal of protecting the reputation of the church. In Titus 1:10–16 Paul identified the 
negative characteristics of the false teachers in Crete, and in Titus 2:1 Paul contrasted 
their teaching to the “sound doctrine” which should characterized Titus’ teaching 
(Hughes and Chapell 356). Yet the apostle did not limit his instruction to Titus himself, 
although he returned to addressing Titus specifically in verses 7–8, but in verses 2–6 Paul 
provided character descriptions for four groups of people in the church: older men, older 
women, younger women, and younger men (Knight 305). Afterwards, Paul addressed 
slaves, a consideration which lies outside of the scope of the project. Verses 1–8 have 
direct relevance to the project by emphasizing older church members investing 
themselves in the lives of younger Christians.  
In verse 2 Paul addressed Titus regarding “older men” in the church, providing a 
list of character traits mature men should display in response to the sound doctrine. 
“Older men are to be sober-minded, dignified, self-controlled, sound in faith, in love, and 
in steadfastness.” Sober-mindedness relates to displaying clarity of mind resulting in 
sound judgment, dignity means being worthy of respect based on behavior, and self- 
control reverberates through the description for each group in its cognate form and 
pertains to sensibleness in conduct. While sound in faith, love and steadfastness represent 
descriptions of spiritual health using the phrase hygianontas meaning that teaching 
healthy doctrine should lead to healthy behavior (Lea and Griffin 297–98). Each 
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description provides insight into the ethics that should characterize an older Christian 
man.  
In verse 3 Paul moved to the ethical characteristics of older women in the church: 
“Older women likewise are to be reverent in behavior, not slanderers or slaves to much 
wine. They are to teach what is good.” The word translated “likewise” implies repetition 
of the infinitive verb enai from verse 2, similarly utilized in verse 1 and later in verse 9 
(Knight 306,113). The adjective “reverent” comes from a Greek compound term 
hieroprepeis, which combines hieron (temple) with prepeis (appropriate or fitting), used 
to describe behavior which would be suitable for a priestess serving in a temple (Lea and 
Griffin 299). Such holistic spirituality requires the absence of two negative traits, 
slanderous gossip and drunkenness, of which women in Crete were especially vulnerable 
(Towner 722–23). Verse 3 ends in a statement showing that piety so described should 
extend to others, whereby older women apply their mature wisdom through teaching 
younger women (Liefeld 328). Verses 4–5 serve to explain what Paul meant by “teach 
what is good” (v. 3). Following the ethical description of older women, Paul proceeded in 
verses 4–5 to explain the object of older women teaching. Presence of the hina clause in 
verse 4 connects back to verse 3, to identify the purpose of the older women’s teaching: 
duplicating themselves in the lives of younger women (Knight 307). Paul charged older 
women to work at instilling the virtues of verses 3–4 in the “young women” of the 
church. In verses 4–5, Paul said, “And so train the young women to love their husbands 
and children, to be self-controlled, pure, working at home, kind, and submissive to their 
own husbands, that the word of God may not be reviled.” Paul charged older women with 
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the responsibility of mentoring younger women in areas from domestic responsibilities to 
personal godliness (Towner 724). The same responsibility likewise exists for men.  
Paul “likewise” (v. 6) charged Titus and older men with the responsibility to 
mentor younger men. Consistent with the pastoral epistles, Paul’s direction to Titus did 
not simply involve twofold division of thought and practice, but he moved concurrently 
between exhortation, doctrine, and example (Liefeld 35). Using such literary 
construction, Paul linked older and younger generations to one another according to 
gender. Paul’s words to Titus in verses 1 and 7–8, and to older men in verse 2, related to 
the “younger men” named in verse 6, just as older women were related to younger 
women in verses 3–5. The virtues and mentoring influence of older men (v. 2) and 
women (v. 3) put them in sharp contrast with the false teachers (Wall and Steele 346). 
The text thus charges Titus, and the older members of the church, to actively participate 
in the lives of younger believers by teaching sound doctrine and modeling such doctrine’s 
inherent ethical and behavioral characteristics.  
In Titus 2:1–8, Paul’s discourse on opposing false teachers included charging 
Titus to teach sound doctrine, and he provided descriptions of the virtues which should 
accompany such teaching. Paul then extended his charge to include older church 
members mentoring younger church members in how to live virtuously, so that 
“opponents may be put to shame, having nothing evil to say about us” (v. 8). Such 
concern remains today, and as Donald Guthrie stated, “The apostle’s advice is as 
instructive for modern times as for the contemporary situation” (Guthrie 212). Directions 
in Titus 2:1–8 concerning mentoring relationships in the church provided a biblical model 
for intergenerational discipleship.  
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Titus 2: 1-8 has significant theological implications and ministry applications. 
According to Titus 2:1–8, pastors should aspire to guide older men and women to serve 
as mentors for younger men and women. Pastoral leadership also includes the 
responsibility of serving as lead discipler, “The distinction between younger and older 
believers often coincides with physical age, but in keeping with the understanding of 
“younger” in the text as referring to something fresh or new, strategic discipleship… 
includes consideration of spiritual maturity in addition to physical age” (Ray et al. 166). 
The theological implications and ministry application of Titus 2:1–8 also include 
emphasizing sound doctrinal teaching for new believers. Pastoral leadership also includes 
teaching sound doctrine with the understanding that given the right communicable 
structure good theology will shape and explain good character (Wall and Steele 347).  
 
Theological Foundations 
 The relational nature of discipleship is exemplified throughout the scriptures. 
Jeremiah Campbell writes, “The Old Testament describes Israel’s discipleship 
relationship in a collective context from a collectivist culture” (Campbell 41). This 
section describes the communal nature of discipleship. J. Barton Payne writes “Samuel 
established a school of prophets after he realized both his and Eli’s errors in failing to 
restrain the immoralities of their children. Samuel establishes and successfully leads a 
school of prophets (1 Sam. 19:20). He notes that “these ‘schools’ became permanent 
organizations of prophets who lived or traveled together” (Payne 53). “In this school, 
often referred to as a company, Samuel’s personal students were likely Levites within an 
Israelite context” (Campbell 41). 
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“In light of his one-on-one discipleship experiences with Eli, 1 Samuel shows a 
subtle difference that Samuel takes when he disciples others in community. Though one-
on-one mentoring relationships can render positive results, Samuel’s experience 
demonstrates that discipleship in community often renders more positive and effective 
results” (Campbell 41). 
Payne evokes the fact that Samuel set the stage for a regular prophetic 
organization during the period of disruption of the Old Testament (Payne 56). Campbell 
describes it well. 
Individuals who desired a relationship with God often left their families to 
accompany a teacher and join others who had the same level of devotion to God. 
In (2 Kings 2:1-18) we see another company of prophets witnessing Elijah cross 
the Jordan and pass his anointing to his disciple, Elisha. …Two chapters later, this 
same school of prophets confirms Elisha’s leadership over the discipleship 
community of the company of prophets (2 Kings 4:38-41). Elisha feeds his 
disciples, serving them by teaching them over a meal. This school of prophets is 
not referred to again in scripture; however, it appears that these disciples lived 
together and had a lead prophet as their teacher. …Elijah and Elisha clearly 
demonstrate the human relationship level of discipleship between teacher and 
disciple (Campbell 43). 
According to 2 Sam. 23:8-39; 1 Chron. 11:10-17 David, as a warrior, surrounded himself 
with around three hundred men. The Bible zeros on three of these men of David. 
 Jashobeam the Tachmonite proved himself when he killed 800 men in one 
encounter (2 Sam. 23:8; 1 Chron. 11:11; 27:2-3). Eleazar, son of Dodai, stood his 
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ground in battle against the Philistines at Pas Dammim when everyone else ran, 
and he defeated them (2 Sam. 23:9-10; 1 Chron. 11:1- 12,14; 27:4). Shammah, 
son of Agee the Hararite, also stood his ground in battle against the Philistines 
when everyone else ran, and defeated them when the Philistines attacked the 
“field of ripe lentils” (2 Sam. 23:11-12) (Campbell 44). 
“Influenced by the historical patterns of communal discipleship in the Old 
Testament, disciples left their old life behind in the New Testament as a sacrifice to 
follow their master. Within Greek culture, disciples even paid money to follow their 
master, typically a great scholar” (Wilkins 59). First-century Jewish culture required 
young boys who wanted to become the disciple of a rabbi or priest to pass a series of 
educational requirements. First, a student entered Beit Sefer, a school that taught him to 
memorize the Torah from the age of six to ten. If the student passed, he could advance to 
Beit Talmud where, from the ages of ten to fourteen, he memorized all of the Hebrew 
scripture. Similar to the Old Testament context, if the student succeeded, he could 
advance to Beit Midrash, where he applied to a rabbi as his disciple, and literally left 
home to follow him until the student was thirty years old (Wilson). 
 When Jesus chose his disciples, he continued the community model that was 
found in the Old Testament examples mentioned in the previous section. “Jesus not only 
spent time on instruction, training and informing; he spent much time forming a 
community” (Anderson and Reese 16). The twelve disciples were young men willing to 
sacrifice, with the exception of Judas Iscariot, and at the moment of their call stood firm  
to follow Jesus in community, no matter the cost, even when all others left him (John 
6:60-71). The willingness to follow Jesus, no matter the cost, set the stage for 
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discipleship in the early church and beyond (Campbell 55–56). “Jesus intentionally 
invested in his relationships with his disciples. Once he called his disciples, he stayed 
with them, lived with them, and spent his life with them until his crucifixion. Of course, 
Jesus looked for moments of solitude to pull away from everything” (Campbell 69). 
The relational nature of God points to the need for relational nature of our ministry. For 
effective discipleship to be experienced incarnation has to take place. Disciplers must 
enter the world of the disciple and be present, as Christ did. This is what Mildred 
Wynkoop is underscoring when addressing the issue of credibility gap. She writes, ,  
credibility gap is not a new problem in the history of the world, God faced it 
whenever He approached men. His own holiness terrified those whose sin had 
created an unfathomable gulf between them. God’s method of bridging that gap 
was in the living, experienceable “Word,” in the person of Jesus. “God was in 
Christ, reconciling the world unto himself” (II Cor. 5: 19). The person of Jesus 
was God’s answer to the greatest credibility gap. “So the Word became flesh; he 
came to dwell among us, and we saw his glory” (John 1: 14, NEB). To John, the 
Incarnation was the convincing truth of the gospel” (Wynkoop loc. 624).  
Sangster says Jesus did not write a creed because no form of human words could 
encompass all living truth. Creeds arise out of life; they do not create it. “Jesus chose the 
Apostles to be with him that they might see the life he lived and then live it themselves. It 
was the only way…Theirs was a way of life” (Sangster 12). Wynkoop on addressing the 
issue of the credibility gap, a problem which he says is challenging our best and deepest 
scholarship and grace says, “one of the most effective and winsome ways of presenting 
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the Arminian-Wesleyan view of personal sanctification is in terms of personal 
relationships” (Wynkoop loc. 634).  
Wynkoop says that the biblical solution to the credibility gap is the personal 
dimension. The word must always become flesh and dwell with men. She adds that our 
words about faith must become words as faith incarnate in living men. 
The great Christian words of our faith can become defenses like Moses’ veil, 
which was a cover to hide the fading glory of his once shining face (II Corinthians 
3). In an article in Christianity Today (Oct. 27, 1958), entitled “Hollow Words,” J. 
Wesley Ingles reminds us that the great Christian words are no more than a 
mockery to our cynical age because they have often been spoken by lips while 
betrayed by hands and feet. They must become incarnated again in the living, 
daily experience of Christians profoundly involved in life by lips and hands that 
move in harmony. He said: Every abstract word is hollow until we pour life into 
it. Honor, glory, sacrifice, loyalty, love, joy, peace, courage and endurance, faith 
and faithfulness, democracy and brotherhood, justice and mercy—what are these? 
Words. Abstract words. Hollow words—until we fill them with deeds, with life, 
and hence with meaning…. The great words of the Christian faith—grace, 
forgiveness, redemption, faith, hope and love—are all hollow words until we pour 
our Christian experience into them (Wynkoop loc. 679). 
Wynkoop goes on to say that “modern man cannot ‘hear’ the disembodied word-
mere sounds whose connotation to him has not been formed by contact with living 
examples of their true meaning. Holiness theology must become incarnate in history” 
(Wynkoop 691) Therefore, for effective discipleship to be experienced the words of 
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scripture must be incarnated in the men and women who have given themselves to 
disciple others. 
For disciples to incarnate the scriptures the Bible gives ways in which Christians 
are developed into maturity. 
 
The Means by which Disciples are Developed:  
 
Baptizing  
Jesus, in the Great Commission, makes baptism an essential component of 
discipleship. The new believer is baptized under the ruler-ship of Christ. Baptism was an 
act of initiation, and Matthew 28:19 states that disciples initiate others (after salvation) 
into the church. Baptism was part of Christian practice universally and from the 
beginning and it is unlikely that the early Jewish Christians would baptize fellow Jews 
without some sort of approval from Jesus (cf. John 4:1-2). Therefore a command of Jesus 
to baptize was important to the eleven disciples (Keener, The Gospel of Matthew : A 
Socio-Rhetorical Commentary 720) 
Teaching 
 
Those who are baptized are to be taught not only to know all of Jesus’ commands 
but also to obey all of them (Matt 28:20). Therefore in discipleship the intellectual 
component is secondary, the means to the end, which is spiritual formation (Turner 690). 
Throughout the book of Matthew, Jesus has functioned as the teacher, but now the 
disciples are to teach on His behalf (because Jesus is physically leaving the earth). But 
though the disciples are now to do the teaching, the teacher-disciple relationship is with 
Jesus. The disciples are not the ones that the new disciples are to emulate, but rather new 
Christians are to be imitators/disciples of Jesus. What the disciples are to teach is what 
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they have been taught by Jesus; and as they teach, Jesus will, but now in a new way, be 
present as mentor/model for the new disciple (Matt 28:20b) (Nolland 1270). 
In Matthew 19:20, the content of the teaching is given to the disciples —“all that I 
have commanded you.” “This expression has in mind the teaching of Jesus in the Gospels 
as was directed to the disciples. First and foremost the disciples are to be obedient to 
what Jesus has commanded them and then, as a by-product of this obedience, they are to 
pass on his teachings to others. The idea of replication is fundamental to Matthew’s 
thought here” (Nolland 1271) 
There are two different Greek words which convey the idea of “teaching” in 
verses 19-20. The first found in verse 19 is μαθητενσατε  which means “make disciples.” 
The second found in verse 20 is διδασκοντες  and it means “teaching.” The “teaching” in 
these two verses seems to include two things: (1) Bringing those who are out of 
Christianity into it, “teach all nations.” The word “teach” μαθητενσατε carries the sense 
they are to make disciples and proselytize them, bringing them over to my religion. (2) 
An indoctrinating of those who are brought into the new religion, into a practical 
observance of its holy truths. “Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have 
commanded” (verse 20). “Once the initiatory work is done (proselytizing), this is the 
work to be pursued (indoctrination). The proselyte having been brought to the faith is to 
be practically taught how to live by faith” (Thomas 559). “Teaching” obedience to all of 
Jesus’ commands (the two parts of the teaching process in mind) forms the heart of 
disciple making. If non-Christians are not hearing the gospel and not being challenged to 
make a decision for Christ, then the church has disobeyed one part of Jesus’ commission. 
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If new converts are not faithfully and lovingly nurtured in the whole counsel of God’s 
disclosure, then the church has disobeyed the other part” (Blomberg, Matthew 432). 
Once new believers are initiated, mature disciples must build the new believers into 
stronger disciples by teaching them Jesus’ message. The summaries of Jesus’ teachings 
earlier in Matthew’s Gospel (chs. 5-7; 10; 13; 18; 23-25) work well as a discipling 
manual for young believers (Burggraff, A HISTORICAL STUDY OF THE 
CATECHUMENATE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR DISCIPLESHIP IN 21ST 
CENTURY CHURCHES A Dissertation 37). his instruction (discipleship) 




The nature of the teacher-pupil instruction 
In the Greco Roman world, the teacher-pupil relationship was a personal one, 
because before the widespread availability of books, a pupil depended on his teacher’s 
instruction (Marshall, The Gospel of Luke : A Commentary on the Greek Text 269). 
Because books were not readily available and oral instruction was normative, a student 
(disciple) virtually lived alongside his teacher. Teachers were regarded as authorities and 
the student’s role was not simply to get information from the teacher or, as is often the 
case in modern classrooms, to challenge the instruction of the teacher, but rather to 
follow a teacher by adopting his teaching as normative for life (Bock, Luke 612) A 
critical point to understand is that Jesus describes the end result of the disciple’s 
instruction when he states, “after he has been fully trained, he will be like his teacher.” 
The disciple would eventually mimic the teacher’s instruction and the instructor himself 
(Burggraff, A HISTORICAL STUDY OF THE CATECHUMENATE AND ITS 




The verb “fully trained” (κατηρτισμενος) means “restored” (1 Pet 5:10, NIV) or 
“perfectly united” (1 Cor 1:10, NIV). The term is also used in Mark 1:19 to describe 
James the son of Zebedee, and John his brother “mending the nets.” “Christian 
discipleship implies mending one’s ways”(Garland 284). The instruction in the teacher-
pupil relationship involves reordering one’s personal and spiritual life. Ceslas Spicq, an 
internationally recognized biblical scholar, writes “the Christian life involves steady 
progress in preparation for glory, or the restoration and reordering of whatever is 
deficient either in one’s personal life or in one’s relations with one’s neighbor”(Spicq and 
Ernest 274).This depth of instruction is not achieved in a one-time sermon series or in a 
six week discipleship course. Rather, this instruction requires continuous spiritual 
formation (Phil 3:12-16) (Garland 284).  
 
The goal of the teacher-pupil instruction 
The New Testament time period, the teacher-pupil relationship is assumed to be 
one in which the teacher does not merely impart a body of information (content) but 
rather praxis (to mimic the actions of the teacher) (Metzger et al. 309). Thomas Hudgins 
states,  
Mere cognition was never the exclusive goal of education. Rather, education 
involved taking the cognitive and relating this information to relational aspects of 
one’s life. A key component of the content in the μαθητης-διδασκαλος 
relationship was not only a transfer of knowledge from teacher to pupil, but also 
the transmission of experience and the character of the teacher himself. The pupil 
was not only to learn from the teacher (cognitive) but he was also to imitate the 
teacher (conduct) (Hudgins and Black 57) 
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The text in Luke 6:40 highlights the goal of discipleship from a Jewish mindset. 
Francois Bovon, the late Frothingham Professor of the History of Religion Emeritus at 
Harvard Divinity School, states, “the goal of instruction for a disciple in Judaism 
consisted in becoming like his or her teacher in order eventually to become a teacher 
himself or herself.” (Bovon et al., Luke 249). Luke however does not expect the disciples 
to be teachers exactly like Jesus Christ (this is impossible because Jesus is omniscient and 
holy). However, Luke is challenging the disciples to strive to be like the Master in one’s 
ethical behavior (as a byproduct of gaining spiritual knowledge). Discipleship involves 
more than intellectual learning, but involves learning that impacts head, heart, will, and 
body (Bovon et al., Luke 249). Once an individual enters into a salvation relationship 
with Jesus Christ, he then has the power or ability to mimic the Master (through the 
power of the Holy Spirit) (Bovon et al., Luke 249).  
The point of this passage is not for disciples (the twelve) to make disciples 
resemble themselves (the twelve). Rather, the disciple should ultimately resemble the 
Master. Future disciples are not to become carbon copies of the copies Through the study 
of the Scriptures (in conjunction with the teaching of the disciples), they are to resemble 
the Master, Jesus Christ (Burggraff, A HISTORICAL STUDY OF THE 
CATECHUMENATE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR DISCIPLESHIP IN 21ST 
CENTURY CHURCHES A Dissertation 42). Thomas Hudgins and David Alan Black 
explains this relationship, “Jesus becomes the center of an individual’s relationship to 
God, not just salvifically but also instructionally. A disciple must be ready to learn, not 





 This section discusses the cost of discipleship, and the call for disciples to be 
willing to endure persection for Christ. It then looks at the distinguishing mark of a 




Luke 14:26-27: The cost of discipleship 
“Whoever comes to me and does not hate father and mother, wife and children, 
brothers and sisters, yes, and even life itself, cannot be my disciple. 
27 
Whoever does not 
carry the cross and follow me cannot be my disciple.”(Holy Bible : NRSV. Luke 14:26-
27) To understand this passage, one must understand the meaning of the Verb μισει. 
What does Jesus mean when he calls his disciples to “hate” father, mother, wife, children, 
brothers, sisters, and his own life? The verb μισεω, “hate,” probably reflects a Semitic 
origin. The Semitic languages often used contrasts to express things in a comparative 
degree of preferences (Bovon et al., 386). Therefore, “to hate” used in this Semitic sense 
would mean “to love less.” I. Howard Marshall, Professor Emeritus of New Testament 
Exegesis at the University of Aberdeen, Scotland, states the following about the Semitic 
sense of the term “to hate,” “this is no doubt how the phrase was understood by 
Matthew’s tradition.”(Marshall 592) It would seem odd for Jesus to instruct his disciples 
to love their enemies (Luke 6:35) but to hate their families. But when one understands the 
verb “to hate” in this Semitic sense, one understands that Jesus is calling his disciples to 
show preference for one over another. David Garland, Dean and Professor of New 
Testament at Talbot School of Theology, explains that the passage should not be viewed 
as “I love A and hate B,” but should be read “I prefer A to B” (A being Jesus and B being 
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the list of individuals). The thought then behind the meaning of μισεω is not 
psychological hate, but rather renunciation. “I choose one over another” (Marshall 592).  
 The image that is conveyed by this verb is strong. It does not involve a call to be 
insensitive or to leave all feeling towards our families behind. But, following Jesus is to 
be the disciple’s “first love” (Rev 2:4). Being a disciple of Christ should have priority 
over any family member and even over one’s own life. Jesus said that being his disciple, 
should be the passion of our lives(Bock, Luke 1284–85). The idea of “hating” is 
tantamount to “leaving” (Bovon et al. 387).  
The crowds who were following Christ, to become a true disciple of Jesus, needed 
to be willing to part with those individuals closest to their hearts. Francois Bovon 
explains the choice that is involved in “hating.” “In this connection hate is not, in the first 
instance, an emotion; it is an act” (Bovon et al. 387).
 
With a proper understanding of the verb μισει in mind, the requirement for 
discipleship becomes clear. Discipleship to Christ is fundamentally a call to allegiance; as 
it pertains to importance in a believer’s life, Jesus must be first even above family (Bock, 
Luke 1284). One must understand the context of the passage’s first-century setting. When 
a Jewish person made a choice to follow Jesus, he would inevitably alienate his or her 
family. Darrell Bock explains the cost of discipleship and the level of allegiance required 
to follow Jesus in a first-century context.  
If someone desired acceptance by family more than a relationship with God, one 
might never come to Jesus, given the rejection that would inevitably follow. In 
other words, there could be no casual devotion to Jesus in the first century. A 
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decision for Christ marked a person and automatically came with a cost (Bock, 
Luke 1285). 
The language of the passage is clear. If one does not make Jesus the first priority of his or 




The call to endure persecution for Christ 
In addition to the call for a singular allegiance to Christ, Jesus provides a second 
requirement to be his disciple. He calls disciples to be willing to endure persecution. In 
Luke 14:37, Jesus states: “Whoever does not carry his own cross and come after Me 
cannot be My disciple.”  
Again, it is of great importance that one understands the first-century context in 
which this call is found. The call to bear one’s cross denotes a willingness to bear the 
pain of persecution as a result of following Jesus. It is a call to have a constant 
willingness to suffer shame and reproach (Bock, Luke 1286–87). It is often impossible for 
twenty-first century individuals to understand the shame associated with crucifixion in 
the ancient world (Garland 601). Crucifixion, understood to be of Persian origin, was a 
well-known Roman practice during the time of Christ. Crucifixions were such a feared 
means of execution, that various revolts had been suppressed by means of such killings 
(Bovon et al. 389). 
 Jesus calls his disciples to be willing to bear his/her cross. To “bear one’s cross” 
is not necessarily a call to death. Rather, the call is to the denial of oneself with a 
willingness to endure hardship which may result in death. To Jesus’ Jewish audience this 
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demand “to bear one’s cross” was understood as an utterly offensive affair. The cross was 
literally viewed as “obscene” in the original sense of the word(Hengel, Crucifixion in the 
Ancient World and the Folly of the Message of the Cross 22) The illusion is that the 
disciples must be willing to suffer opposition for Jesus Christ. This opposition may result 
in death for Christ (martyrdom). A true disciple must be willing to sacrifice all to follow 
Jesus Christ.  
 
 
John 13:34-35: A distinguishing mark of a disciple 
“I give you a new commandment, that you love one another. Just as I have loved 
you, you also should love one another. By this everyone will know that you are my 
disciples, if you have love for one another” (NRSV, John 13:34-35). 
The badge of true discipleship is not in the doctrinal statements to which we 
subscribe, not in the types of hymns and music we prefer, not in the rituals we 
observe or the ordinances we cherish, not in our soul winning zeal, our 
faithfulness to the churches of our choice—but in our love for all those who love 
the Lord. When people see that, they will recognize Christ in his disciples and 
recognize that love as truly his own (Phillips 260). 
In the upper room discourse, Jesus provides a distinguishing mark of his disciples. 
“All mankind will know that you are my disciples if you display love for one another” 
(John 13:35). John Phillips, noted commentator and former assistant director of the 
Moody Bible Institute's Correspondence School, states the following regarding this 
identifying mark of Jesus’ disciples. Jesus’s disciples would distinguish themselves from 
others in the world by their love for one another (Carson 484). This love is so 
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uncharacteristic of the world’s system that Jesus’ disciples would stand out when they 
demonstrated this love for one another.  
The command to “love” is not a new commandment but finds its basis in the Old 
Testament where God instructs the Israelites to “love your neighbor as yourself’ (Lev 
19:18)(Keener 924)In fact, the Mosaic Law mandated two different love commandments: 
“You shall love the LORD your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with 
all your might” (Deut 6:5); and “You shall not take vengeance, nor bear any grudge 
against the sons of your people, but you shall love your neighbor as yourself; I am the 
LORD” (Lev 19:18). Jesus, himself, taught that all the law and the prophets were 
summed up in these two commands (Mark 12:28-31) (Carson, 484). Johannine tradition 
also recognizes that the commandment was not “new” (in that it had never been given 
before). 2 John 1:5 states, “Now I ask you, lady, not as though I were writing to you a 
new commandment, but the one which we have had from the beginning, that we love one 
another.” In addition, love within a community of individuals was not only on display but 
also highly regarded in the Qumran community (Josephus and Whiston 605). 
 
John 15:7-8: The characteristics of a disciple 
“If you abide in me, and my words abide in you, ask for whatever you wish, and it 
will be done for you. 
 
My Father is glorified by this, that you bear much fruit and become 
my disciples” ( NRSV John 15:7-8). 
In the upper room discourse, Jesus provides for his disciples characteristics that 
should be evidenced in their lives. In addition to the command to love one another (John 




The first characteristic of disciples is that they have an intimate relationship with 
Christ. This characteristic of a disciple of Christ is found within the initial phrase “if you 
abide in me.” The Greek term for “abide”, μεινητε, from the root μενω, means “to 
remain,” “to stay,” “to wait,” “to abide” (Liddell 941). Gerhard Kittel, in the Theological 
Dictionary of the New Testament states, “the concept of remaining or abiding takes 
different forms according to the different relations or antonyms in view” (Kittel 574). 
Therefore, the context is the determining factor as to the translation of the term μενω.  
In Johannine theology, “abiding” describes the close communion of a believer with 
Christ (Green et al. 1). “The vine metaphor (John 15:1 -6), the preceding context, and the 
continuation of the vine theme into verse 7 illustrates the intimate relationship that Jesus 
desires with his disciples” (Green et al. 2). Jesus demands that the foundational 
commitment in a disciple’s life is to abide in him. This means that an intimate 
relationship with Christ is essential for a disciple. A disciple must be so intimately 
connected with the Savior that he/she is characterized by the words and actions of Jesus 
(Borchert, John 12-21 145). 
 The second characteristic is that disciples have a passion for the Word of God. 
Not only does Jesus state that disciples should “abide in me,” but also that “My words 
abide in you.” Just as the disciples were to have an intimate relationship with Christ, 
God’s Word should have an intimate relationship with the disciples. This concept is 
described by commentators as a “mutual indwelling” (Köstenberger 454). 
The mutual indwelling described in this passage involves more than just 
obedience. The idea also entails a continued immersion of Jesus’ teaching in one’s 
understanding and life practice (Köstenberger 454). This mutual indwelling is equivalent 
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to doing all that Jesus commands. Don Carson states, “Jesus’ words must so lodge in the 
disciple’s mind and heart that conformity to Christ, obedience to Christ, is the most 
natural (supernatural?) thing in the world” (Carson, 517) To truly abide in Christ is to 
allow his words to truly abide within the disciple’s lives (R. Brown 662). God’s Word 
continually cleanses the life of a disciple and therefore must be allowed to “remain” in 
our daily walk(BORN et al. 1000).  
The third characteristic is that disciples have a consistent prayer life.  “Once 
disciples display an intimate relationship with Christ and allow God’s Word to permeate 
their lives, they will not only display a dependence on God through prayer, but they will 
pray according to God’s will. Disciples understand the importance that prayer plays in the 
life of a believer”(Bounds 8).
 
This consistent prayer life is displayed in the life of an 
individual who knows God and seeks to “abide in him.” Jesus assumes  that those who 
know him well will ask him to help in life’s situations (“ask whatever you wish, and it 
will be done for you”) (Mark 4:35-41).  
Leon Morris expounds on the connection of the term “abide” with the answering 
of the prayers of Jesus’ disciples: “When believers abide in Christ and Christ’s words 
abide in them, they live as close to Christ as well may be. Then their prayers will be 
prayers that are in accord with God’s will and they will be fully answered” (Morris 562).
 
A true disciple of Christ proves effective in prayer because what he or she asks for 
conforms to the will of God(D. Carson 517–18) 
 The fourth characteristic is that disciples have a heart for ministry and service. In 
addition to abiding in Christ, allowing God’s Word to remain in them, having a passion 
for prayer, disciples desire to serve their Master. “My Father is glorified by this, that you 
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bear much fruit” (NRSV John 15:8). “The disciples will glorify the Father by their 
continual fruit- bearing. However, disciples cannot bear fruit of themselves, but rather the 
fruitfulness is confirmation of the Father’s work in them. The bearing of fruit reveals that 
they are disciples”(Morris 597).  
John’s audience would understand the imagery of “fruit bearing.” In the first 
century, northern Mediterranean region, the harvest arrived in autumn(Longus et al. 1:28, 
2:1). During the harvest, the farmers would gather the grapes and then they would be 
trodden to yield their juice(Ovid 2:29). In Palestine, the grapes ripen in late summer 
around August and September. John obviously is writing figuratively when he states that 
believers should bear much fruit John is describing the “fruit” of Christian ministry 
(Keener, The Gospel of John : A Commentary 997). By involving themselves in Christian 
service, the disciples will glorify God the Father and prove that they are true disciples.  
 
Sociological Foundations 
 The previous sections discussed the biblical and theological foundations that 
support the work of this project. This section discusses the sociological foundations.    
Aspects Unique to Emerging Adults 
In their book, Spiritual Formation in Emerging Adulthood: A Practical Theology 
for College and Young Adult Ministry, David Setran and Chris Kiesling discuss the 
unique characteristics of emerging adults. 
The years between the ages of 18 and 30 have long been heralded for their 
formative potential. This age span is marked by critical life tasks like: choosing college, 
choosing a life calling and vocation, moving away from home, maintaining church 
commitments, forging new friendships and relationships with members of the opposite 
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sex, and embracing the potential for singleness, engagement, marriage, and parenting. 
These years also mark a crucial stage for developing a worldview and faith stance amid a 
wide array of competing perspectives. Many of the choices made at this time shape the 
contours of the rest of the life span, serving as gateways to future meaning, lifestyle, and 
mission. This is the time when the fabric of life is woven together into a discernable  and 
increasingly solidified pattern (Setran and Kiesling 1–2). According to Jeffrey Jensen 
Arnett and Susan Taber, 
it is important to note that the experience of these years have changed 
dramatically in recent times. Most prominently the last fifty years have witnessed 
a gradual delaying of traditional adult milestones. Sociologists have marked this 
shift by monitoring five key social events: leaving home, finishing school, 
becoming financially independent, getting married and having children(Arnett 
and Taber 517–37).  
The Research Network on Transition to Adulthood and Public Policy reports that 
in 1960, more than two thirds of adults had attained these markers by the age of 30; by 
the year 2000, this was true of less than half of females and less than a third of males 
(Stearns 517–37; Settersten et al. 225–55; Waters). Setran and Kiesling add that Seventy 
percent of 25 year old women had attained these markers in 1960, but only 25% in 2000. 
The later timing of these traditional adult responsibilities has reconfigured the typical 
“shape” of life between the ages of 18 and 30 (Setran and Kiesling 2). Sociologists 
Christian Smith and Patricia Snell write, “Half a century ago, many young people were 
anxious to get out of high school, marry, settle down, have children, and start a long term 
career. But many youth today face almost a decade between high school graduation and 
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marriage to spend exploring life’s many options as singles, in an unprecedented freedom” 
(Smith and Snell 5). 
In the past few decades, a quiet revolution has taken place for young people in 
American society, so quiet that it has been noticed only gradually and 
incompletely. As recently as 1970, the typical 21-year-old was married or about to 
be married, caring for a newborn child or expecting one soon, done with 
education or about to be done, and settled into a long-term job or the role of full-
time mother. Young people of that time grew up quickly and made serious 
enduring choices about their lives at a relatively young age. Today, the life of a 
typical 21-year-old could hardly be more different.(Arnett 4) 
Arnett became interested in young adulthood in the mid-1990s, when he felt he had 
finally become an adult. Arnett had achieved most of the sociological markers of 
adulthood: finishing education, entering into a career at a university, and settling down 
and living with a woman with whom marriage was likely. However, the students Arnett 
taught (who were not much younger than he, but who certainly had not achieved the 
sociological markers of adulthood) were distraught about not being considered adults in a 
sociological sense. True, they might not be completely grown up, but they certainly were 
no longer adolescents. Like most young people of the past few decades, they had taken 
on some of the roles of adults, but they postponed the decisive choices that are the 
hallmarks of adulthood in Western society. Most were unmarried, did not have children, 
were still in school, not earning an income, and were fairly free from grown-up 
obligations(Emerging Adults:The Winding Road. Arnett vii–viii). 
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 Setran and Kiesling in their book, Spiritual Formation in Emerging Adults write 
that these changes, according to many psychologists and sociologists, have actually 
paved the way for a genuinely new phase of the American life course. In 2000, 
Psychologist Jeffrey Arnett posited a new life stage called the “emerging adulthood” to 
describe the growing chasm between adolescence and the completion of traditional adult 
milestones(Emerging Adults:The Winding Road. Arnett 468–90).  
Between age 18 and the late twenties, he argues, emerging adults are 
characterized by five interrelated characteristics. First, they are actively engaged 
in identity formation, exploring personal meaning in love, work, and worldview. 
Second, they live lives marked by instability: regularly moving, changing jobs, 
and revising their life plans. Third, they tend to be very focused on themselves, 
free from parents’ oversight and yet also free from significant responsibilities to 
others. Fourth, they feel “in between recognizing that they have transcended 
adolescence and yet unsure if they have achieved full adult status. Finally, they 
see this time period as an “age of possibilities,” optimistic about the future and 
desirous of keeping all of their options open (frank f. furstenberg, jr., sheela 
kennedy and rubén g. rumbaut and richard a. settersten 33–41).  
Arnett notes, “emerging adults often explore a variety of possible life directions in love, 
work, and worldviews”(Emerging Adults:The Winding Road. Arnett 469) 
Because of these changes there is no stable and scripted road maps of adult life 
course. Therefore, there is little clear direction on how to proceed through the twenties. 
The uncertainty and volatility of this decade, coupled with the loss of expectations, often 
results in fear, depression, emotional paralysis, and various forms of addiction and 
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escapism. The pressure in this age span emanates from developing a life plan in the 
absence of strong social cues and supports(Setran and Kiesling 4). Setran and Kiesling 
point out that emerging adults are less religious than all other age groups (Setran and 
Kiesliing 4). Disrupted by the transitions and distractions in their lives, many in this age 
group diminish the faith commitments and practices that defined their childhood and 
adolescent years. This is perhaps most visible in declining church participation, a reality 
that leaves emerging adults untethered to supportive Christian community at this 
formative stage of life (Setran and Kiesling 4). 
Emerging adults have been described as “morally adrift,” devoid of clear 
boundaries for right and wrong outside of personal opinion (Smith et al. 19). 
 
The Religious Decline among Emerging Adults 
Setran and Kiesling write, “Research on emerging adulthood is fairly consistent in 
proclaiming this to be a stage marked by widespread religious decline in the areas of 
belief, behavior and subjective inner life”( Setran and Kiesling 12). On the cognitive 
level, there appears to be a moderate erosion of basic belief in the orthodox tenets of the 
Christian faith. This decline is actually sharper among those who spent their teen years 
within the church (Smith and Snell 118–21). Basic belief in God’s existence and personal 
involvement, therefore, reaches its lowest point in the years after high school( Setran and 
Kiesling 12). Sociologists Christian Smith and Patricia Snell write that there is a general 
shift away from certainty about God …and definite belief in other traditional, ‘biblical’ 
teachings” (Smith and Snell 125; Waggoner 268; Rainer and Rainer 227-251). The 
National Survey of Youth and Religion (NSYR) found significant declines in the 
percentage agreeing that faith was “very important” in daily life, coupled with a strong 
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increase in the number claiming that faith was either “not very important” or “not 
important at all.” NSYR identified declines between Christian adolescence and emerging 
adulthood in the frequency of daily prayer, Bible reading, Sabbath observance, religious 
singing, reading of devotional material, and personal evangelism (Smith and Snell 112). 
Smith and Snell estimate that about 50% of emerging adults remain stable in their faith 
commitments and practice while 40% decline and 10% increase in commitment, leading 
him to assert, “Emerging adults are, on most sociological measures, the least religious 
adults in the united states today”(Smith and Snell 102).In light of these figures, it is 
perhaps not surprising that most emerging adult protestants, on a very personal level, feel 
distant from God( Setran and Kiesling14). Speaking of the comprehensive cognitive, 
behavioral, and affective declines in these years, Smith concludes, “Some or even many 
American youth go into something of a religious slump during these years” (Smith and 
Snell 142). 
 
Marginalization of Faith among Emerging Adults 
First, Emerging adults face many distractions emerging at this stage that can 
easily de-center. As one study summarizes “Emerging adulthood brings with it a host of 
responsibilities (e.g. school, work) and opportunities (e.g. increased autonomy) that 
simply and subtly crowd out religious participation” (Uecker et al. 1683). Lifestyle 
choices can have multiple faith eroding results. Some emerging adults compartmentalize 
their lives, continuing religious participation in their “Christian life” even while living 
contrary to their believes in other avenues(Setran and Kiesling18). Dietrich Bonhoeffer 
says, “disobedience can actually obscure Christ and dull spiritual sensitivity” 
(Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship 69–76). The lifestyles of emerging adults are 
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perpetually distracted, their sleep patterns are poor at this time making sustained focus 
difficult. “All of these relationship managing activities and private communication 
distractions seem to make it difficult for emerging adults to pursue tasks that require full 
concentration or patient dedication” (Smith and Snell 74; Editorial Projects for 
Education; Jackson).  
Though disruptions seem to challenge the cultivation of faith, college is not as 
“disruptive” as some might think. Christians have blamed liberal teaching, the loss of 
parental oversight, and the loose moral culture of the campus creates a perfect storm 
hastening the demise of strong faith (Hunter, Evangelicalism , 157–86; Hammond and 
Hunter 221–38).Interestingly Setran and Kiesling claim that research has shown that 
being in college does not disrupt spirituality. Adding that regular church attendance 
among college students has been higher than non-college attendees at least since the 
1980s. According to Mark Regnerus and Jeremy Uecker, while 64% of those enrolled in 
four-year higher-education institutions curtail their church attendance, 76% of emerging 
adults who never enrolled in college do the same. They add that,  “higher education is not 
the enemy of religiosity.” (Regnerus and Uecker. How Corrosive is College to Religious 
Faith? 102; Putnam and Campbell 111–29)  
First, the kind of faith embraced during teen and emerging adult years contributes 
to the decline in spirituality. In other words, the forms of faith adopted in these years 
often have little natural connection to an ongoing process of spiritual formation. Smith 
points out that the majority posture among emerging adults is “Moralistic Therapeutic 
Deism,” otherwise known as “divinely underwritten personal happiness and interpersonal 
niceness” (Smith and Snell 124). Those influenced by this view see God as distant creator 
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who desires humans to be nice and fair to one another and who intervenes only when 
called upon to bless or solve problems. The purpose of life from this view is happiness, 
self-fulfillment, and a degree of goodness sufficient to earn entrance into heaven(Setran 
and Kiesling 22).Most emerging adults equate religious belief with some version of the 
golden rule, treating others as you would like to be treated (Arnett Emerging 
Adulthood185; Edgell; Ammerman; Hall 196–216; Dillon and Wink). Christian faith, in 
this sense has little to do with embracing a particular narrative of God’s redemptive 
action in the world or of cultivating an individual and corporate identity with the people 
of God (Setran and Kiesling 22). This view makes it challenging to articulate a continued 
need for spiritual investment beyond the teenage years. If all of the moral “life lessons” 
are learned in one’s childhood, then emerging adulthood constitutes a kind of 
“graduation.” Emerging adults feel they have learned all the principles of Christian 
goodness and will only return when they will need to instill the same in their children. 
Such civil religion does not facilitate any continued movement in he direction of spiritual 
formation( Setran and Kiesling 23). According to emerging adults, if a healthy moral 
framework is all that matters, the rest of the Christian story is not important. Smith and 
Snell add that God is seen as a being on call to supply needs things to enhance personal 
happiness (Smith and Snell 165). Therapeutic Deism may also serve as a reason for 
emerging adults to leave the Christian faith altogether. Life disappointments may cause 
them to belief that the Christian faith is inadequate. Therapeutic Deism removes the sense 
of a personal God with whom one is related in the process of spiritual formation.  
Second, the decline in spiritual formation among emerging adults is caused by 
neglect by the church to do true Christian discipleship. Kenda Creasy Dean suggests that 
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the strengths of evangelicalism can also serve as spiritual formation ‘weakness,’ if they 
are not carefully tethered to the fullness of the faith. As Dean puts it, “emerging adults 
are in many ways a reflection of the recent perspectives and priorities of our churches 
(Dean 29). In our attempt to remain relevant and to compete with broader cultural forms, 
we have often neglected the hard work of teaching, shepherding, and mentoring students 
in the context of Christian discipleship, serving instead as purveyors of cheap grace, the 
cult of niceness, and a God (butler?) who exists merely to meet felt needs(Setran and 
Kiesling 25–26).  
Emerging adults may fail to pursue spiritual formation because of historical 
trajectory of the faith. Jeffrey Greenman and George Kalantzis believes the Biblicism can 
lead to rationalism or false denigration of traditional spiritual practices. Also Evangelical 
crucicentrism (cross-centredness, while anchoring us helpfully to the message of the 
gospel), can become skewed if it leads to antinomianism (a sense that grace frees us from 
moral law) or neglects the Holy Spirit’s role in transformation. While Evangelical 
activism can help push us towards service and mission, it can hinder contemplative life 
practices such as prayer, solitude, and silence (Greenman and Kalantzis 28–31) 
Finally, evangelical soteriology can fail to generate interest in spiritual formation. 
Dallas Willard has suggested that when all of the emphasis is placed on a single 
“decision” for Christ, some may not even see the need for formation as long as the 
heavenly account has been settled. Emerging adults must be helped to relate their 
salvation experience with spiritual formation (Greenman and Kalantzis 45–60) 
We must develop a posture of formation that attends to both the external 
challenges posed by false gospel and the imposter religion of moralistic Therapeutic 
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Deism. We must help emerging adults catch a vision for true spiritual maturation, one 
that is rooted in the gospel and penetrates to the depths of the heart, rather than mere 
external observance (Setran and Kiesling 27)As Lewis puts it , change must go “deeper 
than the surface.” To produce a spiritual crop, the emerging adults in our midst “must be 
ploughed up and re-sown” ( Lewis, Mere Christianity 195–97). 
 
Discipling Emerging Adults 
 In Mere Christianity C. S. Lewis writes, 
And now we begin to see what it is that the New Testament is always talking 
about. It talks about Christians “being born again”; it talks about them “putting on 
Christ”; about Christ “being formed in us”; about our coming to “have the mind 
of Christ.” Put right out of your head the idea that these are only fancy ways of 
saying that Christians are to read what Christ said and try to carry it out-as a man 
may read what Plato or Marx said and try to carry out. They mean something 
much more than that. They mean that a real person, Christ, here and now, in that 
room where you are saying your prayers, is doing things to you. It is not a 
question of a good man who died two thousand years ago. It is a living man, still 
as much a man as you, and still as much God as He was when He created the 
world, really coming and interfering with your very self; killing the old natural 
self in you and replacing it with the kind of self He has. At first, only for 
moments. Then for longer periods. Finally, if all goes well, turning you 
permanently into a different sort of thing; into a new little Christ, a being which, 
in its own small way, has the same kind of life as God; which shares in His 




Setran and Kiesling write, 
 
If we are to facilitate Christian discipleship during the twenty somethings, we 
must provide a formational vision that moves beyond Moralistic Therapeutic 
Deism to embrace the fullness of the abundant life Christ came to bring. 
Emerging adult spiritual formation must reshape their loves, urge them to costly 
sacrifice, and call them to a life “with Christ” in which they are daily transformed 
by the work of the Holy Spirit(Setran and Kiesling 30).  
  
Beyond Moralism: Shaping the Heart and Its Loves 
Emerging adult spiritual formation is not a focus on morality and behavior or 
referred to by Dallas Willard as “sin management,” the attempt to control individual 
behaviors through vigorous will power (Willard, The Divine Conspiracy 35–59). 
Scriptures show pictures of this inadequate form of discipleship in Matthew 23:25, 27, 
which refers to the Pharisees’ tendency to clean the outside of the cup and dish, while 
inside they are full of greed and self-indulgence. It speaks of them as “whitewashed 
tombs” (Matt. 23:27) in which a clean outside obscures the decay within.  Paul Tripp 
says, “If the heart doesn’t change, the person’s words and behavior may change 
temporarily because of external pressure or incentive. But when the pressure or incentive 
is removed the changes will disappear…There is an undeniable root and fruit connection 
between our heart and our behavior” (Tripp 63). James K.A. Smith says, 
We are “lovers” at our core, people whose lives are oriented by our ultimate 
longings and desires, by what we worship. While we may think that emerging 
adults are shaped only by their thoughts and beliefs, it is likely more accurate 
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anthropologically to see that they are shaped by loves. These loves dare always 
aimed toward certain end certain ends, visions of human flourishing that capture 
our thoughts and imagination. As teleological beings, whatever picture of 
flourishing we embrace beckons us  to live into this vision and to “start to look 
like citizens who inhabit the world that we picture as the good life” (Smith, 
Desiring the Kingdom 54). 
  These are visions of the “kingdom” that drives us to think, feel, and act in 
particular ways. Emerging adults have many different “kingdoms” to which their hearts 
are drawn and their lives oriented. Ultimately, however, their lives will be directed by the 
kingdoms that they love(Setran and Kiesling 31)No one can serve two masters (Matt 
6:24). Prov. 4:23 urges, “Above all else, guard your heart, for it is the wellspring of life.” 
  Sin is idolatry, exchanging the proper worship of the creator for the worship of 
created things (Rom 1:21-25) . Augustin says, “Sin is always a disordering of our 
loves”(Augustine 21).According to James K. A. Smith, at the heart of our being is a kind 
of love pump that can never be turned off, not even by sin or the fall; rather the effect of 
sin on our love pump is to knock it off kilter, misdirecting it and getting it aimed at the 
wrong things” (Smith, Desiring the Kingdom  52) The function of the Christian heart, 
Willard suggests, is to “organize our life as a whole, and, indeed, to organize it around 
God” (Willard, Renovation of the Heart 35) Since emerging adults are susceptible to the 
worship of many kingdoms, they have to learn that they are not to seek God’s kingdom as 
one component of their multifaceted lives. The Christian life is not about balance but 
about single-mindedness, developing the undivided heart that is completely loyal to him 
(Jer. 32:39; Ezek. 11:19).   
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It is this centrality of the heart and the many competing kingdoms that makes 
emerging adulthood such an important stage for intentional spiritual formation. Like the 
story of the prodigal son, the leaving home by the emerging adult gives him/her an 
opportunity to reveal what is in the heart as they change the context (Keller 36). Again as 
with the prodigal son of Luke 15:13, this may open the door to a recognition of the need 
for heart-transforming grace of God. Like the older brother, emerging adults can remain 
close to the father and yet worship something else in their hearts, honoring God with their 
lips while their hearts are far from him (Isa 29:13)  Timothy Keller suggests that the two 
brothers in the story of the prodigal son suffer from the same basic condition: they love 
something else more than the father. We’ve got to help emerging adults to detect the idols 
in their hearts. Because the heart is “deceitful above all things” (Jr. 17:9), this work is 
very challenging. Spiritual disciplines will help uncover the heart (Keller and Parks 168). 
Once these gods are identified by emerging adults. Rules and laws do not change 
(Col. 2:21, 23). The real power to change, alternatively, comes when emerging adults 
embrace a vision of the beauty of Christ and His kingdom, which will make them 
embrace eternal truth over against the temptations of the world. “Idols cannot simply be 
removed. They must be replaced” (Keller and Parks 155). We must hold before emerging 
adults the captivating picture of the beauty of Christ and his promises. They have to have 
something greater to say ‘yes’ to than the fleeting pleasures of temptation(Setran and 
Kiesling 34). C.S. Lewis says, “we are  half-hearted creatures, fooling with drink and sex 
and ambition when infinite joy is offered to us, like the ignorant child who wants to go on 
making mud pies in a slum because he cannot imagine what is meant by the offer of a 
holiday at the sea. We are far too easily pleased” (Lewis and Hooper 26). Emerging 
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adults need to learn not to ‘just say no’ but to ‘say yes’ to something much better like the 
case of Moses as we see in Hebrews 11, who “chose to be mistreated along with the 
people of God rather than to enjoy the fleeting pleasures of sin” (Hebrews 11:25). Moses’ 
mind was completely altered by knowledge of and experiential interaction with the living 
God. The cure for idolatry is not just willpower but also worship. Emerging adults need 
to see the compelling picture of the beauty of God and his kingdom so that they can 
recognize the deceit of sin and the fact that at “God’s right hand are pleasures 
forevermore” (Ps 16:11).  
Emerging adults need to fall in love with our beautiful God and his kingdom. 
Willard asks, ‘How do we help people to love what is lovely?’ We need to bring the 
lovely thing before the disciples as fully and forcibly as possible, putting our best effort 
into it” (Willard, The Divine Conspiracy 323) Richard Foster and Kathryn Helmers 
suggest, “The mind conforms to the order of what it concentrates upon. The heart 
conforms to the beauty it gazes upon” (Foster and Helmers 157). Our prayer for emerging 
adults must parallel Paul’s prayer in Eph. 1:18-19, “so that, with the eyes of your heart 
enlightened, you may know what is the hope to which he has called you, what are the 
riches of his glorious inheritance among the saints, and what is the immeasurable 
greatness of his power for us who believe, according to the working of his great power” 
(NRSV Eph. 1:18-19). 
This means that those who teach emerging adults must do it with such creativity, 
imagination, and narrative power. We are to live and speak in such a way that it will 
“make the teaching about our God our Savior attractive” to all (Titus 2:10). Sarah Arthur 
says, “We are not to be journalists but ‘bards’ that capture the imagination of emerging 
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adult’s with the beauty and passion of the gospel” (Arthur 148). James K. A. Smith notes, 
“the marketing industry is operating with a better, more creational, more incarnational, 
more holistic, anthropology than much of the (evangelical) church” (Smith, Desiring the 
Kingdom : 76). Marketers recognize that we are embodied creatures and that the way to 
our hearts is not only though our heads but also through our imaginations, the pictures 
and stories of human flourishing that draw in our desires and passions, our loves(Setran 
and Kiesling 36). If we do not do it right emerging adults will be learning all the nuances 
of a Christian worldview while at the same time surrendering their hearts to the alluring 
cultural sirens of our day. We must hold before them such a compelling picture of the 
“city with foundations, whose architect and builder is God” (Heb. 11:10).This does not 
mean what we share will immediately be joyful or attractive Instead of the Therapeutic 
gospel we invite emerging adults to die daily to self (Setran and Kiesling 36) 
 
Beyond Therapy: Costly Formation for the Glory of God 
True growth in Christian faith cannot occur without the understanding by 
emerging adults that the soul is utterly incapacitated by sin without God’s prevenient  and 
restoring grace. According to Dietrich Bonhoeffer, “people don’t mind being sick or 
bogged down with problems or even weak but under no condition do they want to be 
sinners” (Bonhoeffer, Spiritual Care 44). Emerging adults don’t want to repent and don’t 
want to be called sinners. As Cornelius Plantinga puts it, “Growing up in a therapeutic 
culture anchored by self-absorption and self-esteem, the thought that we are radically 
sinful and in utter need of God’s grace certainly goes against the cultural grain” 
(Plantinga 84). John Calvin says, “one cannot embrace the grace of the gospel without 
betaking himself from the errors of his past life into the right way, and applying his 
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whole effort to the practice of repentance” (Dykstra 26–27). As Philosopher Arthur 
Holmes says, “ College students have grouped sin into a collection of particular thoughts 
and deeds, they are particular behaviors flagged by dos and don’ts rather than a pervasive 
condition of the heart, a question of moral identity” (Holmes 59). Emerging adults need 
to learn the role of repentance in spiritual growth because repentance is key to spiritual 
growth (Matt. 3:2), and the Bible paints a call to deny oneself, to a sacrificial life as seen 
in Matt 10:39; Matt 16:24; John 12:24. This is very challenging because the emerging 
adult is faced with an actual thing or person to lose. Rom. 12:1 is a call to be a living 
sacrifice not sacrificial living. C.S Lewis’ Says, 
Christ says give me all. I don’t want so much of your time and so much of your 
money and so much of your work: I want you. I have not come to torment your 
natural self, but to kill it. No half measures are any good. I don’t want to cut off a 
branch here and a branch there, I want to have the whole tree down. I don’t want 
to drill the tooth, or crown it, or stop it, but to have it out. Hand over the whole 
natural self, all the desires which you think innocent as well as the ones you think 
wicked- The whole outfit. I will give you a new self instead. Infact, I will give 
you myself: my own will shall become yours ( Lewis, Mere Christianity 195–97). 
 
Emerging adults need to understand that, though following Christ is costly, the 
benefits of it far outweigh the cost(Setran and Kiesling 39). Dietrich Bonhoeffer referred 
to it as “costly grace” of God –Costly because it costs a man His life. But grace filled 
because it “gives a man the only true life.”(Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship 48).True 
discipleship calls for what we see in Matt 13. The man who sold everything to buy the 
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land with pearl and Peter’s commitment in John 6:68-69. Emerging adults are confronted 
in concrete ways with the cost of discipleship to Jesus. 
Leaders need to help emerging adults to see the long term not the short term. They 
should not focus on here and now. Christian Smith says, The assumption seems to be, 
“‘whatever happened in my early twenties stays in my early twenties,’ and the memories 
and consequence will never haunt them down the road.”(Smith and Snell 57) According 
to John Dewey no experience lives unto itself. Instead, every experience builds on 
previous experience. Every experience counts in the future, this helps diminish the 
importance of the present, They also understand the way to grow in maturity is through a 
costly process in the present that provides room for the Holy Spirit to do this 
transformative work(Dewey 28) It is important to help emerging adults realize the 
principle of sowing and reaping (Gal. 6:7). 
 
Beyond Deism: Practicing the Presence of God 
Spiritual formation must attend to matters of the body. Willard says,  
that the body is the place where wrong habits reside and where new kingdom 
habits must be developed. Willard says very little of our being lies under the 
direction of our conscious minds, and very little of our actions runs from our 
thoughts and consciously chosen intentions. Our mind on its own is an extremely 
feeble instrument, whose power over life we constantly tend to exaggerate. We 
are incarnate beings in our very nature and we live from our bodies. If we are to 
be transformed the body must be transformed, and that is not accomplished by 
talking at it.”(Willard, Renovation of the Heart : Putting on the Character of 
Christ 322)  
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Therefore it is important for emerging adults to understand how their bodily 
practices shape their loves and how intentional body practices might facilitate spiritual 
formation. James A.K. Smith says, “Just what kind of person is this habit or practice 
trying to produce, and to what end is such a practice aimed?”(Smith, Desiring the 
Kingdom : Worship, Worldview, and Cultural Formation 83) 
Daily routines need to be assessed. One needs to identify practices that are 
antithetical to God and his kingdom and practices that shape our loves toward God. 
Christian practices can be formational or counter formational. The places we go, 
activities we practice shape our loves. Smith suggests that “These practices are not 
neutral or benign, but rather intentionally loaded to form us into certain kinds of people—
to unwittingly make us disciples of rival kings and patriotic citizens of rival 
kingdoms”(Smith, Desiring the Kingdom : Worship, Worldview, and Cultural Formation 
90–91).  
How then can emerging adults be involved in formational practices? Through 
classical spiritual disciplines because we cannot do anything on our own effort to bring 
about transformation—this is all of the Spirit (Ezek. 36). Though we cannot be passive, 
Richard Foster suggested, “The disciplines allow us to place ourselves before God so that 
He can transform us…By themselves the spiritual disciplines can do nothing; They can 
only get us to a place where something can be done. They are God’s means of 
grace”(Foster and Gardner 7)  
 
 
Church: Forming an Ecclesiological vision 
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The amazing thing about this pattern of support and socialization is that it all 
comes to a halt about the time a young person reaches the age of twenty-one or twenty-
two. After providing significant institutional support for the developmental tasks that 
occurred before then, we provide almost nothing for the developmental tasks that are 
accomplished when people are in their twenties and thirties. And, since more of those 
tasks are happening later, this is a huge problem(Robert Wuthnow 12). 
In his YouTube sensation, “Why I Hate Religion, But Love Jesus”  Jefferson 
Bethke put words to the thoughts and feelings of many emerging adults(Bethke). This 
was followed by Andrew Sullivan’s call for the resurrection of an unsullied personal faith 
equipped to provide depth and security for our “modern twittering souls”(Sullivan 
Andrew).  
“Many emerging adults agree that church involvement declines at their age, and 
the result of the decline is a loss of corporate spiritual formation and guidance at the very 
time when key life decisions are being made”(Setran and Kiesling 82). Christian Smith 
says, 30.9% of young emerging adults(18-23) attend religious services “regularly,” 
35.4% report never attending religious service, while the rest about 34% attend very 
sporadically. About 54.6% of emerging adults in this age group could be qualified as 
non-attendees,” participating in religious services just a few times a year or less (Smith 
and Snell 112).  
To truly understand this one way of depicting these statistics is to compare church 
attendance in teen years and attendance in the years following high school graduation. In 
2007 survey of 18-to-30 year olds, about 70% of protestants who attended church 
regularly for at least a year in high school drop out for at least a year between ages 18 and 
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22(Setran and Kiesling 82).The Barna group claims that 61% of those who were 
churched at one point during their teen years become spiritually disengaged in their 
twenties (The Barna Group; Powell and Clark. Sticky Faith 167) For college students this 
change occurs more quickly. Alyssa Bryant and her colleagues found that the number of 
students “frequently” attending church services dropped about 20% during the freshman 
year while the number attending “not at all” increased by 27% over this same time period 
(10). Compared with 13-to 17 – year- olds, Smith suggests, “Regular” attendance among 
18-to 23 year-olds drops by 24.7% while “nonattendance” increases by about 
24.5%(Smith and Snell 113). David Kinnaman says, “Most young people who were 
involved in a church as a teenager disengage from church life and often Christianity at 
some point during early adulthood, creating a deficit of young talent,, energy, and 
leadership in many congregations”(Kinnaman and Hawkins 23).The loss of emerging 
young adults does indeed create a “black hole” in many congregations(Kinnaman and 
Hawkins 22). 
Robert Wuthnow notes, “The proportion of Evangelicals in their twenties has 
dropped dramatically. When one speaks of young adult evangelicals, one is thus speaking 
of adults in their thirties and early forties to a greater extent now than was true in the 
1970s” (Wuthnow,After the Baby Boomers,74). The church is having a difficult time 
reaching unmarried singles in their twenties, a growing concern in this era of delayed 
marriages” ( Wuthnow, After the Baby Boomers, 69). According to Jeffrey Arnett, 17% 
of emerging adults claim that their beliefs are “not at all important to them.” 42% affirm 
that “attending services is not at all important” in their lives (Arnett, Emerging 
Adulthood,172). Kinnaman estimates that only 11% of 18-to 29-year-olds grow up 
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Christian and then “deconvert” entirely or convert to another faith. Kinnaman believes 
that there are far more “nomads” than “prodigals” among contemporary emerging adults, 
most separating from the local church rather than separating from the faith(Kinnaman and 
Hawkins, You Lost Me 70). 
According to Smith and Snell, many religious leaders hold to a common myth that 
emerging adults retain an internal commitment to faith even as they decline in external 
religious participation. He suggests, however, that this is not the case. Less than 7% of 
the emerging adult population analyzed in Smith’s study maintained low levels of church 
attendance while sustaining high levels of internal faith commitment. On the flip side, 
less than 1% of the sample attended church regularly while lacking internal commitment 
(Smith and Snell 251). Smith concludes that, “For most emerging adults, strong religion 
comes in fairly coherent packages-they basically either have it internally and externally 
or they do not in either. Strong religion on the inside, when it exist, is, for the majority, 
accompanied by strong religion on the outside” (Smith and Snell 254; Robert. Wuthnow 
134). 
The other myth that is held is the notion that these declines are temporary. That 
data seem to indicate that somewhere between 30% and 60% will return in some capacity 
in their later twenties (Powell and Clark 15).  Sociologist Jonathan Hill says, “Because of 
the length of time emerging adults spent outside of the church they are not likely to 




Challenges in Emerging Adult Ministry 
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 There are several challenges facing congregations who are seeking to minister to 
emerging adults.  Primary challenge for congregations hoping to minister to their 
members studying at residential colleges and universities is, of course, access. 
“Students are away at school eight or more months of the year and spend much of 
the rest of their time working, traveling, and recovering from exhaustion. A 
second and less obvious challenge is counter-dependence, a psychodynamic that 
is a hallmark of young adulthood: the developmental need to push away from 
various expressions of authority, to put some distance between communities and 
individuals associated with birth, and to nurture the newly emerging adult 
self”(Radecke 289).  
Life disruptions in the lives of emerging adults cause a lot of challenges to spiritual 
formation. First, disruptions such as moving, separating from family, and entering new 
relational networks disrupt church commitment pause challenges to church commitments 
(Hoge et al. 242–55). Second, delayed marriage and parenting causes decline in church 
attendance. Married men among 21 to 45 year olds are about twice as likely to attend 
church than those who are unmarried (Robert. Wuthnow 54–55). Third, new life 
distractions such as new jobs, new education and living alone puts a lot of pressure on 
emerging adults (Astin et al. 90). Smith and Snell say fun hinders, they stay up late on 
Friday and Saturday (Smith and Snell 77). Fourth, pursued of fun. Fear of being criticize 
because of their lifestyle choices and activities like drinking and premarital sex that are 
increasingly normalized within their social groups affect negatively commitment to 
church(Astin et al. 90–91; Gribbon 18–35; Uecker et al. 1685; Hoge et al. 253). Fifth, 
collegiate religious involvement has the ability to diminish commitment to a church. 
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Combination of Bible classes, chapels, small groups and campus sponsored ministries in 
Christian institutions can produce a sense of spiritual overload. Also, parachurch campus 
ministries can also serve as an alternative to the local church (Setran and Kiesling 89). 
Sixth, the struggle for independence ( The desire for differentiation)  affects church 
attendance. Smith and Snell write, “They feel they are free individuals and going to 
church makes them feel like they are still under their parents” (Smith and Snell 78). 
Seventh, church online causes emerging adults not to see the need of being part of a local 
congregation. During these days of information they can do church in the comfort of their 
homes (Wuthnow, After the Baby Boomers114–17). Eighth, the view that true and 
authentic Christianity is personal and institutionalized religion is hypocritical and “going 
through the motions is a contributing factor to emerging adult’s lack of commitment to 
the church. They prefer the “invisible” to the visible church yet the Bible refers to the 
universal (Heb.12:23) and local church (1 Cor. 12; 1Tim. 3).Both visible and invisible 
church are important. Dietrich Bonhoeffer suggests, “The body of Christ takes place on 
earth. The Body of Christ can only be a visible Body, or else it is not a body at 
all”(Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship 277) . Smith and Snell say, “Clearly, personal 
involvement in actual religious communities is not for most of the emerging adults of any 
tradition examined here a necessary part of a life of faith” (Smith and Snell 135). 
 Church has become a vestigial structure for many emerging adults, useful in the 
past but now more of an optional relic. Smith and Snell sum it up, “Clearly, personal 
involvement in actual religious communities is not for most of the emerging adults of any 





There are several factors contributed by the church which make emerging adults 
decline their commitment to the church. Kinnaman says there are six factors 
which alienate emerging adults from church. The first is being overprotected and 
sheltered, maintaining a fortress mentality that denies both creative engagement 
with society and contact with the suffering of the world. Second, many see the 
church as shallow, teaching broad, trivial and irrelevant content. Third, church is 
perceived as being anti-Science and offering simplistic answers to serious 
scientific questions. Fourth, many view the church as oppressive, holding 
outdated sexual standards(Kinnaman 192).  
Fifth, emerging adults see the church as exclusive, blocking out outsiders (Smith 
and Snell 136). Sixth, emerging adults feel insecure expressing their doubts. Besides the 
six factors listed by Kinnaman, there is a lack of programs and activities for emerging 
adults. Church has no facility for them but it does have facilities for children and 
adolescents (Schweitzer 77; Simmons 12–13). The church emphasized family, but singles 
are forgotten or seen as being in transition. They are neglected. Eighth, many pastors do 
not see emerging adults as capable contributors to church life while family is seen as 
stable and more likely to contribute. A focus on family can leave many emerging adults 
feeling abandoned, unappreciated, and transitional (Colón and Field). Ninth, Many 
emerging adults view the church as ideal yet it is plagued by brokenness and sin (Setran 
and Kiesling). The church has been plagued by sin since its inception. (1 Cor.) Emerging 
adults need to recognize human depravity (Bonhoeffer and Barnett 27–28). The church is 
not marked by its perfection but rather by its reconciling love, grace laden forgiveness, 
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and utter dependence on a Savior. It is this that reflects the power of the gospel of Jesus 
Christ. (Setran and Kiesling) 
Emerging Adult Church Life 
To resolve these issues, church must attend to emerging adult’s critiques, and 
mentors must challenge emerging adults to see their need to be involved in the church.  
 
Curriculum for Emerging Adult Spiritual Formation 
 
In Acts 2:42-47 is the curriculum for the church, holistic picture of the communl 
life of faith in the local congregation. Tells us the importance of teaching Didache, 




The systematic preaching and teaching of the of the local church is critical for 
spiritual formation. Emerging adults need broad teaching in “unchosen” areas that expose 
them to the bigger picture of God’s character, human nature, and redemption history. 
Biblical illiteracy is high among emerging adults and so there should not be any 
assumption that they have a background knowledge on the biblical narrative or basic 
Christian doctrine. Let emerging adults experience older adults using the language of the 
Bible and allow them to also use the language of the Bible to describe and interpret their 
own lives using the language of the Bible through testimonies (Dean 112–21). The 
church should not be selective in teaching and fall into what Elliott Eisner calls “Null 




To be truly transformative such teachings must also be experiential, Kinnaman’s 
research showed that about a quarter of the interviewed emerging adults said that the 
church teachings were irrelevant and failed to prepare them for “real life”(Kinnaman 
116). John Dewey says that effective teaching requires the teacher to relate the external 
content with inner needs and purpose of the students (Dewey 49). Also there is need to 
help them apply the teachings in small groups (Setran and Kiesling 98). Teaching must 
be empowering, providing emerging adults with apprenticeship in the work of biblical 
and theological inquiry. This should be a time to initiate lifelong learning that will 
prepare emerging adults “to correctly handle the word of truth” (2 Tim 2:15). 
 
Fellowship Koinonia 
The development of a strong biblical community is another key contribution of 
the church during emerging adult years. While community can be found in many 
avenues, the local church provides fellowship with special communal qualities that 
facilitate spiritual formation. 
First, fellowship in the local church is unchosen. Emerging adults spend most of 
time in chosen communities with friends who reflect their personalities and affinities. 
They are also in control in terms of how much they can get involved. The growth of 
virtual communities makes this more likely since emerging adults can have absolute 
control over which people they choose to “friend” or “follow” online (Setran and 
Kiesling 98).In the unchosen community of the local church they can learn “the love of 
neighbor.” Bonhoeffer says, “The path of “spiritual selection” generates settings in which 
people feel that the Christian community is held together by bonds of common interest, 
education, and spiritual maturity. In the local church where emerging adults are 
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surrounded by people of diverse ages, social status, and personalities, they can begin to 
see more clearly that it is the gospel—not human similarity—that serves as the 
irreducible bond of Christian fellowship (Bonhoeffer and Barnett 220–21). It is in the 
church that they will know that true identity is not formed by skills, media, athletics, and 
the like but rather true identity is communally bestowed “baptismal” identity as sinners 
saved by grace (Bonhoeffer and Barnett 21) 
Second, Church provides intergenerational fellowship. Older adults can be guides 
to life journey, providing wisdom and modeling it, hence, they ensure continuity in faith 
commitment. Kara Powell and Chap Clark  agree with Wesley Black  that emerging 
adults’ relationships with non-parental adults have a large impact on the continuity of 
their faith, helping bridge the gap between adolescence and adulthood (Powell and Clark 
75; Black 28–46). Psalms 145:4 says, “One generation commends your works to another; 
they tell of your mighty acts.” Leaders must commit to bridging this gap. The two need to 
share power and space.  
Third, fellowship provides authority and discipline. It is only in the local church 
that emerging adults can place themselves under pastors, elders, and other leaders. This 
provides accountability. The authority structures of the church provide a powerful 
reminder that there are authorities outside of the self and belief and behavioral standards 
outside of personal opinion (Smith and Snell 49).  
Fourth, fellowship in the local church is important because of its embodied nature, 
it provides “plausibility structure.” Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann write, “To have 
a conversion experience is nothing. The real thing is to be able to keep taking it seriously 
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and to retain a sense of plausibility. This is where the religious community comes in” 
(Berger and Luckmann 158).  
Fifth, the local church provides family. The church needs to be more inclusive of 
singles and not enshrine the family. They are concerned about the Lord’s affairs, “1 Cor. 
7:32. Marcy Hintz has pointed out that such language, “would name the countercultural 
life to which singles are called. In doing so we not only encourage abstinence from sex, 
we bless the single vocation (Hintz 49).  




The church needs to prompt and sustain deep worship for emerging adults who 
are hungry for the divine, something that transcends their earthly life. Tired of slick 
programs and image-based entertainment, many world-weary emerging adults seek the 
mystery and awe of true spirituality (Setran and Kiesling 104)). They want something 
beyond themselves not only vertically but also horizontally. They want liturgy, through 
its liturgical structure, the church calls emerging adults to participate in practices that 
counter the destructive patterns that can evolve at this time. Craig Dykstra says, “worship 
confronts the pathological achievement oriented lifestyle that is solidified in the early 
years of one’s career” (Dykstra, 86–92).  
 
Outreach Diakonia 
Church provides a setting for emerging adults to serve, engaging them in work 
that looks beyond themselves to the needs of others within and outside of the 
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congregation. Emerging adults need others to recognize and help them develop their gifts. 
Church provides emerging adults an opportunity to participate in the Trinitarian reality of 
the body of Christ (1 Cor. 12:4-6). Sharon Parks says that the religious community does 
not fulfill its role in the formation of young adult faith unless it can recognize the gifts of 
young adults, welcome their emerging competence, and give them power (Parks 146). 
Vocational and work are related issues are central to EA’s sense of identity and 
personhood. Kinnaman says, 
Millions of Christ following kids and young adults are interested in serving in 
mainstream professions, such as sciences, law, media, technology, education…yet 
most receive little from their church communities for how to connect these 
vocational dreams deeply with their faith in Christ. Despite years of church based 
experience and countless hours of Bible centered teaching, millions of next –
generation Christians have no idea that their faith connects to their life’s 
work(Kinnaman 207).  
 
Prayer 
William J. Larkin, et al. refer to the modern growth of the Korean church as a 
praying church and thus shows that the maxim is indeed true: “The vitality of the church 
was a measure of the reality of their prayers” (Larkin, et al. 61) 
In his analysis, Longenecker notes that the apostles taught the early church to 
engage in the activity of prayer just as Jesus taught the apostles to pray. He also set up the 
parallelism between prayer in the life of Jesus and prayer in the life of the church 








Having a consistency and coherence on morality in a society that has become so liberal is 
a very important virtue for emerging adults. 
 James Davison Hunter says, 
We say we want renewal of character in our day but we don’t really know what 
we ask for…we want character but without unyielding conviction; we want strong 
morality but without the emotional burden of guilt or shame; we want virtue but 
without  particular moral justifications that invariably offend; we want good 
without having to name evil; we want decency without the authority to insist upon 
it; we want moral community without any limitations to personal freedom. In 
short, we want what we cannot possibly have on the terms that we want it. 
…Moral individualism is the default position undergirding the emerging adult 
character(Hunter, The Death of Character, xx).  
 
Emerging Adult and Moral Individualism 
Historically, character was chiefly defined as adherence to the convictions of 
particular religious traditions. Rooted in a belief in the objective and external moral 
authority of God and his word, conformity to his character and purposes represented the 
pinnacle of morality. In the nineteenth century, this began to change as public schools 
initiated plans for moral education marked by a more generic and inclusive form of 
character (Setran and Kiesling 141). To develop a nonsectarian morality, character was 
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no longer connected to a specific narrative or doctrinal foundation but rather to natural 
and universal moral laws that all could agree on. By the twentieth century many liberal 
progressives had further removed moral education from religious sanctions, rejecting 
moral absolutes altogether. They tended to view moral development in terms of a 
democratic process, highlighting the ability to adapt and adjust to changing circumstances 
and social needs  (Setran and Kiesling 141). 
 This relativizing of morality found its ultimate expression in the psychological 
emphases of the later twentieth century. David Wells argues that fewer leaders spoke in 
terms of “virtue” and “character,” replacing these terms with references to “values” and 
“personality” (Wells; Setran 141) .Values became personal preferences divorced from 
any kind of external reference point. Morality was defined in terms of personal happiness 
and the therapeutic value of self-actualization rather than self-restraint. Detached from 
duty and obligation to external codes or communities, character emerged as a process of 
self-construction (Setran and Kiesling 142). 
The focus on the person, Warren Susman says, “entailed a move from solid 
character traits, such as honor and courage, to traits such as attractiveness and 
magnetism” (Susman 273–74) These traits were less about an unchanging inner character 
and more about the constantly evolving ways in which others perceived the individual. In 
such settings, Wells believes that the individual struggles less with guilt than with shame 
(Wells 120–29). “Guilt implies failure to conform to God’s standards described in His 
revelatory word. Shame implies failure to meet other’s expectations, a continually 
shifting standard based on social context. Wells goes on to say that guilt has been 
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minimized by the dissolution of an external moral order that is given rather than self 
created"(Wells 120–29). 
Moral individualism is related to the “thinning” of the communal moral fabric in 
adulthood. Away from family, emerging adults are looking up to higher education 
institutions to fill the moral void. Stemming from the adoption of German models of 
specialization and professionalization, faculty members are seldom chosen for their moral 
character. Separating facts and values, concern for morality has been relocated to the co-
curriculum and marginalized from the larger purpose of these institutions  (Setran and 
Kiesling 142). Dallas Willard says there is in fact nobody of moral knowledge now 
operating in the institutions of knowledge in our culture (Willard, The Divine 
Conspiracy 184) 
Roy Baumeister and Mark Muraven argue that when identity was socially 
ascribed, tradition and culture functioned to ensure a natural, consensual morality that 
was subjectively experienced as objective fact (Baumeister and Muraven 405–16). “As 
emerging adults aligned their lives according to these proximal values, this values aided 
in everyday decision making and endowed life with personal meaning. Going against 
these values in anyway brought a public sense of disapproval” (Setran and Kiesling 143).   
As society gradually restructured around the preeminent values of individuality 
and freedom, things shifted and rather than morality curbing self-interest it now became 
realigned in such a way as to sanction and promote self-interest. Smith et al. calculate 
that six out of ten of the emerging adults interviewed regarded morality as “a personal 
choice; entirely as a matter of individual decision” (Smith et al. 23).  
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This leads to three “postures”: Moral intuitionism, a self-focused moral 
consequentialism, and moral privatization. Moral intuitionism means that many emerging 
adults “believe that they know what is right and wrong by attending to the subjective 
feelings or intuitions that they sense within themselves” (Smith and Snell 46). David 
Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons say emerging adults are “significantly more likely than older 
adults to say they do whatever feels comfortable or whatever causes the least amount of 
conflict” (Kinnaman and Lyons 44). Moral consequentialism means morals should be 
judged on the basis of the “end results.” Many emerging adults judge this in the basis of 
personal benefit or loss (Smith et al. 30, 47; Clark 147). Finally, moral privatization 
speaks to the fact that many emerging adults feel they should never suggest a course of 
moral action to another. Since all are “self-directed choosers,” each person has the right 
to be free from external suggestion (Smith and Snell 49). Theological convictions of 
leaders compel them to transmit morals and practices through preaching and teaching. 
Yet emerging adults feel that they have a mandate to choose for themselves what is right 
or wrong without anyone telling them (Religious Research 277–97). Kiesling and Setran 
ask, “how can leaders sustain the reality of moral authority while also honoring the 
emerging adult need for personal ownership of moral beliefs and actions?”  (Setran and 
Kiesling 143). 
Kiesling and Setran argue that Moral development theories provide one angle of 
vision. These theories begin with the view that the emerging adult experience builds 
earlier stages of familial and parochial influence by exposing a young adult to a variety of 
experience, world views and lifestyles, and moral dilemmas eventuating in greater 
owning of beliefs and practices that are self-chosen.  
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Christian Smith et al. make a distinction between (1) a subjective embracing of 
objectively true moral claims, and (2) a belief that moral claims have a status of truth 
because they are subjectively embraced (Smith et al. 22–23).The first of these ideas is 
rooted in moral realism, the belief that objective moral truths exist independent of the 
self. Smith et al., and Richard Dunn, and Jana Sundene state that the second moves in the 
direction of moral relativism, anchored by the assertion that “people believing something 
to be morally true is what makes it morally true” (Smith et al. 61; Sundene and Dunn). 
Mark Wheeler and Diana Baumrind state that to achieve subjective moral realism there is 
need for a delicate balance between the authoritarian and permissive postures (Wheeler 
51–61; Baumrind 255–72). 
N.T. Wright and Dallas Willard argue that our culture has produced a fragmented 
moral climate in which we vacillate back and forth between authoritarianism and 
permissiveness because we want to give people freedom. However, then we realize that 
unlimited freedom can be abused, so we set rules and laws that will restrain the negative 
aspects of this freedom. Wright argues that this tends to generate a culture that defines 
morality in one of two ways. Some define morality as authenticity, doing whatever one 
wants and following the heart, being true to oneself. This perspective falls directly in line 
with the emerging adults moral individualism and relativism. Others see morality as 
following the rules, behaving in ways that conform to the standards of the law (N T 
Wright 1–26; Willard, Knowing Christ Today ).The therapeutic and moralistic aspects of 
emerging adult faith fit very nicely these two mentalities. Both of these miss out on the 
fullness of the character formation promised in scripture. John Coe has argued that even 
rule following represents a form of individualism, seeking good in the power of self and 
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“hiding” from God through attempts to seek goodness through personal resolve rather 
than the cross and personal transformation by the power of the Spirit (Coe 54–78). 
As opposed to rule following, character refers to something engraved into an 
object and thus is more akin to “the pattern of thinking and acting which runs right 
through someone, so that wherever you cut into them you see the same person through 
and through” (N T Wright 27). True character formation, therefore involves inner 
transformation in such a manner that the individual not only does the right things but “is 
right.” The hope is that emerging adults will indeed obey God’s rules, not simply out of a 
sense of external compulsion but out of a transformed character that is beginning to 
delight in the freedom of obedience. As Wright notes, “freedom is a hard won gift, the 
result of effort and personal cost of character formation through the work of the Holy 
Spirit. We want to see emerging adults who are virtuous naturally, but this second nature 
character can only come through submission to what feels at first like an unnatural 
process of moral formation involving both the joy and pain of transforming grace”. 
Wright says 
This transformation will mean that we do indeed “keep the rules,” though not out 
of a sense of externally imposed “duty,” but out of character that has been formed 
within us. And it will mean that we do indeed “follow our hearts” and “live 
authentically,”  but only when, with that transformed character fully 
operative…the hard work upfront bears fruit in spontaneous decisions and actions 
that reflect what has been formed deep within. (N T Wright 26). 
 
The Shape of virtue in Emerging Adulthood 
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Nikki Tousley and Brad Kallenberg proposed a three-fold approach in the process 
of emerging adult moral formation. Virtues are (1) habituated dispositions involving both 
an effective desire for the good and the skill to both discern and act accordingly; (2) 
learned through practice within a tradition; and (3) directed toward this tradition’s 
particular conception of the good (Tousley and Kallenberg 814). 
Robert Roberts and Jay Wood write, “virtues…paradigmatically dispose us to 
think and feel and act in ways that contribute to ours and others’ flourishing” (Roberts 
and Wood 44). Wright suggests that any worthy approach to character development must 
take into account three “steps:” (1) Aiming at the right goal; (2) figuring out the character 
strengths and virtues that can best contribute to that goal; and (3) determining how to 
foster these virtues so that they become deeply rooted and habitual over time (N T Wright 
29) . From a Christian point of view, the development of virtue draws on the purpose of 
divine narrative and sees virtue as a set of habitual dispositions necessary to fulfill one’s 
role in this larger story. Wright says, “virtue is not a call to specific acts of behavior but 
to a type of character. For another, it is a call to see oneself as having a role to play within 
a story, a story where there is one supreme character whose life is to be followed. And 
that character seems to have his eye on a goal, and to be shaping his own life, and those 
of his followers, in relation to that goal” (Wright 17). 
 As leaders work with emerging adults they must provide a moral telos, a vision of 
the divine purposes that set the stage for the moral life. This really makes moral 
formation a matter of cultivating wisdom. The Hebrew word that translates “wisdom” 
carries the meaning of firm fixed or that which restrains.” Attaining wisdom is therefore a 
process of acquiring a unified, well-ordered moral and spiritual life that aligns with the 
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fixed realities and ends, built into the universe. As creation reflects the image of the 
moral God by which it was created, so will the “wise” seek to orient life according to the 
teleological structure of the world  (Catalano et al. 98–124). Moral formation is therefore 
a formation in wisdom that conforms to the teleological shape of the world (Glanzer and 
Ream 27–28). Wright suggests the Christian telos anticipates a future eschatological hope 
in which we will be priests and rulers in the new heaven and the new earth (Exod. 19:4-6; 
1 Peter 2:5, 9; Rom. 5:17). We also recognize that in Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection 
this future life has already broken into our world. Following Jesus and empowered by the 
Holy Spirit we assume the twin vocation. As kings, we reflect God’s righteous purposes 
into the world, stewarding the created in such a way as to reflect his rule. As priests “we 
bring the loyalty and praise of that creation for its creator into love, speech and conscious 
obedience” (Wright 80). Becoming virtuous is becoming people who these kingly and 
priestly roles are second nature.  
 We must help emerging adults to live into the virtues mentioned in scripture in 
Matt. 5:3-10; Col. 3:12-141 Cor. 13:13; Gal. 5:22-23. Wright says that if they are to take 
responsibility for the whole creation, they must now take responsibility for that one bit of 
creation over which they have the most obvious control, their own bodies. Since their 
bodies are offerings of worship, (Rom. 12:1); temples of the Holy Spirit(1 Cor. 6:19-20); 
shining God’s light (Phil. 2:15) ”(Wright 93). 
The focus on virtue has the potential to reshape much of the current emerging 
adult moral landscape. In contrast with moral individualism. In Christian virtue ethics, 
the end conditions the means, so moral behavior is shaped not by telos of personal 
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freedom but by an ultimate vision of kingdom citizenship. Hence 1 John 3:3, “Everyone 
who has this hope purifies himself, just as he is pure.” (Setran and Kiesling 155). 
 
 
Forming a Sexual Ethic 
Frederick Buechner and George Connor say, 
Our society is filled with people for whom the sexual relationship is one where 
body meets body but person fails to meet person; where the immediate need for 
sexual gratification is satisfied but the deeper need for companionship and 
understanding is left untouched. The result is that the relationship leads not to 
fulfillment but to a half-conscious sense of incompleteness, of inner loneliness, 
which is so much the sickness of our time. The desire to know another’s 
nakedness is really the desire to know…to know and to be known, not just 
sexually but as a total human being. It is the desire for a relationship where each 
gives not just of one’s own body but of one’s own self, body and spirit both, for 
the other’s gladness. (Buechner and Connor 264) 
 
In the midst of the confusing cacophony of voices competing for emerging adult’s 
attention, leaders in churches, on college campuses, and in other ministry settings have a 
awesome opportunity to furnish countercultural biblical wisdom on relationships and 
sexuality as they walk alongside those under their care(Yarhouse et al. 96–113). 
In the current age, emerging adult dating changed in significant ways. Several 
years back , family was involved. Though it was okay for men to be promiscuous a 
woman’s virginity was her jewel to bestow on her beloved on their wedding night. 
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Premarital sex was judged harshly by the general public. The society has slowly changed 
over the years, and emerging adults have moved from dating to now a “hookup” culture 
which refers to “hanging out,” to “making out” to sexual activity (Smith et al. 152–53). 
Often beginning in parties and fueled by alcohol. This has evolved to “friends with 
benefits” involving sexual intimacy but devoid of any romantic context or future 
trajectory (Smith et al. 154). Colleges have obviously created environments convenient 
for this kind of life by eliminating curfews, allowing for co-ed dorms and floors and 
turning a blind eye to the steady flow of alcohol on campus (Smith et al. 154). 
Parental messages to sons in college often include appeals to explore and enjoy 
themselves, while messages to daughters center on restrictions, and consequences of 
promiscuity(Morgan et al. 139–50). When society loosens its grip on sexual relationships 
there is always imbalance between the genders. Furthermore, men and women have 
different views towards sex. Women attach sex to emotional commitment and feel a 
greater sense of betrayal when an intimate relationship turns short lived while men have a 
view of sexual conquest as a booster of self-esteem(Setran and Kiesling 164). 
Derek Kreager and Jeremy Staff say that the greater number of sexual partner 
diminishes a woman’s acceptance among her friends but increases a man’s popularity 
(Kreager and Staff 143–64). Mark Regnerus and Jeremy Uecker in their theory of sexual 
economics say that women determine when consent to male desire will happen since men 
have a higher desire for sex and women get to set the price for it (Regnerus and Uecker, 
Premarital Sex) This ensured commitment and financial security, but with pornography, 
birth control, and social media relationships have cheapened the price of sex (Regnerus 
and Uecker, Premarital Sex,53). In the current emerging adult sexual economy there is 
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free sex, sex requiring little relational commitment or sustained faithfulness from men. 
Free sex lessens the need to work on a relationship, romance or intimacy (Regnerus and 
Uecker, Premarital Sex in America, 66) 
While former relationship formation provided clarity about a couple’s status, e.g. 
a man who called at a woman’s home showed commitment. Christian Smith and Patricia 
Snell note that today’s opposite-sex relationships are “amorphous.” “Young adults have a 
difficulty naming and distinguishing between different kinds of romantic relationships, 
creating confusion in defining interactions and commitment levels. Yet it is important to 
know that they yearn for an eventual lifelong, monogamous relationship” (Smith and 
Snell 58). Arnett says that emerging adults desire to have a long term relationship with a 
person that fits them right, a “soul mate” (Arnett, Emerging Adulthood,98–99).  
Delayed marriage age is a significant factor in relationship formation today. It 
makes college students see a lifelong relationship to be still off in a distant future. Arnett 
says that emerging adults are frequently “meandering toward marriage”(Arnett, Emerging 
Adulthood,97). The widespread availability of birth control and the cultural tolerance for 
premarital sex activity means that individuals no longer need to get married to enjoy a 
sexual relationship (Setran and Kiesling 166).  
Studies have shown that many emerging adults are living in romantic 
relationships even as they delay marriage. Emerging adults are also having children in 
this cohabiting arrangements (Bumpass And Lu 29–41). 
Emerging adults cohabit for love, companionship, sexual exclusivity, finances, 
ambivalence, loneliness, or even peer pressure. Considering these reasons, Jack Balswick 
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and Judith Balswick ask, “Is cohabitation an alternative to being married or an alternative 
to being single?”(Balswick 164). 
For many emerging adults avoidance of marriage is often motivated by fear. 
Having witnessed their parent’s and/or other’s bad marriage or divorce, they desperately 
don’t want to repeat the same mistake. So they buy into a cultural myth that cohabitation 
provides a “test-drive” of the relationship, which will allow them to separate and avoid 
divorce if it doesn’t work or ride the relational inertia toward marriage(Setran and 
Kiesling 168). Neither has proved to be a very effective strategy. Cohabitation is 
disconnected from the covenantal idea of love and marriage, where commitment and 
permanence give the security and safety one needs to be fully vulnerable to a partner. 
Cohabiting has negative impact on marriage and increase chances of infidelity (Stanley et 
al. 163). 
All this points to an increasingly sexualized emerging adult culture. The average 
age of first intercourse hovers at around 16, meaning that many will have sexual 
experience even before entering the emerging adult years (Regnerus, Sexual Behavior, 
127). Regnerus and Uecker conclude from their extensive studies that about 84% of 
emerging adults in America between the ages of eighteen and twenty-three have had sex 
(Smith et al. 149). According to estimates, only 6% of eighteen to twenty-three year olds 
are currently in dating relationship without getting sexually involved (Regnerus, Sexual 
Behavior ).  
The prevalence of sexual activity and the normalizing of casual sexual encounters 
for emerging adults create quite a dilemma for emerging adults serious with their faith. 
According to Smith and Snell, “emerging adults have three choices: (1) They can choose 
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to reject heavy partying and premarital sex usually by belonging to a religious subculture 
or church communities that encourage abstinence outside of marriage. (2) They can 
compartmentalize their lives so that partying and sex are partitioned off from religious 
activities in a way that borders on denial; or (3) they can live with the cognitive 
dissonance of being committed to two incompatibilities” (Smith and Snell 196). Smith 
and Snell write, 
I always did believe what I do now ( about not having sex before marriage), but I 
just thought whatever. Whatever I wanted I just went for. I saw the importance of 
waiting but kind of just went with how I felt and what I wanted…I was feeling 
guilty, feeling dirty, and “easy,” all of those things…but I was hardheaded. I 
should have just listened to people but (I didn’t). I have a lot of regrets (Smith and 
Snell 294).  
Robert Wuthnow points out that evangelical Protestants are the most likely to 
assert that premarital sex is always wrong. However, according to 69% of unmarried 
evangelicals (ages 21-45) admitted to having sex with at least one partner during the past 
one year. One study estimated that about 30% of unmarried evangelical women (18-29) 
have experienced a pregnancy. While many of the stated beliefs against sex outside of 
marriage remain unchanged among evangelicals, practice has not followed suit. Whatever 
the causes, we must acknowledge that this is an issue for emerging adults both inside and 
outside the church (Wuthnow 138–39)  
Pornography, has escalated sex outside of marriage as a critical emerging adult 
problem (Struthers). According to recent statistics 86% of male college students watch 
pornography at least once per month. One scholar estimates that among emerging adults 
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half of all men view pornography weekly and about 20% daily. More and more seem to 
view this as acceptable. One study revealed that among emerging adults, 67% of men and 
49% of women see the use of pornography as acceptable (Carroll et al. 6–30). Another 
study showed that only 18% felt ‘embarrassed’ and 24% “guilty” about their pornography 
use (Nelson et al. 136–47). Repeated use of pornography among emerging adult males is 
associated to alcohol use, drug use, low self-esteem, promiscuity and violence. Among 
women the prevalence of this practice among men can often lead to body image 
problems, anxiety, and relational discord(Carroll et al. 6–30). 
Other media sources also shape sexual norms. Prime-time television, magazines 
and billboards, and advertisements on websites attract viewers through sexual images that 
are hard to avoid. These communicate a belief that sex doesn’t mean anything. These 
media, adverts and magazines normalizes immoral sex. They normalizes the, “obscenity, 
foolish talk or course joking” (Eph. 5:4) that pervades emerging adult speech patterns  
(Setran and Kiesling 191). 
Emerging adults experience devastating breakups and significant relational grief 
causing a lot of hurt. The exhilaration of sexual freedom is often attended with hurt, 
brokenness, and loss. As Smith concludes, “Not far beneath the surface of happy, 
liberated emerging adult sexual adventure and pleasure lies a world of hurt, insecurity, 
confusion, inequality, shame, and regret” (Smith et al. 193). 
Pastors, professors, teachers, and parents are poised to provide a relational and 
sexual ethic for emerging adults growing up in the midst of deep cultural confusion about 
these issues. Leaders have to provide compelling and winsome portrait of relationships 
and sexuality that is grounded in the gospel. While the culture has embraced a relational 
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vision that is viewed in terms of self-fulfillment and freedom, a Christian vision 




The aspect of Mentorship is key to discipleship. Throughout scripture 
mentoring we see examples of mentoring relationships. Young adults need to see the 
Christian faith lived before them by mature believers because the Christian faith is 
not only taught, it is also caught as exemplified by in Moses, the prophets, Jesus and 
Paul. 
The Challenges of Mentoring in Emerging Adulthood 
Emerging adulthood is a time when people move from passively receiving other’s 
commitments to developing their own convictions, ideals, and voices(Parks 5). Emerging 
adults need mentors to guide them as they navigate this delicate season of their life, they 
are seeking mentors not heroes, someone who will not overwhelm them with 
unquestioned expertise but someone to facilitate the development, nurture, and 
sometimes correct their growing faith, relationship, and vocational commitments (Setran 
and Kiesling 206). 
Richard Kadison and Theresa Foy DiGeronimo state the challenges facing 
American College students that shows their need for a mentor. College students face 
academic, athletic, financial and many other challenges (Levine et al. 94; Kadison and 
DiGeronimo 14). 
Many emerging adults in college face spiritual challenges as Alyssa Bryant and 
Helen Astin found out. They say, “As students are confronted with unique perspectives 
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and lifestyles that conflict with cherished beliefs, they are faced with new decisions about 
what to believe and how to live” (Bryant and Astin 20). Mentors can help them walk 
through these challenges. 
This begins at adolescence. Kara Powell, Brad Griffin, and Cheryl Crawford 
found that most parents do not talk with their children about matters of faith (Powell and 
Clark 117–20). Smith and Snell say that emerging adults keep parents in the dark or 
distant about the things going on in their lives (Smith and Snell 43). 
Barriers to mentoring emerging adults according to Smith, William Willimon and 
Thomas Naylor, and David Kinnaman are caused by structural separation of emerging 
adults from the older adults around them both in the family and institutions of higher 
learning(Smith et al. 234; Willimon and Naylor 87; Kinnaman 29).  
Second, Alyssa Brant and James Cote say that emerging adults see mentoring as a 
sign of weakness, an admission of need that may go against the desire for independence 
and self-efficacy (Bryant 835–46; Côté 135). Third, mentoring can be hindered by 
emerging adult opinions of the older adults in their midst. This maybe because of 
intimidation due to the position of the older adult or because older adults may appear to 
be  “out of touch,” unable to understand or relate to the changing cultural trends 
influencing emerging adult lives (Smith et al. 241; Kinnaman 29). Fourth, Older adults 
may feel inadequate to mentor emerging adults. Older adults feel they cannot relate with 
the world of emerging adults. Mentoring may also impose separation and distance from 
emerging adults since it is associated with aging(Smith et al. 234). 
 
The Postures of Emerging Adult Mentoring 
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There is need for both parent and nonparental adult mentors for emerging adult 
spiritual formation (Setran and Kiesling 213). Though emerging adults spend more time 
with parents and appreciate affirming comments from parents, it is natural for them to 
take parental support for granted. Commendation from non-parental adults, however, 
may be received as more “objective” and interpreted as more legitimate (Parks 129). All 
this points to the need of  “mentoring communities,” setings in which a variety of adults 
can exert influence and provide diverse pictures of faithfulness to furnish the emerging 
adult imagination (Parks 158). 
Mentors must help emerging adults consider their past, present, and future stories 
in light of God’s work in their lives and in redemptive history. By fostering postures of 
remembering, attentiveness, and envisioning, mentors can facilitate an intentional and 
comprehensive vision of life that places God at the very center (Setran and Kiesling). 
 
Looking Back: The Posture of Remembering 
Emerging adult mentoring must always foster a backward gaze, a purposeful 
engagement with God’s work in biblical history, church history, and one’s own personal 
history. Remembering is a potent tool for spiritual formation in these years (Setran and 
Kiesling 214). Christian stories should not be restricted to children, emerging adults need 
to be confronted by God’s redemptive story in order to establish a firm sense of Christian 
identity. The repeated command throughout scripture to “tell the next generation/ the 
praise worthy deeds of the Lord” Psalm 78:4 cannot be dismissed as mere cultural 
transmission. Active remembering is a potent tool for spiritual formation in these years 
(Setran and Kiesling 214). 
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Remembering is important in virtue formation. In Deuteronomy 8:12-14,17 God 
tells Israel to remember his works in bringing them out of Egypt. For emerging adults in 
the process of establishing themselves remembering helps them acknowledge ongoing 
dependence on the grace and blessing of God. Humility is linked to remembering. For 
emerging adults who are taking on new responsibilities, new relationships, and new areas 
of service, anxious fear is an ever-present reality. Focusing on all their abilities and 
perceived insufficiencies, emerging adults may “shrink back from all that God’s has 
called them to be” (DeYoung 9). Remembering builds boldness as God’s past 
faithfulness can be a potent means of achieving confidence for future, a boldness rooted 
in his strength rather than their weakness. Lastly, remembering has the capacity to 
strengthen an other-directed posture of service and compassion. In Deut. 15:15, Israel is 
reminded by God that he redeemed them from slavery in Egypt. Therefore, they ought to 
also release their servants. Remembering the great works of God in one’s own life history 
is a powerful incentive to demonstrate goodness to others. Emerging adults need to 
consciously remember God’s mercy and grace in their lives in order to develop service 
and compassion toward others (Kraybill 101–02). 
Mentors can help emerging adults to remember through retelling God’s story (Ps. 
145:4), journaling, and intentional reflection on their lives to locate and remember key 
moments of divine work. Remembering can be a critical tool in helping emerging adults 
“renarrate” their lives, retelling their stories in light of divine action. “The gift of 
mentoring,” Keith Anderson and Randy Reese note, “helps transform mere chronology 
into sacred story, mere biography into spiritual autobiography” (Anderson and Reese 41). 
 
Looking Around and Within: The Posture of Attentiveness 
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Mentoring fosters a context within which emerging adults can “wake up” to what 
God is doing in and around them. They allow mentees to “borrow their eyes” so that the 
can begin to see the unseen spiritual world (Card 12). Jesus helped his disciples through 
parables to recognize that, in the midst of their daily activities and seemingly mundane 
tasks, the kingdom of heaven was “near.” Eventually as the book of Acts reveals, they 
began to see if for themselves (Setran and Kiesling 218). In his Letters to Malcolm, C.S. 
Lewis says, “We may ignore, but we can nowhere evade, the presence of God. The world 
is crowded with Him. He walks everywhere incognito. And the incognito is not always 
hard to penetrate. The real labor is to remember, to attend. In fact to come awake. Still 
more, to remain awake”(Lewis, Letters to Malcolm 75). Mentors are to help emerging 
adults “come awake” and “remain awake,” to help them develop a consistent and habitual 
awareness of God’s  presence and activity in their lives. Anderson and Reese suggest, 
“The extra ordinary events of epiphany or revelation are few and rare, but the gentle or 
firm probing of a mentor’s questions draw us back to the central action of spirituality: to 
pay attention to the presence of God in everything…Spiritual mentoring is a relationship 
that helps us pay attention to our stories and to recognize there the already present action 
of God” (Anderson and Reese 40–41). It is important to note that the Spirit of God is 
already active and working in the emerging adult’s life and in the world around them. 
The mentor is to open up spaces to help them become more attentive, responsive, and 
obedient to that work. Mentors can do this by asking the right questions. These questions 
ultimately lead emerging adults to ask them on their own, which will open their eyes to 
see God’s power, beauty, creativity, sovereignty, wisdom, and rationality in their studies. 
The mentor needs to help emerging adults be attentive to God’s presence in their 
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academic life, work settings, meals and many more. Finally, attentiveness can be 
cultivated by the ways in which mentors listen and respond to situations in emerging 
adults’ lives. Patient and attentive listening, conversely, means the mentor will spend 
time with the emerging adult seeking the Spirit’s guidance and purpose in the situation 
(Bonhoeffer and Doberstein 98; Dean and Foster 140–41)  
Mentors will also help emerging adults be attentive to the areas of their lives that 
have become skewed due to the effects of sin. Christian Smith found that most emerging 
adults operate from an ultimate value of tolerance, fueled by the notion that beliefs and 
actions are “up to the individual” to decide(Smith and Snell 49). James 5:20 implores us 
to “remember this: Whoever turns a sinner from error of their way will save them from 
death and cover over a multitude of sins.” Leviticus 19:17 says, “…Rebuke your 
neighbor frankly so you will not share in their guilt.” True gospel love is willing to 
sacrifice personal comfort for the sanctifying good of the other (Bonhoeffer and 
Doberstein 31) 
 
Looking Forward: The Posture of Envisioning 
Mentors need to help emerging adults to picture an adult future, pursue 
worthwhile dreams, and prepare for future realities. Thomas Groome says that mentors 
should help emerging adults to think hard about the future (Groome 186). Mentors help 
emerging adults to describe a vision for a future of adult faithfulness, spiritually, 
intellectually, vocationally, and relationally and then help them think about the shape of 
present life that will lead in that direction. 
Mentors must also help emerging adults to construct “worthy dreams” for their 
future lives. Emerging adults must be warned against acedia, which is the pervasive 
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lethargy regarding human aspiration. It sets barriers against passions (Beaty and Henry 
133-54, 137; Sayers 81). Acedia can be destroyed by mentors helping emerging adults 
develop a sense of self-efficacy, a belief that, in God’s strength, they are capable of 
entering into situations that require deliberate action. 
According to Christopher D, Bader and Scott A Desmond, and Philosopher 
Nicholas Wolterstorff, faith is best formed when communicated both in message and 
lifestyle (Bader and Desmond 313–29; Wolterstorff and Christian Schools International. 
57) Emerging adults need to see examples of people who complete important tasks, and 
they need verbal affirmation that they are capable of completing challenging work. Like 
Mordecai encouraging Esther to take action to protect her people, mentors are called on 
to encourage emerging adults for future influence (Esther 4:14). Also the lives of Paul 
and Jesus demonstrate this modeling. Paul mentored his protégé Timothy, he taught him 
truth but also called him to examine his mentor’s life: “Now you have observed my 
teaching, my conduct, my aim in life, my faith, my patience, my love, my 
steadfastness, my persecutions, and my suffering the things that happened to me in 
Antioch, Iconium, and Lystra. What persecutions I endured” ( 2 Tim. 3:10-11) (Elliot 59) 
Lawrence Richards believes that if mentors desire emerging adults to witness 
their beliefs, practices, virtues, emotions, and relationships, mentoring will have to move 
beyond the church or classroom to encompass the mundane tasks of daily life(Richards 
82). Modeling must also take place in the context of intimate relationships. Paul writes, 
“Because we loved you so much, we were delighted to share with you not only the gospel 




Mentoring mandates a willingness to enter the life worlds of emerging adults. By 
entering their worlds, the mentor demonstrates that that the emerging adult is not a 
project but a person of great value, worthy of a boundary-crossing venture (Peterson, 
Under the Unpredictable Plant : An Exploration in Vocational Holiness 75). Caution has 
to be practiced by the mentor not to make the protégé into their image. Mentors must be 
careful to enlist as perpetual apprentices of the ultimate mentor, Jesus Christ (Dean 130).  
The Bible presents the view that a person’s faith is both inherited and imitated. 
Throughout Paul’s second letter to Timothy, Paul encourages Timothy to remain strong 
in his faith. Paul begins his encouragement to Timothy by first “reminding him of his 
spiritual heritage” (Mounce 461–602). The faith that Paul recalls to Timothy is Timothy’s 
“legacy of faith.” This legacy that has effected Timothy’s faith formation includes Paul’s 
ancestors, Timothy’s mother Eunice, and Timothy’s grandmother Lois. This legacy also 
includes Paul as the mentor who commissioned him by the laying on of hands at 
Timothy’s ordination in Acts 16:1 (Hamilton et al. 996–1001). Benjamin Fiore and 
Hamilton J. Harrington state that Paul has established a “momentum of belief.” This 
momentum began from Paul’s own ancestors and was then passed on to himself, to 
Timothy’s grandmother and mother, and finally to Timothy himself (Fiore and 
Harrington 131–92) 
 Not only has Timothy inherited and imitated a faith received from his family and 
mentor, Paul, but Paul states the he is reminded of Timothy’s “sincere faith.” This phrase 
in Greek, ανυποκριτου, literally means “un-hypocritical” faith (Moss 192). This sincere 
faith is Timothy’s “unquestioning acceptance of and commitment to Christianity as 
understood and cherished by the author, a faith which was held by and transmitted 
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through his family for three generations” (Buttrick 462). This un-hypocritical, sincere 
faith is what has survived three generations of believers already and has set up shop 
within Timothy with an aim to be passed on even further into history.  
 
Current Reality of Discipleship in Eldoret, The Safari Discipleship Model 
 
 
Content and Structure 
The Safari is a discipleship program that was put together by CITAM with the 
intention of discipling the whole CITAM congregation. The content and structure of the 
Safari was drawn from a discipleship program at Rick Warren’s Saddleback church with 
some improvements. The Safari has five stages, listed as follows: (1) The enter stage is 
the first stage wherein participants get introduced to the basics of the Christian faith. (2) 
The encounter stage is the second stage. In encounter, the main aim is to help participants 
experience God for themselves in a manner intended to leave them totally transformed in 
their lives. (3) The embrace stage is the third stage aimed at helping the participants learn 
how to embrace one another with arms of love. (4) The enlist stage is the fourth stage. It 
is designed to help the participants identify the gifts and talents God has invested in them 
in order to use them within the church. (5) The fifth and last stage is the engage stage. It 
is designed to prepare participants to engage actively in serving the purposes of God 
outside the walls of the church. 
 
Why The Safari 
The CITAM leadership felt the need for an intentional discipleship program for 
the entire congregation . This need was necessitated by the realization that Christians are 
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not making a difference in the society. The fact that Kenya is 80% Christian (Gathogo 5) 
yet it ranks high in corruption is evidence that convinced the CITAM leadership that 
Christians are not living their faith in the market place. The thread of terrorism and terror 
attacks in and outside of Kenya orchestrated by radical Muslim youths opened the eyes of 
CITAM leaders to see the need to raise radical Christians who can stand in the face of 
terrorism, the greatest threat to Christianity in the twenty-first century. 
 
The Safari Resources 
The CITAM leadership put together a group of pastors known as the Safari core 
team to put together the Safari resource materials one stage at a time. This team of 
pastors assign each other topics to work on then they come together to look at what each 
has worked on in order to ensure the quality of the material. The different topics are then 
put together and published. 
 
The Safari Delivery Method 
 The Safari lessons were originally intended to be done in cohorts (small groups) 
at the church on Sunday mornings before the Sunday service. Then Safari Gbut due to the 
scarcity of meeting spaces in some CITAM assemblies. Some CITAM assemblies have 
over 5,000 congregants and very few spaces to use for cohorts on campus. This made the 
CITAM leadership do away with the cohorts in all assemblies in order to ensure 
uniformity. The leadership then decided that the Safari lessons should be taught during 
plenary sessions on Sunday during the worship service in place of the sermon.  
The Safari lesson has three other components. The first component consists of 
personal daily reflections, which are daily reflections sessions to be done in each of the 
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five days of the week. The Second component consist of a Safari group study, which is 
designed for small groups meeting in the course of the week in different neighborhoods. 
The third component consists of the Safari partners made up of two or three people of the 
same gender who meet regularly to offer mutual support and accountability to one 
another during the Safari journey. Safari has also been designed for all the three 
Churches within a CITAM assembly the adult, teenage, and the children’s church. 
 
The Context of Emerging Adults in Kenya 
The young adults in CITAM and Kenya at large face many challenges. Kenyan 
young adults like many young adults all over the world are leaving home for the first time 
to start a life of their own in college. This comes with many challenges. The first is the 
challenge of freedom and having lots of time on their hands. As these young adults leave 
their homes, some move to urban areas from little villages where everybody knows 
everybody. They migrate to a place where nobody can hold them accountable for their 
actions, and they have many decisions to make on their own. Many of these young adults 
don’t know how to use the freedom and the time they have. This leads them to many 
vices like partying, drug and alcohol addiction, illicit sex, and harmful relationships. 
Since many of the emerging adults come from poor backgrounds, and once they get into 
these kinds of lifestyles, they have to find a way to sustain the new lifestyle. One of the 
biggest challenge facing Kenyan emerging adults is the elicit relationships with older 
wealthy married men or women, commonly referred to as “sponsors” for financial 
benefits. This causes a lot of problems for them as many live in guilt  and these 
relationships always disrupts their focus on studies. 
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Second, these young adults face economical challenges as many of them come 
from poor families. The structures in the colleges and universities in Kenya have not been 
developed to sustain the large number of young adults attending college. This has forced 
many young adults to live off campus in cheap shelters. Many are forced into 
cohabitation to manage their financial needs. The situation complicates their lives further 
as some of these cohabitations lead to pregnancies, sexually transmitted diseases or even 
AIDS. 
The third challenge facing young adults is the lack of role models at home, at 
church and in the society at large. Many homes face the issue of absentee parents or 
single parenting. Because of the pressure to get rich and live well, many parents in Kenya 
are so busy making money and building careers that they have no time for their children. 
Many children are raised up by nannies, some of these are young girls who are children 
themselves. These children end up spending many hours watching all kinds of television 
programs. Those who are lucky to have access to internet are in even more danger as they 
are exposed to pornography, gambling, and all kinds of information that may have 
negative effects on their lives.  
This lack of parenting and role models has robbed young adults a great 
opportunity to learn essential life skills which can only be learned as one watches another 
live it before them. A few years ago in Kenya this was a non-issue. Children were raised 
in loving communities and around both the nuclear and the extended family. With urban 
migration children have been robbed of nurture. The society has also become so 
corrupted because of many reasons. Lack of employment, for example, has led to many 
vices like stealing and prostitution. Raising children in an environment filled with 
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violence and general evil is not good for their growth and cause emerging adults to have 
many challenges. 
The fourth challenge young adults face is the church emphasizes ministry to 
children and teens but neglects the needs of emerging adults. As is clearly seen in the 
Safari model, the church has put together a junior Safari for children and a teens Safari 
but no program has been put together for nurturing emerging adults. The CITAM 
leadership has decided that emerging adults should be part of the adult church and use the 
adult Safari study manual yet these emerging adults have special needs that are not 
addressed in the adult manuals.  Emerging adulthood is a very crucial age bracket where 
people make decisions that will determine how they live their lives. Young adults need a 
lot of guidance as they navigate this transitional stage of their lives. This generally 
reflects how irrelevant the church is for emerging adults.  
 
Research Design Literature 
The purpose of this research project was to identify ways in which the Safari 
model of discipleship can be improved to effectively transform the lives of young adults 
at CITAM, Kenya.  In order to measure the effectiveness of the Safari as a discipleship 
tool for emerging adults at CITAM intervention research was required. The 
interventionist method “is a type of action research where the researcher becomes a co-
participant with the community in the process of gathering and interpreting data to enable 
new and transformative modes of action”(T. (Timothy R. . Sensing 63). I was the 
researcher, and I am  a Christian education pastor at a CITAM assembly. I was involved 
in the actual collection of the date, hence a co-participant with the CITAM community in 
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the process of gathering and interpreting the data in order to enable new and 
transformative modes of action in the discipleship of young adults. 
I used qualitative methodology in this project. A qualitative research was chosen 
for this project because it involved finding out the young adult’s current experience with 
the Safari model of discipleship. Sensing writes,  “Qualitative research…seeks to make 
sense of lived experience”(Sensing 57). The process for determining how to improve the 
Safari model of discipleship for effectiveness in transforming the lives of emerging adults 
involved assessing how the young adults interpreted their process of spiritual growth and 
evaluated the Safari in light of their perceptions about their own discipleship experience. 
This required a qualitative methodology. “Qualitative researches are interested in how 
people interpret their experiences, how they construct their worlds, and what meaning 
they attribute to their experiences” (Merriam 5). 
 Focus group and questionnaire instruments were used in this project. The 
participants in these instruments were young adults and youth pastors, respectively. Also, 
by using a qualitative interview, the researcher is able to gather data  in a natural setting 
sensitive to the people and places under study, and data analysis that is inductive and 







RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THE PROJECT 
 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
 
 This chapter covers the research methodology for finding out ways in which the 
Safari model of discipleship can be improved to effectively transform the lives of 
emerging adults at CITAM, Kenya. The context, participants, and instruments used to 
obtain the data are provided in detail. Topics include the nature and purpose of the 
project; how the answers to the research questions were discovered using the indicated 
instruments; the ministry context of the project; the selection, description and ethical 
considerations of the participants; the expert review; the reliability and validity of the 
research design; and the procedures for collecting and analyzing the evidence. 
 
 
Nature and Purpose of the Project 
 
 Discipleship is a key component in the life of the church because the mission of 
the church is to make disciples. Jesus commanded the church in Matthew 28:19-20 to 
make disciples. Through discipleship the church joins God in his missions of making 
himself known. Christ Is The Answer Ministries (CITAM) leadership seriously the issue 
discipleship. The CITAM leadership believe that there is need to disciple the whole 
congregation. That is why the Safari discipleship model was launched in 2015. It was 
named Safari, the Swahili word for “journey,” to underscore the fact that discipleship is a 
process. For any church to have a future and a continuity, it has to invest in its young 
people. The CITAM leadership takes seriously youth ministry, which includes the 
emerging adults. In the 2016-2025 strategic plan youth ministry is pillar number three, 
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after family and children ministry respectively. It is important then that young adults, 
being the future and agent of continuity in CITAM, are discipled in the most effective 
ways possible.  
 Therefore, the purpose of this project was to identify ways in which the Safari 
model of discipleship can be improved to effectively transform the lives of young adults 
at CITAM, Kenya. Questionnaires and focus groups were used to collect the evidence. 
The analysis of the evidence led to a synthesis of ways in which ministry to young adults 





 The following three research questions guided this study and were used as means 
for evaluation of the process of discipling young adults in CITAM assemblies in Kenya.  
 
RQ #1. Why are young adults in CITAM leaving the church? 
 The purpose of Research question #1 was to determine whether or not young 
adults are exiting CITAM to held determine the effectiveness of the Safari as a tool for 
nurturing young adults in CITAM assemblies in Kenya. The second purpose of the 
research question to discover the reasons that young adults exiting the church. The focus 
group had four main questions and question one addressed the issue of young adults 
leaving CITAM assemblies. The focus group participants who were young adults from 
five CITAM assemblies attended the sessions. A second instrument that informed this 
research question was the questionnaire. I used SurveyMonkey to insure accuracy and 
confidentiality. The participants responding to the questionnaire were youth pastors in 
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various CITAM assemblies. Question number seven was meant to answer this first 
research question.  
 
RQ #2. In what ways is the Safari curriculum lacking in reaching young adults 
effectively?  
 The purpose of this research question was to determine the effectiveness of the 
Safari as a discipleship tool for discipling young adults. I used both a focus group and a 
questionnaire to collect data for this question. The focus group had four main questions 
and all the four questions were meant to answer the question on the effectiveness of the 
Safari as a tool for discipling young adults. A second instrument that informed this 
research question was the questionnaire. There were ten questions in the questionnaire 
and all the ten questions were meant to answer this second research question.  
 
RQ #3. What specific improvements can be introduced to Safari to make it a more 
effective as a discipleship tool for young adults? 
 The purpose of the third question was to discover which specific improvements 
can be introduced to the Safari in order to make it more effective in the discipleship of 
young adults. I used both a focus group and a questionnaire to collect data for this 
question. The focus group had four main questions and questions three and four were 
meant to answer the question on how the Safari model can be improved to ensure its 
effectiveness as a discipleship a tool for discipling young adults. A second instrument 
that informed this research question was the questionnaire. There were ten questions in 
the questionnaire and questions eight, nine and ten were meant to answer this third 




Ministry Context(s) for Observing the Phenomenon 
 
 This study focused on the effectiveness of  the Safari model of discipleship in 
discipling young adults of the “Crossroaders” (ages 19- 29), as popularly known in Christ 
Is The Answer Ministries (CITAM), Kenya. CITAM is a Pentecostal church with 
assemblies spread all over Kenya and in other nations. CITAM is an English speaking 
church targeting middle class Kenyans living in urban areas. Many emerging adults are 
educated, so they speak English, and many live in urban areas where they have come to 
find education and jobs. 
 All CITAM assemblies function the same way since CITAM has a centralized 
form of government. This means they share a common connection which provided 
doctrinal and procedural harmony. Therefore, the Safari content and method of 
presentation is the same in all assemblies. The CITAM, assemblies in this project were 
located in urban areas and the emerging adults involved are all English speaking, though 
some may not be from middle class homes. 
 The Safari was put together with the aim of discipling all three churches that 
make up the CITAM assemblies: adults, teens, and children. The Safari has no material 
specifically tailored for emerging adults because the CITAM leadership decided that they 
ought to be part of the adult church and use the adult manuals. Unfortunately, the adult 
manuals do not address the special issues faced by emerging adults. This makes the 
Safari ineffective in discipling young adults. One of the reasons CITAM leadership 
decided that we need to have the Safari, was the deradicalization of Christian youth as 
compared to Muslim youth.  
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 The emerging adults in this project are between ages of 19-29. Most of them are 
in college, some have just completed their college education and are looking for jobs. 
They are both male and female. 
 
Participants to Be Sampled About the Phenomenon 
 
 
Criteria for Selection 
 
The participants in the focus group were all emerging adults from five CITAM 
assemblies. They were selected by the youth pastors in the assemblies. I chose to use the 
youth pastors because they are the ones who know the emerging adults in the assemblies 
and are better placed to decide who should participate. I gave the youth pastors the 
criteria for selecting the participants. First, I asked that the participants must have gone 
through the Safari and are willing to share their experience. Second, I asked that the 
participants be young adults who are believers desiring to grow spiritually and wanting to 
see others grow spiritually. The participants needed to be young men and women who 
had reflected on the Safari and would be able to have a good conversation about it, 
making relevant contributions towards the future of discipleship among emerging adults. 
As Tim Sensing puts it, “Participants need to become active inquirers, co-researchers, 
and contributors to the emerging theology of the congregation. The active inquirer will 
consistently consider any belief and/or fact in light of both the grounds that support it and 
the consequences to which it leads” (T. (Timothy R. . Sensing 325). He goes on to says, 
“Mature reflection is the ability to analyze activities and practices from multiple 
perspectives so that implicit knowledge is translated into new practices even under new 
and varying contexts” (T. (Timothy R. . Sensing 329). 
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The participants for the questionnaire were youth pastors from CITAM 
assemblies in Kenya. Having served in the youth ministry I had the opportunity to serve 
with these youth pastors. I selected pastors who had shown commitments and passion for 
youth ministry. I also chose youth pastors from assemblies where youth ministry was 
thriving. 
 
Description of Participants 
 As indicated above, the participants for the focus groups were emerging adults, 
ages 19-29 of both genders from CITAM assemblies in Kenya. These were mature young 
adults who had gone through the Safari and had reflected on it enough to have a 
productive conversation. Those who participated in the questionnaire were youth pastors 
from CITAM assemblies who had proven their commitment to youth ministry and whose 
ministries were thriving. 
 
Ethical Considerations 
Informed Consent forms were issued to participants in the focus group before the 
focus group session. The participants in the focus group were given a written copy of 
focus group informed consent to read, sign, and date. By signing the informed Consent 
form the participants agreed to participate in the focus group.  
Confidentiality for the focus group was ensured through making sure the 
researcher was the only person attending the focus group with the participants. 
Confidentiality for the focus group was also obtained by an assurance in the informed 
consent that the participants answers were confidential and only accessible to me, and my 
assistant who has signed a confidentiality form.  Furthermore, a password-protected 
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MacBook Pro contained all of the recordings and findings, and all electronic data was 
stored in a secure, encrypted folder on a Macintosh computer with a complex password 
that only I knew. Six to twelve months after completion of the dissertation and its final 
approval, data saved on the researcher’s computer will be securely deleted. 
An informed consent form was included in the questionnaire. Participants were 
asked to read and click “agree” to the terms in the informed consent form in order to 
proceed to the questionnaire. If they clicked “disagree” they automatically opted out of 
participation in the research. Confidentiality in the questionnaire was further ensured by 
using privacy protocols of the online survey tool, Survey Monkey, which are laid out at 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/policy/privacy-policy/.  Furthermore, all 
questionnaire responses were strictly confidential and data from this research was 
reported only in the aggregate. The information was coded by Survey Monkey, remained 
confidential, and was only accessible by using a login and strong password on the site.   
Anonymity was ensured for the questionnaires and was secured by only using the 
responses in the aggregate to form a composite of responses and did not refer to 
individual responses in the reporting of the study.  For the questionnaire, each candidate 
was identified using numbers. 
Data downloaded from the website was secured in encrypted folder of the 
researcher’s laptop, which is password protected. Any data printed in hard copies was 
secured in my locked security file box.  Six to twelve months after completion of the 
dissertation and its final approval, all data will be deleted from the website.  Data saved 
on my computer will be securely deleted by a file shredder, and all hard copies of data 
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The research methods were sent to my dissertation coach, Ellen Marmon, who is 
also my expert reviewer.  She has taught discipleship at Asbury Seminary and has 
worked and also served in the local church as Pastor of Discipleship.  A rubric was 
created for each of the instruments, which asked whether each question was needed or 
not needed, clear or unclear, and asked for suggestions to clarify.  The expert review also 
asked an open-ended question at the end, “Recommendation of questions that were not 
asked that needed to be asked?” The expert reviewer gave positive reviews, offering 
some minor points of clarification on a few questions and suggestions to clarify some 
things for participants in the study.   
 
Procedure for Collecting Evidence from Participants 
 
Sensing writes, “Qualitative studies are designed to investigate an issue in great 
depth. Quantitative studies are designed to investigate an issue with great breadth” (T. 
(Timothy R. . Sensing loc. 2257). Because this project was aimed at investigating in great 
depth and breadth the effectiveness of the Safari as a tool for discipling emerging adults 
in CITAM, I chose to use the qualitative research in this project. Sensing writes, 
“qualitative research systematically seeks answers to questions by examining various 
social settings and the individuals who inhabit these settings. Qualitative research is 
grounded in the social world of experience and seeks to make sense of lived experience” 
(Timothy R. . Sensing 1628).Thus, the design of this project was qualitative in nature 
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because of the need to make sense of the experience of young adults as they go through 
discipleship in CITAM assemblies. Instruments were crafted to ask questions about the 
effectiveness of the Safari and how it can be improved to better serve the purpose of 
discipling emerging adults. The instruments were addressed to persons who had gone 
through the Safari in CITAM assemblies.  
The qualitative focus group participants were identified by youth pastors in five 
CITAM assemblies across Kenya. An email was sent to nine youth pastors in eight 
CITAM assemblies followed by a phone call. Seven of the nine responded positively. 
Five were chosen due to their well-established youth ministry program and proximity. All 
the youth pastors who were willing to both participate in the questionnaire and identify 
young adults who could participate in the focus group were appreciated. The six youth 
pastors selected were then contacted by phone to schedule the focus groups and to 
explain the details of the focus group. Details included the number of participants, venue, 
and how much time the focus group session would take. The youth pastors then identified 
the participants, the venue within the church, and the time for the focus group session. 
As the researcher, I was the only person in the room with the participants during 
the focus group sessions. The participants were issued first with the informed consent 
form to read, sign, and date before the sessions started. After signing, which confirmed 
their willingness to participate in the focus group, they were issued with copies of the 
focus group questions to make it easy for them to go through the sessions. They were not 
to write down their answers since I recorded all the proceedings of each focus group 
sessions using my ipad which is secured with a password. The recording helped both me 
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and the participants to stay focused instead of worrying about writing. The recording also 
helped to ensure that all the responses from the participants were captured.  
The questionnaire was done using survey monkey. The participants were five 
CITAM assembly youth pastors carefully selected by the researcher as stated above. John 
Creswell says, “In qualitative data collection, purposeful sampling is used so that 
individuals are selected because they have experienced that central phenomenon” 
(Creswell 217). They were each sent an email containing the link to the survey monkey 
and given a phone call to instruct them on how they were to access the survey monkey 
and on how to give their responses. They were to first read the informed consent upfront 
and by clicking either “agree” or “disagree” button which comes up at the end of the 
consent form. Once they clicked the “agree” button they are ushered into the 
questionnaire. The “disagree” button automatically leads to a thank you message, which 
disqualifiers the participant from participating in the research. Once the participants 
completed the survey they clicked on the submit button which caused a message to be 
sent to the researcher’s email alerting her of a new response. Once the participant clicked 
the submit button he or she had no access to the survey monkey. A message of 
appreciation was sent to all the participants once they submitted their responses. 
 
Procedure for Analyzing the Evidence Collected 
 
The data analysis of this project followed Sensing’s model.  I identified the data 
from each focus group alphabetically so that each assembly where the data was collected 
from had an alphabetic name, so that I had focus group A, focus group B, and so on. The 
data from the questionnaire were numerically coded, so that there was response one to 
six. The plan was to draw out themes and patterns from the data by coding, categorizing, 
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and interpreting the information in order to arrive at a narrative summary explaining the 
discoveries of this project.  
 
Reliability & Validity of Project Design 
 
The object of this project’s research was to discern effective discipleship of young 
adults. To determine the effectiveness of a discipleship model, I asked people questions 
about relationships and experiences. Relationships and experiences cannot be quantified. 
Sensing says, “Qualitative research is grounded in the social world of experience and 
seeks to make sense of lived experience” (Timothy R. . Sensing loc.1628). Therefore, 
qualitative research was necessary in this project. The focus group provided a depth and 
breadth that was needed to better understand the effectiveness of the Safari and how it 
can be improved to better impact the lives of young adults in CITAM assemblies.  
The instruments developed asked open ended questions that aimed at 
understanding both the effectiveness of Safari and areas that needed improvement to 
make it a better tool for discipling young adults. The questionnaire and the focus group 
allowed persons to reflect upon, report on, and discuss the effectiveness of the Safari in 
their various assemblies and how it can be improved to better serve emerging adults in 






EVIDENCE FOR THE PROJECT 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
Discipling emerging adults is a major issue facing the church today. Current 
emerging adults live within a life-stage that presents a number of transitional changes that 
may affect their faith and church involvement. The purpose of this research was to 
explore ways to improve the Safari model of discipleship currently used by CITAM 
assemblies in Kenya to make it an effective tool in the discipleship of young adults in 
CITAM.  
This chapter identifies the participants in the study and their demographic 
makeup. Then the chapter presents the qualitative data from the focus group and the 
coded qualitative data from the questionnaire survey for each of the three research 
questions. Chapter Four concludes with a list of major findings from the presented data. 
 
Participants 
 The participants for the focus group were emerging adults, ages 19-29 of both 
genders from CITAM assemblies in Kenya. These were mature young adults who had 
gone through the Safari and had reflected on it enough to have a productive conversation. 
Those who completed the questionnaire were youth pastors from CITAM assemblies who 
had proven their commitment to youth ministry and whose ministries were thriving.  
The focus group participants were identified by youth pastors in five CITAM 
assemblies across Kenya. An email was sent to nine youth pastors in eight CITAM 
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assemblies followed by a phone call; out of the nine, seven responded positively but six 
were chosen due to their well-established youth ministry program and proximity.  
 
Figure 4.1 Demographics of survey participants. 
 
Research Question #1:  Description of Evidence 
 
Why are young adults in CITAM leaving the church? 
This research question addressed the reasons why young adults are exiting 
CITAM, which informs the effectiveness of the Safari as a tool for nurturing young 
adults in CITAM assemblies in Kenya. The focus group had four main questions and 
question one addressed the issue of young adults leaving CITAM assemblies: It read, “Do 
you know of any Cross Roader or Cross Roaders who have since left your assembly? 
Give three or five reasons for their leaving?” The focus group participants were from five 
CITAM assemblies. A second instrument that informed this research question was the 
questionnaire. I used Survey Monkey to ensure accuracy and confidentiality. The 
participants responding to the questionnaire were youth pastors from six CITAM 
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says that ages eighteen to twenty-nine are the “black hole of church attendance.” The 
focus of one of our pastor’s quarterly meetings in 2017 was "how to do youth ministry 
differently," and the aim was to help us to effectively minister to our youth in order to 
stop them from leaving our church." Give three to five factors that you think could be 
contributing to young adults exiting our church.” was meant to answer the question “why 
are young adults in CITAM leaving the church?” 
 Question one in the focus group, which was meant to answer research question 
one was, “Do you know of any young adult or Crossroader who has since left your 
assembly?” Though this question only asked the participants if they knew of young adults 
who had left their assemblies, the participants also provided reasons why they left. The 
focus group session yielded significant observable data regarding the participants’ 
knowledge as to why young adults leave CITAM. There were participants in all the focus 
groups who knew emerging adults who had left the various CITAM assemblies for 
different reasons.  
First, all focus groups reported that young adults have left the assemblies they are 
part of because they have moved out of their towns and cities. The reasons for these 
movements are job transfers and new jobs for both the parents and the young adults 
themselves. Some of the movements are because some of the young adults were students 
who left once their studies were done to either return home or to find jobs or 
opportunities to earn a living.  
Second, some participants reported that young adults have left their assemblies in 
order to seek spiritual nourishment elsewhere. One participant who has been part of two 
CITAM assemblies said he had experienced his friends leaving especially, after the 
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introduction of the Safari. He indicated that his friends felt that going through the Safari 
was like being in a lecture hall. A participant in focus group B said, “The filling in the 
blanks and the pastors reading through the manuals makes it feel like a classroom. Don’t 
make it another lecture.” Another said, “We don’t want a continuation of the weekly 
school life.” A participant from focus group D said his friend, who had been involved in 
leadership and ministry, left because he felt drained after giving so much to his fellow 
emerging adults and didn’t feel spiritually replenished in the CITAM assembly. He left 
for a church that nourished him with the word of God. 
Third, participants in four of the focus groups reported that they know of young 
adults who have left CITAM because they lacked the pastoral care they needed. Again 
and again I heard participants say they knew of their fellow young adults who left 
because they felt judged and condemned by pastors and other church leaders. One 
participant said, “There is this person you are expected to be when you come to church 
which my friends tried to fit into, but they couldn’t so they left.” A participant in focus 
group D reported that his friend, who had just come out of rehab, left church because she 
felt judged when the youth leader at his assembly insisted that she explain why she had 
tattoos and why she got into drug addiction, before she could be received into the church. 
A participant in focus group B said two young adults who were relating at their assembly 
left after they confessed that they had become pregnant out of wedlock. She felt that they 
did not receive the help they needed in order to be restored. Instead they were rebuked 
and condemned.  
Fourth, related to this lack of pastoral care and economic differences, participants 
pointed out that many young adult students from poor backgrounds who struggle 
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financially often turn to the church for assistance. One participant cited incidents where 
these young adults have sought help from pastors because they had no food or bus fare 
only for the pastor to offer a prayer. The participant said these young adults felt that 
CITAM assemblies were places where only spiritual needs were met, and since these 
financial needs were real and pressing these young adults left church.  
Fifth, besides this lack of pastoral care, lack of love and care from both fellow 
young adults and church leadership was reported in four of the five focus groups. A 
participant in the focus group D reported that she knew of young adults who left her 
assembly because there were cliques in the emerging adult fellowship. These cliques, she 
said, were based on economic differences. The emerging adults from well to do families 
formed cliques which those from humble backgrounds could not fit into because they 
could not afford the lifestyle. As a result, those who could not fit in left.  
Sixth, the participants reported that young adults have left CITAM assemblies 
because church was not fun anymore. They didn’t feel that church was something they 
wanted to do anymore. During the session with focus group D, one of the participants 
said that her siblings used to fellowship at CITAM, but they have since left because they 
felt doing church was not something they wanted to be involved in. She reported that they 
were not interested in church anymore. 
Seventh, some participants said that young adults have left church because they 
are struggling economically and would like to use their spare time to either earn money 
or learn a new skill that will then enable them to earn some money. They reported that 
these cases were common in assemblies where the economic needs of young adults were 
not taken seriously. I could hear the desperation as one participant said, “Young adults 
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want to know that God cares about the day to day challenges we are facing in our lives, 
we know that God cares when the church cares.” He gave an example of when they come 
to church hungry or when they lack bus fare and all the pastors do is pray for them, they 
want to see these needs met by the church.  
Eighth, the participants reported a disconnect between emerging adults and the 
pastors in the various assemblies. They felt that pastors were not meeting them where 
they are. One participant in focus D said, “There is a gap between pastors and the 
congregants.”  
Ninth, participants in two focus groups said young adults exit because they don’t 
“feel felt,” they don’t feel like they are participating in the life of the church. One 
participant from focus group D underscored this by saying, “They feel ignored and things 
are forced down their throats. We need the pastors and church leaders to reason with and 
explain things to us. Young adults have a special need for love and attention.”    
The second instrument used to answer research question one was the 
questionnaire. The participants in the questionnaire were youth pastors from six CITAM 
assemblies in Kenya. Question seven, which read “David Kinnaman says that ages 
eighteen to twenty-nine are the “black hole of church attendance.” The focus of one of 
our pastor’s quarterly meetings in 2017 was "how to do youth ministry differently" and 
the aim was to help us to effectively minister to our youth in order to stop them from 
leaving our church." Give three to five factors that you think could be contributing to 
young adults exiting our church. 
The participants cited several reasons why emerging adults leave CITAM 
assemblies. First, they cited lack of creativity and relevance in youth ministry. One 
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participant wrote, “There are young people who are exiting our churches due to a desire 
for "hype", "lights,” “camera,” “action," and a more relevant, cutting edge youth ministry 
that covers contemporary and controversial issues such as mental health, LGBTQ and so 
forth.” The participant went on to state that these young adults leave because they 
perceive that CITAM  assemblies are not on the cutting edge and could do more to be 
relevant to their needs. He adds that young adults in this category seem to be attracted to 
churches that are pragmatic in their approach of ministry.  
Second, participants blamed youth pastors for the exit of young adults from 
CITAM assemblies. One participant wrote that some youth pastors are not passionate 
about youth ministry. Another participant wrote, “Lack of strong relationships between 
the young adults and the church leadership owing to a predominant corporate culture.”  
He went on to say that it appears that the young adults and youth pastors/church 
leadership need to bridge the divide by taking on an incarnational model to youth 
ministry. 
Third, doctrinal issues were cited as the other factor contributing to emerging 
adults leaving CITAM Assemblies. It was reported by a participant that young adults are 
moving away from ‘hype’, ‘lights’, ‘camera’ and ‘action’ to depth and simplicity in 
worship. Another participant wrote, “I have interacted with some young adults who left 
our church due to this quest for depth and also wrestling with doctrinal issues such as 
church polity, place of women in leadership, Pentecostal hermeneutics and so forth. 
Some left because of a desire for a more reformed approach to worship.”  
Fourth, it was reported that struggle with sin and lack of authenticity portrayed by 
those in authority was another factor which contributed to the exodus of young adults 
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from CITAM assemblies. A participant said, “I reckon that a number of young people are 
exiting church due to personal struggles ranging from purity issues (and church has an 
aura of the divine presence thus some feel condemned), to family struggles (grappling 
with hypocrisy in the lives of parents or authority figures whose creeds do not match their 
deeds). 
Fifth, young adults desire for independence and freedom from parents drive them 
to leave CITAM Assemblies. One participant said, “Others are leaving due to an 
existential crisis where they desire to distant themselves from the faith of their forbears 
and journey to grow in their own personal faith. This represents a desire to assert 
themselves and become increasingly independent which means that they desire the 
freedom to worship elsewhere, away from their parents' church.”  
Other reasons cited include a lack of a good curriculum that addresses the 
concerns of young adults, worldliness in the church, peer pressure, lack of a sense of 
church ownership by young adults and a general lack of intentionality in the retention of 
young adults by church leadership.  
 
Research Question #2:  Description of Evidence 
 In what ways is the Safari curriculum lacking in reaching young adults 
effectively?    
 Question number three in the focus group helped answer this question. There was 
a general agreement in all the focus groups that the Safari was lacking. Several aspects 
were reported as lacking, the aspects fall under two categories: (a) Aspects lacking in the 




Aspects Lacking in the Content   
 Though there were participants in all the focus groups who had experienced one 
or all the stages of the Safari to be impactful, most participants in all the focus groups felt 
that the Safari was lacking in its content. The participants felt that the Safari was not put 
together with the emerging adult in mind. They pointed out that there are three Safari 
curriculums namely, children, teens, and adults and yet there is none for emerging adults. 
One participant said, “We are not children, we are not adults, we are young adults. We 
are so different from our parents. Discipling us with our parents will not work because we 
have unique needs and we have unique experiences that are so different from theirs.”  
      The participants felt that the Safari lacked in meeting the specific needs of 
emerging adults. They mentioned several issues facing young adults which they wished 
were addressed through the Safari. These include, relationships, mental health, internet 
and social media use and abuse, emerging issues like LGBTQ, and many more.  
      In relationships, the participants were quick to point out that though the embrace 
stage of the Safari did address the issue of relationships across genders, it was too 
general. The participants said the emerging adults need the issue of relationships across 
the genders to be addressed in a detailed manner to include matters touching emerging 
adults like choosing a marriage partner and sexual purity. They stated that in the embrace 
stage of the Safari in dealing with sexual purity, they were taught the importance of 
living in sexual purity but they were not given practical ways on how to maintain sexual 
purity. They also said that the young adults need to know what happens if one finds 
oneself lacking sexual purity. They stated that the issue of relationships in general 
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including how to relate with parents was not included, yet it is very important for 
emerging adults.  
       Second, in three of the focus groups, the issue of mental health was raised as 
lacking. One of the participants pointed out that she was offended because the issue of 
mental health was addressed so casually and in a misleading way in one of the Safari 
presentations. She pointed out that in her assembly, the pastor said that Christians are not 
supposed to be struggling with issues of mental health because they have God and the 
Holy Spirit in their lives to help them. This offended her because she knew her friends 
had Christian parents who struggled with depression. The participants agreed that the 
issue of mental health should have been included and addressed with the seriousness it 
deserved because it exists and has claimed the lives of many emerging adults. 
      Third, the issues of addiction to alcohol, drugs and pornography were raised as 
lacking in the Safari by four of the five focus groups. The participants said they were 
disappointed that the Safari did not address the matter of drug and alcohol addiction yet it 
is destroying the lives of many young adults. 
     Fourth, emerging issues like LGBTQ, betting, use and abuse of internet and the social 
media were conspicuously missing in the Safari . The participants said these are issues 
they, their families, or their friends were struggling with. One participant said he would 
love to reach out to the LGBTQ community, but he doesn’t know how. The participants 
reported that they were shocked that the issue of betting and gambling was missing in the 
Safari, yet it is an issue that has ravaged the lives of many emerging adults. The other 
emerging issue that was reported as lacking in the Safari though so crucial to the 
emerging adults is the use of the internet and social media.   
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 Fifth, career choice and development was said to be missing in the Safari. The 
participants said that they are faced with these issues, and they wished they were 
addressed. Connected to the issue of career is the issue of transition from college life into 
a new job which the participants said was also missing.  
 Sixth, one participant said that though matters of doctrine were addressed they 
were not addressed with the depth it deserved. He said, “The intellectual capacity of 
young adults is well able to attend to higher levels of doctrine so why not introduce to us 
challenging questions.” The other issue the participants said was missing was how to 
reach out to people of different faiths especially atheists.  
 Seventh, the participants pointed out that emerging adulthood was a time of 
identity development. They said though it was addressed, it was so general and casually 
addressed in the adult manual. 
 
Aspects lacking in delivery/Presentation  
 Aspects lacking in delivery were also raised. The participants said the Safari 
delivery/presentation was not geared towards catching the attention of emerging adults. 
They gave the example of filling in the blank spaces which one participant said, “Filling 
in the gaps makes some people focus on getting the answers right ignoring the content of 
the topic being addresed.” They said that the blank spaces made the Safari feel like it was 
another class at school, which made them lose interest because they were looking forward 
to being nourished spiritually. The presentation of the Safari in the congregation instead 
of small groups was raised as an aspect that made the Safari fall short in reaching 
emerging adults. Participant number one in the questionnaire wrote, “Safari is more 
effective in small groups setting as opposed to congregation setting.”   
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 It was pointed out that the pastors literally read through the Safari lessons making 
it sound like a lecture. This, they said, does not go well with the young adults since they 
have been in lecture halls the whole week and are not looking forward to another on 
Sunday. The other issue the participants raised was the way the pastors hurriedly took the 
congregation through the lessons. They felt that it was more about covering as much 
material as possible within the shortest time possible. The participants said that because 
they were taken through the Safari hurriedly they missed a lot of the content and were 
denied the opportunity to reflect on what was being taught. 
 The discussion questions in both the daily reflection and the Safari group sections 
were said to be shallow and not helpful in helping the participants in reflecting and 
internalizing the lesson. They felt that the discussions questions should help them to dig 
more and reflect more on the topic being looked at. 
 Accountability came up in the focus group sessions as one of the aspects which 
was lacking in the Safari. The participants reiterated the importance of accountability as a 
component of discipleship. They pointed out that though the accountability partner aspect  
was included as an important component of the Safari discipleship process, effort was not 
put to ensure that people were walking together and holding each other accountable. 
The focus groups also underscored the fact that application of the teachings or “the so 
what question” was not well addressed. They felt there was no proper follow up to see 
whether people were applying what they had learned or not. 
 All the six questionnaire participants agreed to question five, affirming that the 
Safari curriculum is written in a way that relates well with young adults/cross roaders 
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though three out of the six participants disagreed with the statement in question six which 
stated that the Safari curriculum presentation method suits young adults/cross roaders.  
 Question 8 of the questionnaire asks, “What aspects/topics do you suggest needs 
to be added or improved in each stage of the Safari in order for it to effectively impact 
the lives of our cross roaders in (a) Enter stage (b) Encounter (c) Embrace (d) Enlist (e) 
Engage?”  Participant number one wrote that there is need for the Safari to address issues 
that are of concern to young adults. Participant number four wrote, “I think it is not so 
much adding or improving the content, but rather the delivery.” He goes on to say, “In 
my interactions with crossroaders I have observed that the Safari has grown on them and 
they have warmed up to it. There is a desire to understand the fundamentals of the faith 
and to go back to the simplicity of the early church. There is also a desire to have the 
topics taught using relevant illustrations.”  The participant pointed out that the area that 
needs to be mastered is how to apply each stage to the contextual realities of a young 
adult. To illustrate this, he says that there is need for those facilitating the Safari to give 
examples through illustrations showing how each stage relates to the living every day. He 
believes that each of the stages is critical to the spiritual formation of the young adult. In 
his conclusion, participant four writes, “In order for learning to take place it is important 
to focus not on altering the content but the delivery approach. The stages need to sink 
from the heads of crossroaders to their hearts and I believe that good contextualization 
will be step in that direction.” 
  
Research Question #3:  Description of Evidence 
What specific improvements can be introduced to Safari to make it a more 




I used both a focus group and a questionnaire to collect data for this question. The 
focus group had four main questions and questions three and four were meant to answer 
the question on how the Safari model can be improved to ensure its effectiveness as a 
discipleship a tool for discipling young adults. A second instrument that informed this 
research question was the questionnaire. There were ten questions in the questionnaire 
and questions eight, nine and ten were meant to answer this third research question on 
ways to improve the Safari.  
Like in research question two, the improvements the participants felt needed to be 
introduced in the Safari fall under two categories: (a) How content can be improved, and 
(b) how to improve delivery. 
 
How Content Can Be Improved  
Participant number four in the questionnaire instrument in answering question ten 
about whether or not the delivery method of the Safari was effective in discipling young 
adults, pointed out that the Safari is only one aspect of discipleship and there is need to 
bring all the other aspects into the discipleship process. He wrote,  
I believe that the Safari is one of the ways to disciple young people, but it must 
not be treated as the ultimate way. There is a need to complement this with 
relational, one-on-one incarnational youth ministry. The old adage holds true, 
"Some things cannot be taught, they must be caught". Of course, we cannot 
assume that doctrine will be caught by osmosis, but we must not downplay the 
role of relationships between young people and the older generations in the 
natural habitat of home settings, dining table discussion, road trip talks or 
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conversations in traffic. Deuteronomy paints a picture of how the older generation 
is to disciple the younger and it is noteworthy that the pictures given are those of 
mundane, everyday moments. Thus, if we are to enhance Safari we must not just 
look at Safari in terms of content, delivery and so forth but must examine the 
factors outside the Safari such as the prevailing ministry model. We must move 
away from a corporate culture where the youth pastor is CEO and the young 
people subordinates to the biblical model of shepherd and sheep. I strongly think 
that if the software aspect of the youth ministry improves the Safari will equally 
be enhanced. 
This response agrees with the concerns of the focus group participants who said 
that discipleship is about learning how to live the Christian life. They pointed out that 
there is a disconnect between pastors and the emerging adults which will not allow the 
modeling of the Christian faith to happen.  
Participants in four of the five focus groups consulted in this project felt the place 
to begin in making the Safari an efficient tool for discipling young adults is to tailor make 
discipleship for young adults. The participants believe that emerging adults have unique 
needs that cannot be met when they are lumped together with adults in the adult church as 
is currently the case in CITAM assemblies. One participant in focus group A pointed out 
that care needs to be taken even as the Safari is being custom made for young adults in 
order not to over simplify it. Those putting together the Safari need to remember that 
young adults are not teens, so they do not need basic discipleship, nor are they adults, the 
material needs to be specifically made for emerging adults. In order to achieve this, the 
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participants in three of the five focus groups suggested that emerging adults be involved 
in deciding what content should be included in the emerging adult Safari curriculum. 
As the participants had already pointed out in answering research question two, 
there are several aspects that are specific to emerging adults that the participants felt 
needed to be included in the emerging adult curriculum in order to make it an effective 
tool in discipling emerging adults. One participant in the questionnaire in answering 
question nine about ways the Safari can be improved wrote, “There is need to look at the 
issues affecting the youths, then design the material to meet their needs.”  
First, the participants feel the topic on relationships needs to be dealt with in 
detail. They said that the embrace stage of the Safari addressed the issue of relationships 
across genders, but they pointed out that it was too general. The participants said the 
emerging adults need the issue of relationships across genders to be addressed in detail to 
include matters touching emerging adults such as choosing a marriage partner. Also, they 
stated that in the embrace stage of the Safari when dealing with sexual purity, the authors 
just addressed the importance of living in sexual purity but did not go into details in 
addressing the “how” and “why” of sexual purity . They also pointed out that there is 
need to include advice on the way forward in case one has not kept his or her sexual 
purity. The participants also felt that as part of emerging issues related to relationships, 
the issue of LGBTQ needs to be addressed in a detailed way. 
 Second, they felt the issue of mental health needs to be included. They pointed out 
that this needs to be addressed with the care and sensitivity it deserves. One participant 
said, “The number of suicidal deaths among young adults is on the rise.” Another 
participant pointed out that some emerging adults are cutting themselves.  
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The third issue that was raised was the matter of doctrine. In two focus group 
sessions participants pointed out that the Safari was very shallow in its content. They 
expressed their frustration with hearing the same things over and over. One participant 
said, “we are a generation living in an age where information is liberalized. I know too 
much so tell me something different. Our intellectual capacity is well able to attend to 
higher levels of doctrine so why not introduce to us challenging questions?” They said 
when they are discipled well and they “get it intellectually,” their hearts are able to be 
transformed. One participant said there is need for those putting together the curriculum 
for emerging adults to not just tell them what they need to do or not do as relates to 
matters doctrine but to tell them why. He went on to say that young adults want 
challenging questions to be introduced to them because they have the intellectual capacity 
to address them.  
Fourth, the participants said that young adults are turning away from the hype that 
characterized their teen life to deep and simple spirituality. As they had already pointed 
out in the research question one, the young adults are saying they want to hear what the 
Bible has to say. One participant from focus group A said, “we come to church to the 
word of God. After all, didn’t Christ say that it is through the preaching of the word that 
lives will be saved and transformed? Let the Safari not be too scholarly to a point where 
we miss out on the spiritual aspect. Don’t give us what I can get when in school.” 
Fifth, spiritually, they want practical teachings that they can apply in their lives 
which they are not receiving in CITAM. One participant said, “We are here to learn how 
to do life as Christians. We don’t want some theories that do not apply to life.” First, they 
want practical ways to overcome sin, not just to be told to stop sinning. They want to 
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know how. Second, they want content that will make them reach out to others. The young 
adults in the focus groups reported that CITAM is not nurturing them in a way that makes 
them to go out and reach out to others, especially those of different faiths, especially 
atheism, which is still new in our society. One participant said they face conflict between 
the different religions in class; their professors and lecturers challenge them saying, “you 
Christians believe you are going to heaven; give us concrete reasons for your belief and 
don’t bribe us with milk and honey nor scare us with hell.” The participants said they 
want to be nurtured spiritually in a way that they can participate in defending the gospel. 
He concluded, “We don’t want to be plastic Christians who scare away from being asked 
questions.”  
Sixth, Young adults want to know that God can solve their problems, that he cares 
about their day to day issues of life, and they also need answers to their daily issues. One 
participant pointed out that many emerging adults have needs and when they come to 
church, they want to see that the church cares. She said, “When young adults come 
seeking for help from church, maybe he or she has no food or bus fare, they need that 
need to be met by the church and not for a pastor to just pray and release them. This 
makes young adults believe that the church only cares about their spiritual needs, when 
an opportunity presents itself which will help meet these financial or other material 
needs, the young adult will leave church.” 
Sixth, Participants pointed out the need to address the issue of identity. One 
participant in the focus group D said, “we are trying to find ourselves.” They said they 
need to know their purpose and their destiny. They also added that they want to know the 




How to improve delivery/presentation 
In the focus group several suggestions were made on ways to improve delivery of 
the Safari in order to make it more effective in the discipling of young adults. One the 
participants insisted that the Safari sessions need not resemble lectures since most of 
them are student and that is what they do all week long. Participant three in the 
questionnaire in answering question number nine on whether teaching the Safari in the 
congregation was an effective way in discipling young adults wrote,  
I would say yes and no, it is important to teach the whole church, but people come 
to church for different reasons so their interest in the Safari might not be there. 
The good thing is that it gives us an opportunity to teach everyone both saved and 
unsaved. We could probably bring it out as a sermon rather than an academic 
class as it sometimes puts the people off and make it more interactive during the 
lesson and during the small groups.  
Also, participant four in the questionnaire pointed out that small groups must be a 
priority in the young adult ministry. He added that young people seem to enjoy learning 
from one another. This means that effective small group leadership is a critical area of 
need for training. 
The focus group participants said that pastors need to stop reading through the 
manuals; instead commit it to heart and preach it as a sermon and give more than what is 
in the manuals. Participant number four in the questionnaire wrote, ““Homiletics may be 
helpful. Youth pastors and Safari facilitators may need more training in homiletics.”  
Though some of the participants said filling in the blanks helped them to be attentive, 
others said the filling in the blanks made the Safari feel like another of their class lessons. 
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The other issue raised in the sessions was the length of the lessons. Participants felt that 
the lessons are very lengthy and necessitate that the pastors rush through the material so 
as to cover as much material as possible in a Sunday service.  
In relation to the presentation of the Safari during the Sunday service in the 
congregation, the participants pointed out the need to do the Safari in small groups 
because they felt small group allow for interaction and accountability. One participant 
said, “let us do discipleship the way Jesus did.”  
Participant number four in the questionnaire wrote, “I think Safari will be more 
effective if it is complemented with one-on-one or person-person discipleship. If we 
place all the burden or weight of discipleship on Safari then I am afraid that there will be 
perennial disappointment because Safari is just one part of discipleship. It cannot bear all 
the weight of expectations of young people. This means that if the youth ministry model 
moves towards being more and more incarnational, more and more relational then it will 
complement the Safari.” 
Second, participants in two focus groups suggested that there is need to set up 
panels to give an opportunity for people with different opinions to be aired during the 
Safari sessions when dealing with issues that may have varying opinions. Thereafter the 
pastor can conclude by giving the biblical positions for the issue at hand and explain why 
all the other opinions are wrong. They felt that this will give the emerging adults an 
opportunity to listen to all the varying of views and will not leave wondering whether 
there could be a different point of view that has not been discussed and could be the right 
one. They suggested that instead of presenting the Safari as a lecture or sermon the 
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church needs to set up a panels where different people give varying opinions before the 
pastor concludes. 
 Third, the participants suggested that the discussions question should be 
intentionally formulated to help them have personal reflections and small group 
discussions on the Safari lesson for the week to go deeper into the topic. They said that 
the discussion questions in the Safari are sometimes shallow and not challenging enough. 
They also pointed out the need to make the Safari lessons more interactive through the 
use of discussion questions during the presentation. 
Fourth, the participants said that emerging adults like pastors who are authentic 
and vulnerable enough to share their personal experiences during the presentations. They 
said that young adults want to hear that the pastors have also struggled with the issues the 
emerging adults are struggling with and not maintain a holier than thou attitude because 
that is the only way the young adults can identify with them. The participants in focus 
group D gave an example of a visiting pastor at their assembly who shared with them his 
struggle with pornography and how that impacted their lives as they connected with him.  
Fifth, a participant in focus group D reiterated the need for the Safari sessions to 
be experiential rather than end at head knowledge. They said that God is a person who 
can be experienced and related to within intimacy. They also added that they want to hear 
the answer to the “so what question.” They want to know how a piece of information 
affects how they live. 
Spiritually, they want practical teachings that they can apply in their lives which 
they are not receiving in CITAM. One participant said, “We are here to learn how to do 
life as Christians. We don’t want some theories that do not apply to life.” They want 
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practical ways to overcome sin, not just orders to stop sinning. They want to know how. 
The young adults in focus groups reported that  faiths, or atheism, which is still new in 
our society. One participant CITAM is not nurturing them in a way that makes them to go 
out and reach out to others, especially those of different said they face conflict between 
the different religions in class; their professors and lecturers challenge them saying, “you 
Christians believe you are going to heaven; give us concrete reasons for your belief and 
don’t bribe us with milk and honey nor scare us with hell.” The participants said they 
want to be nurtured spiritually in a way that they can participate in defending the gospel. 
They don’t want to be “plastic Christians” who scare away from being asked questions.  
One participant said, “at the end of the day you are discipling us to go and make 
disciples. In matters of doctrine, the emerging adults feel that in the Safari they don’t 
hear the why question being answered, they are not told why they need to do the things 
they are being asked to do and believe. One participant said, “we are a generation living 
in an age where information is liberalized. I know too much so tell me something 
different. Our intellectual capacity is well able to attend to higher levels of doctrine so 
why not introduce to us challenging questions?” They said when they are discipled well 
and they “get it intellectually” their hearts are able to be transformed.  
Young adults want to know that God can solve their problems, that he cares about 
their day to day issues of life, and they also need answers to their daily issues. One 
participant pointed out that many emerging adults have needs, and when they come to 
church they want to see that the church cares. She said, “When young adults come 
seeking for help from church, maybe he or she has no food or bus fare, they would like it 
to be provided by the church and not for a pastor to just pray and release them. Not 
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meeting the need makes young adults believe that the church cares only about their 
spiritual needs, when an opportunity presents itself which will help meet these needs the 
young adult will leave church.” 
 
Summary of Major Findings 
The data resulting from this project yielded significant findings regarding the 
ways in which the Safari model of discipleship can be improved to increase its 
effectiveness for discipling young adults. I believe these finding, if adhered to by CITAM 
assemblies. will effectively transform the lives of emerging adults and boost retention. 
These are the major findings which will be discussed in chapter 5.  
1. Pastoral leaders of CITAM need to realize that the Safari is only one part of 
what is needed for young adult discipleship. 
2. Young adults need a practical curriculum designed with their unique stage of 
life and issues in mind. 
3. The presentation/delivery of Safari is as important to young adults as the 
curriculum itself. Presenters need to learn how to communicate effectively to 
young adults. 
4.  Ministry to young adults has to be incarnational. They expect their pastors to 





LEARNING REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
 
The four major findings: (1) Safari is only part of is what needed for young adult 
scholarship; (2) discipleship for young adults requires a practical curriculum 
designed for their unique stage of life and issues; (3) presenters need to learn how to 
communicate effectively to young adult; and (4) young adults require an 
incarnational ministry.  
 
Overview of the Chapter 
All CITAM assemblies in Kenya use the Safari as the sole discipleship tool. This 
research started from the desire to see ways the Safari model can be improved to be an 
effective tool in discipling emerging adults at CITAM assemblies in Kenya. The 
literature review gave support to the fact that emerging adulthood is a life-stage that 
presents numerous transitional changes that may contribute to their faith and church 
involvement choices. It also supported the fact that emerging adults have special needs 
that need to be addressed if effective discipleship is to be achieved. 
This chapter identifies four findings from this research project and explains how 
they correspond to personal observations, my literature survey, and the biblical 
framework of the project.  Then, limitations of the research study, unexpected 








I have observed that CITAM assemblies in Kenya use the Safari model of 
discipleship as the sole discipleship tool in discipling young adults. At every  stage of 
Safari, the lessons are taught on Sunday mornings in the place of the sermon. CITAM 
pastors have gone through training that underscores the need for a discipleship to be 
relational and experiential. They have also learned discipleship is not a program that is 
meant to pass on information in a classroom setting but CITAM pastors have continued 
to present the Safari in a way that has turned it into a program and a passing on of 
information.  
The Safari core team that first put together the Safari had brilliant ideas at the 
beginning which were meant to make the Safari transformative. First, they intended that 
the Safari be taught in small groups called cohorts. Secondly, they expected the Safari 
groups (small groups) and  Safari partners (accountability partners) to play a key role in 
ensuring that people were applying what they had learned to their lives. They expected 
the small groups and partners to hold each other accountable. Unfortunately, the plans for 
small groups and partners were not followed through because CITAM was ill prepared to 
implement the Safari as it was originally intended. We lacked enough facilities for the 
cohorts and proper implementation strategies of the Safari groups and accountability 
partners. I observed that the way we are doing the Safari currently has reduced it into a 
program, and we are currently focusing more on going through the different stages than 
making an impact in the lives of the those we are discipling.  
During my research the young adults and youth pastors agreed that the Safari was 
not effective in discipling emerging adults. These words from one youth pastor’s 
response in the questionnaire speaks it all, he says, 
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I believe that the Safari is one of the ways to disciple young people, but it must 
not be treated as the ultimate way. There is a need to complement this with 
relational, one-on-one incarnational youth ministry. The old adage holds true, 
"Some things cannot be taught, they must be caught". Of course, we cannot 
assume that doctrine will be caught by osmosis but we must not downplay the role 
of relationships between young people and the older generations in the natural 
habitat of home settings, dining table discussion, road trip talks or conversations 
in traffic. Deuteronomy paints a picture of how the older generation is to disciple 
the younger and it is noteworthy that the pictures given are those of mundane, 
everyday moments. Thus, if we are to enhance Safari we must not just look at 
Safari in terms of content, delivery and so forth but must examine the factors 
outside the Safari such as the prevailing ministry model. We must move away 
from a corporate culture where the youth pastor is CEO and the young people 
subordinates to the biblical model of shepherd and sheep. I strongly think that if 
the software aspect of the youth ministry improves the Safari will equally be 
enhanced. 
Most participants in the focus group expressed their dissatisfaction with the Safari 
content and delivery. One young adult in the focus group said, “discipleship is about 
doing the Christian life together.” This points to the need for discipleship to be 
incarnational as expressed above. 
In my literature review, most sources I consulted showed that mentoring is an 
effective way to disciple young adults. Setran and Kiesling explain that emerging adults 
need mentors to guide them as they navigate this delicate season of their life. They add 
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that, “emerging adult leaders need help to see all of life with spiritual eyes, to remember 
their creator in the days of their youth (Ecc. 12:1).” (Setran and Kiesling 206). Sharon 
Daloz Parks writes, “As they begin the process of evaluating former commitments and 
developing new ideals, emerging adults desire guides who will support their growth, 
challenge and critique where needed, and cast a vision for the future” (Parks).The other 
key aspect of discipleship that I found out in the literature review is the need for 
emerging adults to practice spiritual disciplines. As Richard Foster and Kathryn A. 
Helmers suggested, “The disciplines allow us to place ourselves before God so that He 
can transform us.” We are to live and speak in such a way that it will “make the teaching 
about our God our Savior attractive” to all (Titus 2:10). Sarah Arthur writes,  “We are not 
to be journalists but ‘bards’ that capture the imagination of emerging adults with the 
beauty and passion of the gospel” (Arthur 148). We must hold before them such a 
compelling picture of the “city with foundations, whose architect and builder is God” 
(Heb. 11:10). Setran and Kiesling  write, “Spiritual formation must attend to matters of 
the body. Willard says that the body is the place where wrong habits reside and where 
new kingdom habits must be developed.” (Setran and Kiesling  44). 
The Bible shows us that discipleship has different facets. Throughout the 
scriptures the pattern of discipleship is of older generations investing in the new 
generations in order to transform their lives. There are numerous biblical examples 
demonstrating relationships that were characterized by close bonds and a teacher-disciple 
association which were important in developing spirituality. Mentorship is shown as an 
important part of discipleship in Deuteronomy 6:4-9. Verse seven says, “You shall teach 
them diligently to your children…”. Prominent in the Hebrew Scriptures are Moses and 
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Joshua (Exod. 33:11; Deut. 1:38; 34:10); Samuel and the band of prophets; Elisha and the 
sons of the prophets (1 Kings. 20:35; 2 Kings 2:3, 5, 7, 15; 14:1, 38; 5:22; 6:1; 9:1); and 
Elijah and Elisha (2 Kings 4:38; 6:1-3). 
The New Testament highlights mentorship as an important aspect in discipleship. 
The gospels give us the John the Baptist and Jesus and their disciples as examples of 
discipleship through mentorship. The Pauline epistles show that Paul mentored Timothy 
and Titus. 
The Bible also shows that discipleship ought to take place in both formal and 
informal settings as seen in Deuteronomy 6:7-9, which says,  
You shall teach them diligently to your children, and shall talk of them when you 
sit in your house, and when you walk by the way, and when you lie down, and 
when you rise. You shall bind them as a sign on your hand, and they shall be as 
frontlets between your eyes. You shall write them on the doorposts of your house 
and on your gates.  
This shows that discipleship needs to happen in both the formal and the informal 
environment. This text does only underscores the fact that discipleship cannot be 
compartmentalized but also that it is a process, not a one-time event. 
      
Second Finding: Practical Curriculum Design Required for Unique Stage of Life and 
Issues of Young Adults 
 CITAM assemblies are made up of three churches: the children, teens and adult 
churches. The Safari curriculum has been prepared with these three churches in mind, 
there is a Safari curriculum for children, teens, and adults. CITAM leadership has not 
seen the need to give special attention to emerging adults. This is because there is an 
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assumption that emerging adults are adults who should join the adult church and go 
through the adult curriculum together with the rest of the adults. I have observed that 
young adults don’t enjoy being discipled alongside the adults, especially their parents but 
they enjoyed being on their own. Theyalso don’t enjoy attending the adult Safari groups 
because they feel these do not address the issues affecting them. Having been a Christian 
education pastor at a CITAM assembly, I have observed that young adults don’t buy the 
Safari manuals, which shows a lack of interest. These observations were confirmed by 
both the focus group and the questionnaire participants.  
Focus group participants said that the Safari content and the delivery method was 
not designed with them in mind. Participants in the focus groups felt that the place to 
begin to make the Safari an effective tool for discipling young adults is to tailor make a 
discipleship curriculum specifically for young adults. The participants believe that 
emerging adults have unique needs that cannot be met when they are lumped together 
with adults in the adult church as is currently the case in most CITAM assemblies. One 
participant said, “Care needs to be taken even as the Safari is being custom made for 
young adults in order not to over-simplify it. Those putting together the Safari need to 
remember that young adults are not teens, so they do not need basic discipleship, nor are 
they adults. The material needs to be specifically made for emerging adults.” In order to 
achieve this, participants in three of the five focus groups suggested that emerging adults 
be involved in deciding what content should be included in the emerging adult Safari 
curriculum. The emerging adults desire a curriculum that addresses trending and current 
issues like mental health, internet and social media management, betting and LQBTQ. 
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They also would like topics that concern them like relationship across genders, identity, 
and career choices. 
In my literature review I have shown what sociologists and psychologists have 
said about the unique characteristics of emerging adults which need to be uniquely 
addressed.  I quote from Setran and Kiesling’s book Spiritual Formation in Emerging 
Adulthood who point out that churches focus on discipling children and teens but neglect 
emerging adults. They write, “Emerging adult spiritual formation has been largely 
neglected as a topic of purposeful inquiry.”  
According to Setran and Kiesling between age 18 and the late twenties, emerging 
adults are characterized by five interrelated characteristics. 
First, they are actively engaged in identity formation, exploring personal meaning 
in love, work, and worldview. Second, they live lives marked by instability: 
regularly moving, changing jobs, and revising their life plans. Third, they tend to 
be very focused on themselves, free from parents’ oversight and yet also free from 
significant responsibilities to others. Fourth, they feel “in between recognizing 
that they have transcended adolescence and yet unsure if they have achieved full 
adult status. Finally, they see this time period as an “age of possibilities,” 
optimistic about the future and desirous of keeping all of their options open 
(Furstenberg, et al. 33–41).  
These unique characteristics demand a unique way of discipleship in order to help them 
safely navigate this season of their lives.  
Throughout the scriptures, the pattern of discipleship seen is of older generations 
investing in the new generations to transform their lives. The scriptures also show that 
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God intended that discipling the younger generation be holistic and not 
compartmentalized. Deuteronomy 6:4-9 not only shows God’s intention for each 
generation of parents to uphold the responsibility of teaching the next generation to love 
and obey God but shows how this ought to be done. God’s instructions to parents on how 
to disciple children not only apply to younger children but also to young adult children.  
Verses 7–9 contain a series of directions, providing a framework for parents teaching 
their children in what Walter Brueggemann called the Mosaic imperatives of “saturation 
education,” whereby “a child’s imaginative horizon is completely pervaded by signs and 
reminders” (Brueggemann 85). The Shema calls for parents to display diligence in the 
spiritual education of their children, and it provides directions to parents for discipling the 
family’s next generation.  
The exhortation of verse 7 says, “Talk of them when you sit in your house, and 
when you walk along the way,” charging parents to teach their children about God both 
in and away from home. By emphasizing the in home and out of home training of 
children, the text encourages parents to avoid the compartmentalization of their faith. It is 
a reminder to bring the teaching of God into the home, and bring it with them when going 
out (Jones and Trentham 128). Verse 7 also commands parents to talk about their faith 
with their children both from morning to night, saying “Talk of them ... when you lie 
down and when you rise.” The imperative calls for parents to not limit the generational 
communication of their faith to specific times and places, but to also employ spontaneous 
conversation (Block 184). 
The scriptures also show that discipleship is relational. Isaiah Abolarin states that  
numerous biblical examples demonstrate relationships that were characterized by close 
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bonds and a teacher-disciple association which were important in developing spirituality. 
Prominent in the Hebrew Scriptures are Moses and Joshua (Exod. 33:11; Deut. 1:38; 
34:10); Samuel and the band of prophets; Elisha and the sons of the prophets (1 Kings. 
20:35; 2 Kings 2:3, 5, 7, 15; 14:1, 38; 5:22; 6:1; 9:1); and Elijah and Elisha (2 Kings 
4:38; 6:1-3) (Abolarin 32). Through these relationships spirituality was developed 
(Schwanz 16, 23; Collinson 48). 
The New Testament explicitly shows discipleship to be relational. The four 
gospels record that Jesus, after having chosen his twelve disciples, spent the vast majority 
of his time teaching them. Jesus’ disciples accompanied him everywhere and joined with 
him in his ministry of serving humankind. Jesus taught them privately as well as publicly. 
In the New Testament four lists of Jesus’ disciples appear. These are found in Matthew 
10:1-4; Mark. 3:14-19; Luke 6:12-16; and Acts 1:12-13. Jesus spent many hours and days 
with the twelve teaching and ministering to and with them. Paul discipled a young man 
named Timothy, who was the son of a Jewish mother, Eunice, and a Greek father. Paul 
met the young Timothy at Lystra, as stated in Acts 16:1-3, and invited him to join his 
second missionary journey. This initiated a discipling relationship that would continue 
until Paul’s death. Paul trained him and subsequently sent him out to serve the churches 
he was involved in planting. Paul referred to him as “a true son in the faith” (1 Timothy 
1:2). Later, Timothy became the pastor of the church in Ephesus.  
The scriptures also show that the content of discipleship ought to be practical not 
theoretical. The next generation needs to be discipled in practical ways that will equip 
them to live the faith effectively. In Exodus 18:13-26, Jethro advised Moses about how to 
efficiently teach the Israelites God’s Word, resolve disputes. The scriptures show that 
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discipling the next generation requires intentionality. Psalm 78:1-8 provides a powerful 
and straightforward plan on how to intentionally pass down the Christian faith from one 





Third Finding: The Presentation/Delivery and Effective Communication of Safari to 
Young Adults as Important as the Curriculum  
 I have observed that CITAM assemblies do discipleship at the congregational 
level. The congregation is taken through the Safari lesson on Sunday mornings in the 
place of a sermon. The participants said the Safari delivery/presentation was not geared 
towards catching the attention of emerging adults. Through my research, I learned that 
the young adults prefer discipleship in small groups and preferably with people their age. 
The participants pointed out the need to do the Safari in small groups because they felt 
small groups allow for interaction and accountability. One participant said, “let us do 
discipleship the way Jesus did.”  
 I have also observed that we rush through the Safari lessons because in most cases 
each lesson has to be covered during the time allocated to the sermon on Sunday. 
Participants in both the focus groups and the questionnaire pointed out that the pastors 
literally read through the lessons making it sound like a lecture. This, they said does not 
go well with the young adults, who are mainly college students, since they have been in 
lecture halls the whole week and are not looking forward to another on Sunday. The other 
issue the participants raised was the way the pastors hurriedly took the congregation 
through the lessons. They felt that it was more about covering as much material as 
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possible within the shortest time possible. The participants said that because they were 
taken through the Safari hurriedly they missed a lot of the content and were denied the 
opportunity to reflect on what was being taught. 
 The research revealed that the filling in the blanks does not cut it with the young 
adults. The participants said, “Filling in the gaps makes some people focus on filling the 
blanks with the right words and ignoring the content of the lesson being addressed.” They 
said that the blank spaces made the Safari feel like it was another class at school, which 
made them lose interest because they are looking forward to being nourished spiritually. 
The discussion questions also in both the personal daily reflections and the Safari group 
discussions were said to be shallow most of the time and not helpful in engaging 
participants in reflecting and internalizing the topics covered. They felt that the 
discussion questions should help them to dig more and reflect more on the topic being 
looked at.  
 The scriptures clearly show that effective discipleship is relational and takes place 
better in a one on one relationship or small groups. The examples of discipleship in the 
Old Testament all happen in relationships, Moses and Joshua (Exod. 33:11; Deut. 1:38; 
34:10); Samuel and the band of prophets; Elisha and the sons of the prophets (1 Kings. 
20:35; 2 Kings 2:3, 5, 7, 15; 14:1, 38; 5:22; 6:1; 9:1); and Elijah and Elisha (2 Kings 
4:38; 6:1-3). Deuteronomy 6:7 shows discipleship to be a slow process not a one-time 
event that can be rushed through. According to verse 8 and 9 different ways were to be 
used to disciple, “...You shall bind them as a sign on your hand, and they shall be as 




 The New Testament also shows that discipleship happened in a relational way. 
The gospels show that Jesus lived his life before his discipleship. He lived the life he was 
calling his disciples to live authentically before them. Paul also had developed 
relationships with those he disciple, he referred to Timothy as his son.  
 
Fourt Finding: Incarnational Ministry, Relevancy, and Caring Authentic Pastors 
Needed for Ministry to Young Adults  
I have observed that CITAM pastors are disengaged in the way they do ministry. I 
see that two factors contributing to this. First CITAM pastors are so busy that they don’t 
have time to relate and be truly involved in the lives of those they serve. They have no 
time to immerse themselves into the lives of the congregants and ‘become Jesus’ to 
them.” Second, The Kenyan and African cultural view of leadership places leaders above 
those they lead. Leadership is equated with power over those led. These cultural beliefs 
place the pastors in a place that is way higher than the congregants, making it impossible 
for young adults to relate with them. It hinders effective ministry. This was confirmed by 
both the focus group participants and the questionnaire as seen in the response of one 
participant in the questionnaire who said,  
I believe that the Safari is one of the ways to disciple young people but it must not 
be treated as the ultimate way. There is a need to complement this with relational, 
one-on-one incarnational youth ministry. The old adage holds true, "Some things 
cannot be taught, they must be caught". Of course, we cannot assume that 
doctrine will be caught by osmosis but we must not downplay the role of 
relationships between young people and the older generations in the natural 
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habitat of home settings, dining table discussion, road trip talks or conversations 
in traffic. Deuteronomy paints a picture of how the older generation is to disciple 
the younger and it is noteworthy that the pictures given are those of mundane, 
everyday moments…We must move away from a corporate culture where the 
youth pastor is CEO and the young people subordinates to the biblical model of 
shepherd and sheep. I strongly think that if the software aspect of the youth 
ministry improves the Safari will equally be enhanced.  
Those who participated in the focus groups also reiterated this point. They pointed 
out the fact that there is a gap between pastors and young adults which makes it hard for 
them to relate with their pastors in meaningful ways that allow for mentorship to happen. 
They also felt that pastors lacked authenticity, making it difficult for young adults to 
identify with them. The issue of a lack of creativity in how pastors did ministry was 
raised. The participants underscored the lack of care exhibited by pastors towards young 
adults. One focus participant cited incidents where young adults from poor backgrounds 
have sought help from pastors because they had no food or bus fare only for the pastor to 
offer a prayer and release them. The participant said these young adults felt that CITAM 
assemblies were places where only spiritual needs were met and since these financial 
needs were real and pressing these young adults left church. 
 My literature review on mentoring young adults underscored relationship as key 
to effective discipleship. I quoted Mildred Wynkoop who writes, “Jesus chose the 
apostles to be with him that they might see the life he lived and then live it themselves.” 
She goes on to say, “The word must always become flesh and dwell with men.” 
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(Wynkoop loc. 634, 645). Also, other sources I reviewed showed discipleship to be 
incarnational in nature. 
The Bible clearly shows that discipleship is incarnational. In the old Testament 
discipleship happened in mentoring relationships. Elijah mentored Elisha by allowing 
him to see his life as a prophet of Israel. Moses allowed Joshua to experience his personal 
relationship with God up close. The New Testament shows Jesus’ ministry as 
incarnational in two ways. First, God became flesh in order to reach out to humanity. 
John 1:14 paints this vividly, “And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we 
have seen his glory, glory as of the only Son
 
from the Father, full of grace and truth.” 
Secondly, Jesus ministry was incarnational in the sense that he allowed himself to enter 
into the lives of his disciples in a way that they saw him up close. He lived His life 
openly before them.  
 
Ministry Implications of the Findings  
 The first implication concerns the individual youth pastors in CITAM. Some of 
them have shown keen interest in this project and are looking forward to reading my 
findings. The findings of this study mean that youth pastors need to tailor make a Safari 
curriculum for emerging adults that will address the issues that concern them.  
 The second implication that concerns youth pastors is that youth ministry must be 
incarnational. Effective ministry to young adults where there is both numerical and 
spiritual growth happens where youth pastors are relational, authentic, and caring.  
 A third implication from my findings is that the Christian education department in 
CITAM has to rethink the entire Safari discipleship model. Effective discipleship cannot 
happen during a Sunday service in the congregation being presented as a sermon. This 
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research has shown that effective discipleship happens in a one on one mentoring 
relationships or in a small group. CITAM needs to consider going back to the cohorts or 
making the Safari groups our main forums of discipleship.  
 Finally, the fourth implication from my findings is that the CITAM Christian 
Education department needs to put together a curriculum specifically tailored for 
emerging adults because they have special needs that the adult curriculum does not 
address. The CED at CITAM needs to also consult with young adults before writing their 
curriculum in order to understand what their needs are. 
 
Limitations of the Study 
 I faced some limitations in my research which I don’t believe affected the 
generalization of the study findings. The first limitation I experienced was time 
constraint. Being a pastor, a mother and a wife didn’t allow me much time for the 
research. Most of the assemblies  where I conducted my research are located in Nairobi, 
164 miles away from my workstation in Eldoret. Scheduling the focus groups was a 
challenge since most of the participants were students. I had to do part of my research 
over the Christmas holidays, and the other part in January when most CITAM assemblies 
were not very active and colleges were on break.  
 Another major limitation had to do with questionnaire participants, these were 
youth pastors. Youth pastors are very busy people, so it was hard for me to get them to 
participate in the questionnaire. Also the time was not favorable because most of the 
youth pastors were not in office over the Christmas holidays. Two youth pastors I had 
planned to involve in the questionnaire were not able to participate because one fell sick 
and the other was too busy to do it.  
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 Lastly, I also experienced limitations in the way I formulated the questions in both 
the focus groups and the questionnaire. I feel I should have included more demographic 
questions in order to get to understand the participants better. One question I should have 
included in the questionnaire is what level of training the pastors had on youth training, 
this would have helped me understand why they were answering some of the questions 
the way they did because I felt that some of the youth pastors have very little or no 
knowledge at all on what discipleship is all about. 
 
Unexpected Observations 
My biggest surprise was that some of the young adults understood discipleship 
more than some of the youth pastors. As I talked to the participants of the focus groups, I 
was amazed at how knowledgeable they are in matters related to discipleship. One 
participant articulated very well what was lacking in the Safari and what needs to be done 
for it to be a suitable tool in the discipleship of emerging adults.  One participant said, 
“we are a generation living in an age where information is liberalized. I know too much 
so tell me something different. Our intellectual capacity is well able to attend to higher 
levels of doctrine so why not introduce to us challenging questions?” They said when 
they are discipled well and they “get it intellectually” their hearts are able to be 
transformed. The same participant added that care needs to be taken even as the Safari is 
being custom made for young adults in order not to over-simplify it. Those putting 
together the Safari need to remember that young adults are not teens so they do not need 
basic discipleship, nor are they adults. The material needs to be specifically made for 
emerging adults. In order to achieve this, the participants in three of the five focus groups 
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suggested that emerging adults need to be involved in deciding what content should be 
included in the emerging adult Safari curriculum. 
Second, I was surprised that all youth pastors agreed that the Safari curriculum is 
written in a way that relates well with young adults/crossroaders yet most young adults 
disagreed. This means that either the young adults are not expressing their feelings 
sincerely or there is no feedback from the young adults. 
Finally, I was surprised that young adults are leaving CITAM because they are 
seeking for deeper spiritual nourishment and that they were leaving for churches that 




While this study produced good findings and had value, there are always ways to 
improve and expand on this study.  I have summarized three. 
1. There is need to do a research on some of the factors that affect young adults 
in Africa. I realize that there are few resources on discipling emerging adults 
written from an African perspective. 
2. Most of the youth pastors who participated in the questionnaire gave little or 
no response to some of the questions. I sensed that the pastors were afraid to 
express their opinions about the Safari for fear that they will be viewed as not 
being supportive or critical of the church leadership.  it. I feel this fear came 
from the fact that I am one of them, and I could expose them to the leadership. 
In the future there is need to use an interviewer who is not part of CITAM 
with whom they can be more open. 
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3. In the future this research needs to include other churches, especially those 
who seem to be doing well in discipling young adults so that other churches 
can be compared and contrasted with CITAM. 
 Finally, I recommend that my research be used by both the CITAM Christian 




This has been a great learning process for me. When I chose to work on this 
project, I didn’t realize how important it was. I now realize this project will go a long 
way, if it is considered, in helping CITAM Christian education and youth pastors to 
create an effective curriculum for emerging adults. 
I feel that I underestimated the kind of time and work this project entailed. I was 
also ill prepared for it. Working on this kind of project as a wife, a mother and a pastor 
with many responsibilities has not been easy. This project has taken me into a journey of 
total dependence on God. Through this project I have learned to depend on others. My 
legacy group has come in handy through this process. They have prayed and encouraged 
me all through. 
Lastly, I had to change my coach after chapter one. My first coach is passionate 
with philosophy, ethics and apologetics but my second coach is passionate about 
discipleship. I have come to realize that it is easier to work with a coach who is 
passionate about the area one is studying because they have can give better advice about 





Youth Pastors Questionnaire 
1. Personal Details  
(a) Age Group: 
(20-29); (30-39); (40-49); (50-59) 
(b) Years of experience working with young adults/Cross Roaders: 
(1-9); (10-19); (20-29); (30-39); (40-49) 
(c)Gender: 
( ) Male () Female 
(d) Level of training for pastoral ministry 
( ) Undergraduate ( )Graduate ( ) Postgraduate 
(e)Do you have any training in youth ministry 
( )Yes ( ) No 
 
2. The Safari curriculum is written in a way that relates well with young adults: 
(Strongly disagree); (Disagree); (Agree); (Strongly Agree) 
 
3. The Safari curriculum presentation method suits young adults. 
(Strongly disagree); (Disagree); (Agree); (Strongly disagree) 
 
4. David Kinnaman says that ages eighteen to twenty-nine are the “black hole of 
church attendance.” In one of our pastor’s quarterly in 2017 the focus was how to 
do youth ministry differently in order to stop young adults from leaving CITAM. 
Give three to five factors contributing to their exit. 
 
5. Having facilitated the Safari for the young adults/Cross Roaders, what 
aspects/topics do you suggest needs to be added or improved in each stage of the 
Safari in order for it to effectively impact the lives of our Cross Roaders in  






6. How would you suggest these aspects/topics be best introduced to the Safari 
model of discipleship? 
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7. The Safari is currently being offered during the Sunday service, do you think this 
is an effective why to disciple the Cross Roaders? What teaching methods do you 
suggest would enhance the effectiveness of the Safari among the Cross Roaders? 
 































Focus Group Questions (Young Adults/Cross Roaders) 
1. Do you know of any Cross Roader or Cross Roaders who have since left your 
assembly? Give three or five reasons for their leaving? 
 










4. What do you suggest needs to improved or changed in the way the Safari is 





























Confidentiality Agreement  
 
This form may be used for individuals who will be assisting the researcher with a variety of 
research tasks (e.g., audio or video recording, transcribing data, etc.) 
 
I, __________________, will be assisting the researcher by ______________________(specific 
job description, e.g., being an interpreter/translator)  
 
I agree to abide by the following guidelines regarding confidentiality:  
 
1. Hold in strictest confidence the identification of any individual(s) that may be revealed during the 
course of performing research tasks throughout the research process and after it is complete. 
 
2. Keep all the research information shared with me confidential by not discussing or sharing the 
research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, transcripts) with anyone other than the 
Researcher(s). 
 
3. Keep all research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, transcripts) secure while it 
is in my possession (e.g., using a password-protected computer). 
 
4. Return all research information in any form or format (e.g., disks, tapes, transcripts) to the 
Researcher(s) when I have completed the research tasks. 
 
5. After consulting with the Researcher(s), erase or destroy all research information in any form or 
format regarding this research project that is not returnable to the Researcher(s) (e.g., information stored on 






    





    













Revised Focus Group Consent Form  
 
My name is Juddy Karei. I am A Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury Theological 
Seminary(Asbury Theological Seminary, 204 N. Lexington Ave., Wilmore, KY 40390, USA) 
conducting a study for my dissertation on Transformational Discipleship of Young 
Adults(Ages 18-29). My contact phone number is +254722541999. My email addresses are 
juddy.karei@asburyseminary.edu and kareijuddy@gmail.com. My research supervisor is Dr. 
Ellen Marmon, Professor at Asbury Theological Seminary, KY, USA. You may contact me 
at any time, if you have questions about this study. 
 
The purpose of this project is to identify ways in which young adults/Cross Roaders 
(ages 18-29) can be discipled effectively in order to transform their lives. My main focus will 
be how the Safari model of discipleship can be improved to effectively transform the lives of 
young adults in CITAM assemblies.  
 
The main purpose was connected to finalizing the study for the DMin. Program at 
Asbury Theological Seminary, but it is believed that the project will be useful as a tool to 
help those working with young adults in CITAM assemblies to effectively disciple young 
adults.  
 
The focus group will take approximately 90 minutes of your time. I will be recording 
the focus group and although confidentiality will be encouraged it cannot be guaranteed. 
There is minimal risk associated with participating in this focus group. Your participation in 
this study is completely voluntary. If you choose to participate, you may still refuse to answer 
any question that you do not wish to answer. You may also withdraw from the study at any 
time. If ever you feel that way, please inform me promptly. 
 
 While there is no guaranteed benefit, it is possible that you will enjoy participating in 
this focus group. Kindly note that, your name will not be used in any of the reporting and 
writing related to this study. I will be the only person present during the focus group session. 
I plan to develop a dissertation based on the focus group along with my reading and historical 
research. This dissertation will be shared with my cohort colleagues and Asbury Theological 
Seminary faculty on the Asbury’s Kentucky Campus. I also plan to share some of my 
findings (no names included) with the CITAM youth pastors and the Christian Education 
department. The entire dissertation will be published and put in the library.  
 
By signing below, you are agreeing to participate in the focus group for this research 
study. Any questions you may have will be answered to your satisfaction. If you agree to 
participate, a copy of this document will be given to you. 
 
Participant’s Signature: _______________________ Date: _______________________ 
Print Name: _________________________ 
Researcher’s Signature: ____________________ Date: _____________________ 





Consent Form for Questionnaire 
 
My name is Juddy Karei. I am a Student at Asbury Theological Seminary 
(Asbury Theological Seminary, 204 N. Lexington Ave., Wilmore, KY 40390, USA) 
conducting a study for my dissertation on Transformational Discipleship of Young 
Adults(Ages 18-29). My contact phone number is +254722541999. My email addresses 
are  juddy.karei@asburyseminary.edu and kareijuddy@gmail.com. My research 
supervisor is Dr. Ellen Marmon, Professor at Asbury Theological Seminary, KY, USA. 
You may contact me at any time, if you have questions about this study. 
 
The purpose of this project is to identify ways in which young adults/Cross 
Roaders (ages 18-29) can be discipled effectively in order to transform their lives. My 
main focus will be how the Safari model of discipleship can be improved to effectively 
transform the lives of young adults in CITAM assemblies.   
 
The main purpose was connected to finalizing the study for the DMin. Program at 
Asbury Theological Seminary, but it is believed that the project will be useful as a tool to 
help those working with young adults in CITAM assemblies to effectively disciple young 
adults.  
 
The questionnaire will take approximately twenty minutes of your time. Your 
participation in this study is completely voluntary. There is minimal risk associated in 
filling the questionnaire. If you choose to participate, you may still refuse to answer any 
question that you do not wish to answer. You may also withdraw from the study at any 
time. If ever you feel that way, please inform me promptly. 
 
While there is no guaranteed benefit, it is possible that you will enjoy sharing 
your answers to these questions. Kindly note that, your name will not be used in any of 
the reporting and writing related to this study. I plan to develop a dissertation based on 
the questionnaires along with my reading and historical research. This dissertation will be 
shared with my cohort colleagues and Asbury Theological Seminary faculty on the 
Asbury’s Kentucky Campus. I also plan to share some of my findings (no names 
included) with the CITAM youth pastors and the Christian Education department. 
  
There is a possibility that I will publish portions of this dissertation as an article. 
In this event, I may alter some identifying details to further project the confidentiality of 
the data. 
 
By completing the online form, you are agreeing to fill out the questionnaire for 
this research study. Any questions you may have are answered to your satisfaction. If you 
agree to participate, a copy of this document will be given to you. 
 
Participant’s Signature: __________________ Date: _______________________ 
Print Name: _________________________ 
Researcher’s Signature: __________________________ Date: _____________________ 
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